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How to Make the Best Use
of This Teaching Guide

Leading a class in studying the Bible is a sacred trust. This Teaching Guide
has been prepared to help you as you give your best to this important task.
In each lesson, you will find first “Bible Comments” for teachers, to
aid you in your study and preparation. The three sections of “Bible Comments” are “Understanding the Context,” “Interpreting the Scriptures,” and
“Focusing on the Meaning.” “Understanding the Context” provides a summary overview of the entire background passage that also sets the passage
in the context of the Bible book being studied. “Interpreting the Scriptures”
provides verse-by-verse comments on the focal passage. “Focusing on the
Meaning” offers help with the meaning and application of the focal text.
The second main part of each lesson is “Teaching Plans.” You’ll find two
complete teaching plans in this section. The first is called the “Discovery
Plan,” which emphasizes discovery learning techniques; and the second is
called the “Discussion Plan,” which provides questions and suggestions for
dialogue about the Scriptures. Choose the plan that best fits your class and
your style of teaching. You may also use and adapt ideas from both. Each
plan is intended to be practical, helpful, and immediately useful as you prepare to teach.
The major headings in each teaching plan are intended to help you
sequence how you teach to follow the flow of how people tend to learn.
The first major heading, “Connect With Life,” provides ideas that will help
you begin the class session where your class is and draw your class into the
study. The second major heading, “Guide Bible Study,” offers suggestions
for helping your class engage the Scriptures actively and develop a greater
understanding of this portion of the Bible’s message. The third major heading, “Encourage Application,” is meant to help participants focus on how to
respond with their lives to this message.
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As you begin the study with your class, be sure to find a way to help your
class know the date on which each lesson will be studied. You might use one
or more of the following methods:
• In the first session of the study, brief ly overview the study by
identifying for your class the date on which each lesson will be studied.
Lead your class to write the date in the table of contents in their Study
Guides and on the first page of each lesson.
• Make and post a chart that indicates the date on which each lesson
will be studied.
• If all of your class has e-mail, send them an e-mail with the dates the
lessons will be studied.
• Provide a bookmark with the lesson dates. You may want to include
information about your church and then use the bookmark as an
outreach tool, too. A model for a bookmark can be downloaded from
www.baptistwaypress.org under the “Teacher Helps” tab.
• Develop a sticker with the lesson dates, and place it on the table of
contents or on the back cover.
Here are some steps you can take to help you prepare well to teach each
lesson and save time in doing so:
1. Start early in the week before your class meets.
2. If your church’s adult Bible study teachers meet for lesson overview and
preparation, plan to participate. If your church’s adult Bible study teachers don’t have this planning time now, look for ways to begin. You, your
fellow teachers, and your church will benefit from this mutual encouragement and preparation.
3. Overview the study in the Study Guide. Look at the table of contents and
see where this lesson fits in the overall study. Then read or review the
study introduction to the book that is being studied.
4. Consider carefully the suggested Main Idea, Question to Explore, and
Teaching Aim. These can help you discover the main thrust of this particular lesson.
5. Use your Bible to read and consider prayerfully the Scripture passages
for the lesson. Using your Bible in your study and in the class session
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can provide a positive model to class members to use their own Bibles
and give more attention to Bible study themselves. (Each writer of the
Bible comments in both the Teaching Guide and the Study Guide has
chosen a favorite translation. You’re free to use the Bible translation you
prefer and compare it with the translations chosen, of course.)
6. After reading all the Scripture passages in your Bible, then read the
Bible comments in the Study Guide. The Bible comments are intended
to be an aid to your study of the Bible. Read also the small articles—
”sidebars”—in each lesson. They are intended to provide additional,
enrichment information and inspiration and to encourage thought and
application. Try to answer for yourself the questions included in each
lesson. They’re intended to encourage further thought and application,
and you can also use them in the class session itself. Continue your Bible
study with the aid of the Bible comments included in this Teaching Guide.
7. Review the “Teaching Plans” in this Teaching Guide. Consider how these
suggestions would help you teach this Bible passage in your class to
accomplish the teaching aim.
8. Consider prayerfully the needs of your class and think about how to
teach so you can help your class learn best.
9. Develop and follow a lesson plan based on the suggestions in this
Teaching Guide, with alterations as needed for your class.
10. Enjoy leading your class in discovering the meaning of the Scripture
passages and in applying these passages to their lives.
Premium Commentary. Plan to get the additional Bible study comments
available online. Visit our website, call 1–866–249–1799, or e-mail baptistway@texasbaptists.org to order the Premium Commentary. It is available only
in electronic format (PDF) from our website. The price of these comments
is $5 per person. A church or class that participates in our advance order
program for free shipping can receive the Premium Commentary free. Call
1–866–249–1799 or see www.baptistwaypress.org for information on participating in our free shipping program for the next study.
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Premium Teaching Plans. An additional teaching plan is also available in
electronic format (PDF) by visiting our website or calling 1–866–249–1799.
The price of these plans for an entire study is $5 per person. It is available
only in electronic format (PDF) from our website. A church or class that
participates in our advance order program for free shipping can receive the
Premium Teaching Plans free. Call 1–866–249–1799 or see www.baptistwaypress.org for information on participating in our free shipping program for
the next study.
FREE! Downloadable teaching resource items for use in your class are available at www.baptistwaypress.org. Watch for them in the “Teaching Plans”
for each lesson. Then go online to www.baptistwaypress.org and click on
“Teaching Resource Items” under the “Teacher Helps” tab for this study.
These items are selected from the “Teaching Plans.” They are provided online
to make lesson preparation easier for handouts and similar items. Permission is granted to download these teaching resource items, print them out,
copy them as needed, and use them in your class.

Writers for this Teaching Guide

Rayford E. Malone wrote the Bible Comments for lessons one through
four. Dr. Malone’s journey of ministry preparation began in July 1996 and
he has encompassed a wide array of personal accomplishments inside as well
as outside the church. Ray obtained two degrees from Dallas Baptist University and his Doctor of Theology Degree from Andersonville Theological
Seminary in Camilla, Georgia. He has pastored three churches in Texas and
one in Alabama. Ray has also written nine published works. Dr. Malone is
currently the Director of Human Resources for the Baptist General Convention of Texas.
Brad Echols wrote the Teaching Plans for lessons one through four. Brad
serves as the Youth Minister at First Baptist Church in Belton, Texas. He has
a Master of Arts Degree in Youth Ministry from Howard Payne University
in Brownwood, Texas. Brad has held a variety of roles in serving the local
church including conference speaker, serving on denominational committees, and adjunct professor at Howard Payne University. Brad and his wife,
Erin, have three children: Macie, Beckett, and Henry.
Mike Smith wrote the Bible Comments for lessons five through eight.
Mike formerly served as the Discipleship Minister of First Woodway Baptist Church in Woodway, Texas. He holds an M.Div. from George W. Truett
Theological Seminary and graduated from Wayland Baptist University with
a B.A. in Religion and English. Mike has been married to his wife, Emily, for
seventeen years, and they have two children. His greatest joy in ministry is
helping people understand their faith through teaching and writing.
Robby Barrett wrote the Teaching Plans for lessons five through eight.
Dr. Barrett has served as Minister of Education at First Baptist Church in
Amarillo, Texas since 1996. A graduate of Hardin-Simmons University and
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, he is the first graduate of the
Doctor of Ministry program at Baylor’s George W. Truett Seminary. Robby
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previously served in churches in Abilene, Lamesa, and Waco. He and his wife,
LaVon, have two sons and four grandchildren. Robby has written numerous
teaching plans for BaptistWay Press.
Lon Graham wrote the Bible Comments for lessons nine through eleven.
Lon is married to Amy, and they have four wonderful children together. He
is the pastor of The Woods Baptist Church in Tyler, Texas. In addition, he has
served churches in Tennessee, North Carolina, and Washington state. Lon
has degrees and certificates from Union University, Liberty University, and
the University of Manchester. He is currently a doctoral candidate at the
Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam.
Stan Granberry wrote the Teaching Plans for lessons nine through
eleven. Stan is a graduate of Baylor University (B.A.) and Baylor’s George W.
Truett Theological Seminary (M.Div.), both in Waco, Texas. He has served
fifteen years on the staff of Texas Baptists, the last thirteen as the Marketing Coordinator for BaptistWay Press. He previously served as a missionary
in France. Stan has a son and daughter in high school and one daughter in
college. He co-teaches his adult Sunday School class at Cliff Temple Baptist
Church in Dallas. Stan spends his free time playing basketball, bike riding,
and cheering on the Baylor Bears.
Micah Caswell wrote the Bible Comments for lessons twelve and thirteen
plus the bonus Christmas lesson. Dr. Caswell is the Lead Pastor of Redeemer
Church in Denton, Texas. Micah has also pastored churches in Austin and
Houston. He is a graduate of the University of North Texas and also holds
degrees from Dallas Theological Seminary, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, Toronto Baptist Seminary, and Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary. Micah is married to Kristen and they have two children: Mason
and Kenlee.
Jill Fulghum wrote the Teaching Plans for lessons twelve and thirteen
plus the bonus Christmas lesson. Jill serves as Associate Pastor at Southland Baptist Church in San Angelo, Texas. She has served this church in
several positions for the past twenty-nine years. Previously, Jill has served
as a youth minister in several Texas Baptist churches. She has earned degrees

from Sam Houston State University and Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary. In her spare time, Jill loves to dabble in woodworking, carpentry,
and gardening. She has a twenty-year old son, Will, a dog named Snuggs, and
a cat named Moe.
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A Voice
for God

1

MAIN IDEA

We are called to help people find and
follow God.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Am I pointing people to God?
TEACHING AIM

To lead adults to realize the only way
Jesus can become greater is when
they are willing to become less
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
Although the Gospel of Mark is the shortest and earliest gospel written
among the four gospels, it stands alone in its intensity as it focuses on the
redeeming work of Jesus Christ.
The Gospel of Mark set forth the life and teachings of Jesus in a very
remarkable way. It does not carry the genealogies contained in Matthew nor
Luke. Also, although it is customary for the Gospel writers to identify themselves at the beginning of their Gospels as John did, Mark does not pen himself as the author of the Gospel of Mark. From the outset of his Gospel, Mark
focused on presenting Christ Jesus as the Son of God who came willingly to
be a servant of all and redeem fallen mankind.
In making this demonstration of Christ, we must understand the Gospel of Mark majors on the present activity and actions of Jesus. Through
the background Scriptures of John 1:6-28, we see the focus of Mark 1:1-8 is
on helping people find and focus themselves upon following Christ. It also
makes clear why Jesus’ teachings and actions stirred opposition from various
groups of Jews, such as the Pharisees, Sadducees, scribes, and priests. Jesus’
teachings contrasted with their interpretation of the Old Testament law, and
some of His actions violated their understanding of the requirements of the
law.
A brief word over the authorship of the Gospel of Mark: although Mark is
not named in the gospel, authorship is attributed to Mark who was properly
called John (and “surnamed” Mark) who was the son of a certain Mary who
owned a house in Jerusalem (Acts 12:12).
After reviewing his life, we see the strong influences of both Peter and
Paul. According to old traditions, Mark is supposed to have written his gospel
based on sermons and communications Peter gave in Rome for the believers
there. But we begin his story at the house where Peter went when he was
freed from prison (Acts 12:12). John Mark was also a nephew of Barnabas,
who at times was a companion of the Apostle Paul (Colossians 4:10). Paul and
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Barnabas took John Mark with them as a servant during their first mission
journey (Acts 12:25; Acts 13:5), but Mark departed from them in Pamphylia
and returned to Jerusalem (Acts 13:13). When Barnabas wanted to take his
relative with him for the second journey, Paul refused. This caused a separation between Paul and Barnabas (Acts 15:37-40) with Barnabas traveling
with Mark, and Paul with Silas. Twelve years later Mark’s name reappears
in the letters to the Colossians and in Philemon (Colossians 4:10; Philemon
1:24). In the Second Epistle to Timothy, shortly before his death, Paul asks
Timothy to bring Mark, who was now a useful servant, with him (2 Timothy
4:11).

Interpreting the Scriptures
The Preaching of John the Baptist (1:1-8)
1:1. The style of Mark is fast-paced and dramatic. However, for a lost soul in
search of a savior these words carry maximum comfort. Gospel means “good
news” in the New Testament. Mark gave us the entire purpose of the book
in the first verse of his Gospel that this would be about Jesus’ life, teachings,
and how to have eternal life. The good news is that those who are lost simply
need to make Jesus their Lord to have eternal life.
Second, Mark pointed us to the One who is to redeem the fallen soul—
Jesus Christ. The term Christ translated means “The Anointed One.” During
that season, there were other men who carried the name “Jesus” but not the
anointing. It is the anointing that breaks the yokes and sets men free.
Third, Mark’s usage of the term “Son of God” directs us to the authority
of who Jesus Christ is, and in whose power Jesus Christ operates. The term
means that Christ is equal with the Father and made of the exact same essence as the Father.

1:2. Although Mark quoted the original prophecy of Isaiah 40:3, we also see
a strong reference to the prophecy of Malachi 3:11. Whether it be translated “In the prophet Isaiah” or “in the prophets” (depending upon the biblical
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translation being used), the reference is to add credibility to the source that
Mark is referring to.
The term “behold” is used to signify to the reader that something momentous or grand is about to be stated and directs the reader’s attention to
it.
The term “messenger” is never more important than the message they
are to carry. The purpose of being a messenger is to die to self so everyone will
focus on the message given (Malachi 4:5).

1:3. The phrase “Crying in the wilderness” is used to signify the perpetual
and continual call for the vessel of God to share the Gospel with strong faith
and utmost fervor amongst a disbelieving people. John’s “crying in the wilderness” was a message that was designed to bring Israel to repentance by
revealing their transgressions and holding the people accountable for their
sins. Isaiah 58:1 says, “Cry loudly, do not hold back; raise your voice like a
trumpet, and declare to My people their transgression and to the house of
Jacob their sins.” Although the call is in the “Wilderness” it gives the picture
of a person looking into the vast unknown. This imagery of the phrase means
we are called to constantly investigate the unknown areas and places to seek
those who are lost.
1:4. After the four hundred years of silence, the prophesied forerunner was
born. He immediately made the place of his ministry in the wilderness of
Judea (Matthew 3:1).
John preached of baptism for repentance from, and remission of, sin.
This means the believer recognized their sins, would no longer commit them,
and would walk with the expectation of new life. However, the stain of their
sin would remain until Christ came and finished His work on Calvary’s Cross.
Only through Him would there be removal of sin.

1:5. Through the “Voice of one crying in the wilderness,” we see an immediate response to the open call to the preaching of the gospel. “And all the country of Judea was going out to him, and all the people of Jerusalem” (Mark
1:5), signifies the response from the physical locations, not classes of people.
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As such, the crowds that flocked to his “Whosoever will come” of the gospel message (Matthew 10:32) included representatives of every class—Pharisees and Sadducees (Matthew 3:7), tax-gatherers (Luke 3:12), soldiers (Luke
3:14), and rich and poor (Luke 3:10). This shows the gospel message was not
sent to a certain people but to all people who would hear the gospel message.
This call was to those who had “an ear to hear” (Mark 4:9).
These people came to John devoid of class, seeking only to be baptized
while confessing their sins. Only those who were convicted responded to the
call. The area of Judea, although called a wilderness, was inhabited.

1:6. The attire and diet of John is something we should pay attention to.
There is an inevitable reference and connection between John the Baptist
and Elijah the Tishbite.
First, it was semblance of their attire. Typically, and traditionally prophets were called to wear much finer clothing (Jeremiah 13:1; Ezekiel 16:10).
However, the Scripture teaches us that John was clothed with camel’s hair
(Matthew 3:4) and wore a leather belt or girdle, as did Elijah (2 Kings 1:8).
Second, John lived like Elijah off the land (1 Kings 17:6). In a time when
most prophets lived in designated areas, and lived off the temple sacrifices,
John’s diet of locusts and honey speaks to a simpler time when the people of
God had to live off the land (Leviticus 11:21-22; Proverbs 24:13).
Third, there is the spiritual significance between their two missions.
Christ Himself shared with the disciples that, much like with Elijah who was
sent to the people during a time of spiritual darkness, (1 Kings 21:25), so was
John (Luke 1:79). And yet, much like the people in the Old Testament who
did not receive Elijah’s message, the same went for the people in the New
Testament with John (Matthew 17:12-13).

1:7. The term “And he was preaching” is a strong reference to the purpose
and focus of John. The focus of any preacher or minister of the gospel is not
to glorify themselves but to shine their light on the ministry of Christ Jesus.
The phrase “I am not fit to stoop down and untie the thong of His sandals” is an eastern reference that equates the speaker with the position of
a slave. In their day, it was the duty of the slave to stoop down to put on
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or take off their master’s sandals. Through this reference, John is highlighting his submission to one greater than himself, and his unworthiness to be
compared to Christ. There is a sadness within our gospel community when
the messenger desires to glorify themselves instead of the Master. It takes a
humble person to stand in the light of glory and to hold onto their humility
and reject self-glorification so they may glorify Christ.

1:8. In professing his work to the baptized believers, he again directs their
focus to Christ. And that promise was fulfilled, for the first time, on the day
of Pentecost (Acts 2:1-4). Since then, every believer has received, beginning
at the moment of salvation, the indwelling of the Holy Spirit (1 Corinthians
6:19).
In retrospect, John baptized with water only, but Christ with water and
the Holy Spirit. John baptized the body only; Christ baptizes the soul. By
how much, therefore, the Holy Spirit transcends the water, and the soul excels the body, by so much is Christ’s baptism more excellent than that of
John, which was only preparatory and rudimentary.

Focusing on the Meaning
From the outset of Mark’s gospel, we see that its focus is on connecting people to Christ. So, must it be today. We are to connect people to Christ. As
God’s chosen messengers we are to show the lost the way to connect with
Christ through our testimony and our lifestyle. It is something we are to
be passionate about, and we are to be willing to share our life story with all
whom God puts within our path.
As we explore the question “Am I pointing people to Christ,” we should
note that in his example Mark does not use any negative references in the life
of John. He does not list anything that would cause the person seeking redemption through Jesus Christ to focus on. As such, we must ask ourselves:
“What type of references am I using as I testify about Christ? Through the
words I speak, will someone be open to hearing the gospel, or would they
turn away because of my testimony?”
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It should be noted that the call of John through the pen of Mark was a
solemn one. The call was not to a certain people or class. The call of John was
a specific area and all those that were touched by the gospel message were accepted. It did not matter if the person that received Christ became a scholar,
or if their testimony about Christ was simply, “Come and meet a man that
told me everything that I did” (John 4:29). The one central fact is that the believer points as many people as they can to a relationship with Jesus Christ.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Divide the class into groups. Direct each group to create a set of instructions detailing how someone without a relationship with Jesus can
begin a relationship with Jesus. After a few minutes, have each group
share their instructions with the whole class. Discuss which parts of
the instructions were essential. Ask, Why are these directions important
to starting a relationship with Christ? Review if there are any parts of the
instructions that are not necessary and could be deleted. Explain to the
class that instructions are used to show us how to do something. Say,
Just as a set of instructions is information showing us how to accomplish
a task, the lives of Christ followers should point others to Christ and show
them how to begin a relationship with Him.
2. Inform the class that you are beginning a new study on the Gospel of
Mark this week and the study will take an in-depth look at the character
of Christ and His remarkable message at the very beginning of His ministry. A deeper understanding of Christ’s character and message should
shape the lives of Christ followers in such a way that their lives are like
instructions pointing others to a relationship with Jesus.

Guide Bible Study
3. Explain to the class how Mark 1 points to Jesus by looking at Scripture from the Old Testament found in Malachi 3:1 and Isaiah 40:3 that
foretells the role of John the Baptist. Look up these passages and discuss how they point to John the Baptist and thus Jesus. Ask the class
to share other passages from the Old Testament they believe point to
Jesus. Help the class understand the importance of Mark using some-
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thing familiar to his readers, the Old Testament, to introduce something radically different in the person of Jesus.
4. The introduction of John the Baptist and the testimony of his life focuses more on the coming of Jesus than on the works of John and who he
was as a person. This is how your lives should be lived. Your life should
be more about the God you serve than your accomplishments in this
world. Write this question on the board and record answers from the
class. What are some ways the testimony of a believer might be more about
the life of an individual than the saving power of Jesus? Spend time discussing the dangers of this type of lifestyle and how a follower of Christ
can avoid this trap.
5. Refer to question number one in the Study Guide and spend time answering it. Discuss with the class the ideas of repentance and confession. Ask, How does our willingness to repent and confess sins help our lives
become less about us and more about Jesus?
6. Even though John was the messenger, he was focused more on the message of Jesus as Messiah than his role as a messenger. Have the class
read Mark 1:7. Discuss what humility looks like in today’s world. Ask,
Why is humility key in helping you keep Jesus the focus and purpose of your
life? Have the class break into small groups and read Jesus’ teaching on
humility in Luke 14:7-15 to help them better understand how to exalt
Christ. Have class members share things they learned from the passage
that can help them live a life that points to Jesus.

Encourage Application
7. Have the class go back to their groups from the beginning of class and
discuss how their lives can display the instructions they created. Have
them ask the following questions, What specific actions will you need to
take in your life to fulfill the instructions? Will these instructions and the
actions you take point others to Jesus?
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			 (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items”
for this lesson at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
8. Spend time leading the class in prayer that your lives will be more focused on Jesus and less on self.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Recruit two people from outside of class to give a two to three-minute
testimony. Choose people from different seasons of life such as a senior
adult and student. Talk about the differences in their testimonies. Ask,
How did each testimony point to Jesus in different ways?
2. Say, In today’s lesson, we will look at how John the Baptist testified about
the coming Messiah and how his life pointed to Jesus. Ask the question,
How can the testimony of your life point others to Jesus?

Guide Bible Study
3. Give an overview of the new unit of study by summarizing “Understanding the Context” from the Bible Comments.
4. Read Mark 1:1. Write Gospel Equals Good News on the board. Ask the
class to give you words that would be essential to creating a definition for the word Gospel. Write the words on the board. Reinforce that
John’s purpose in preaching was to introduce and point to the Good
News of the life of Jesus Christ.
5. Have a volunteer read Mark 1:2-3. Explain that Mark introduces John
the Baptist and gives him authority by using Old Testament Scripture
his audience would have already known to describe John’s purpose.
Show the class that the Old Testament is filled with passages that point
to Jesus. (A copy of these references is available in “Teaching Resource
Items” for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.) Help the class see
that just as the Old Testament and John the Baptist pointed to Jesus so
also should our lives point to Jesus.
6. Read Mark 1:4-5 and 8. Refer to the passages on baptism found in “Being Ready” and “When the Lord Comes” in the Study Guide. Explain why
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John believed it was important that people understood the difference
between baptism by him and baptism through Jesus. Ask, How does
John use this difference in baptism to point to Jesus as greater than himself?
7. Refer to the sidebar in the Study Guide entitled “Baptism.” Ask the class
to share why they believe baptism is an act that points to Jesus.
8. Read Mark 1:6 and give a brief lecture on the connection between John
the Baptist and Elijah (see the Study Guide and Bible Comments for
ideas). Ask the questions, Why is this connection important? How does
this connection point to Jesus being greater than John?

Encourage Application
9. Refer to question number two in the Study Guide. Ask the questions,
What are some of the hardest things for Christians to repent from? Why are
these things difficult to repent from? Point out to class members that failure to repent from sins makes it difficult if not impossible for your life
to point others to Jesus.
10. Refer to question number four in the Study Guide. Spend time discussing specific ways you can commit to live this week in such a way that
your life points to Jesus. Close in prayer that you will live out these
commitments to point to Jesus.

FOCAL TEXT

BACKGROUND

Mark 1:9-15

Matthew 3:13-17, 4:1-17

lesson 2
The Ministry
Begins
MAIN IDEA

When I face temptations, God always
gives me a way out.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

How do I resist temptation?
TEACHING AIM

To encourage adults to understand
that sometimes after they experience
their greatest spiritual victories, they
are immediately faced with their
greatest spiritual challenges
BIBLE
STUDY
GUIDE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
Temptations. We all have them. Many times, they come daily from every angle and we are seldom prepared for them. In the background text, we are
shown the excitement of Christ being baptized and recognized as the one
true Son of God. However, in the next instance we are shown Christ being led
into the wilderness by the Holy Spirit to be tempted, seemingly on purpose,
by the enemy of God.
For many of us this seems to be a conflict of epic proportions. If God is
pleased with us why would He purposely allow us to be tempted? Why would
the Holy Spirit force us to enter a time of temptations? What is the overall
purpose of our temptations?
This lesson is designed to teach the reader several things: First, no matter
how difficult the temptation, God has a purpose for you as you travel through
it. Second, the purpose of the temptation is to teach the person going through
it to completely rely on and trust in God. Third, just as Christ submitted to
the Holy Spirit as His Comforter, Support, and Guide during the wilderness
temptations, so should we. Fourth, various temptations can and will hit you
from time to time. Fifth, being aware of your time in the wilderness is key to
knowing your season.

Interpreting the Scriptures
The Baptism (1:9-11)
1:9. The term “in those days” speaks to a short passage of time. It is roughly
six months’ timeframe. As John is six months older that Jesus, it is a safe assumption that for six months John was preaching his message of repentance
before Jesus arrived at the Jordan river.
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The term “Jesus came from Nazareth” speaks to several things. First, the
proper age for ministry is thirty (Numbers 4:3). Up until that time, Christ
lived with His natural parents in peaceful submission and spiritual preparation (Luke 2:51-52; 3:23). This season of His life is referred to as the unknown years (or silent years) of Jesus, which generally refers to the period
of Jesus’ life between the age of twelve (Luke 2:41-50), and the beginning of
His ministry at age thirty.
The baptism of Christ carries special symbolism. First, by Him being “The
lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world” (John 1:29; 1 John 3:5),
it was in His authority to take away sin from all mankind by His ultimate
sacrifice on the Cross (1 John 2:2). But He is also sinless, so He had no need
to confess (2 Corinthians 5:21). So, as One who was sinless, why did He need
to be baptized? The answer is He submitted to this act to show people He
understood the position humanity was in and the proper way to submit to
the will of God. Thus, He permitted Himself to be baptized to “fulfill all righteousness” (Matthew 3:13-15), which means to “make one who is unworthy
justified by this act of repentance.” And the Hebrew children had to cross the
Jordan River to get to the promise land (Joshua 3).
Second, the term “in the Jordan” carries a special reference. Being fully immersed in the Jordan River is symbolic as a type of death or washing/
cleansing from sin. On the day the Prophet Elijah was to be taken into Heaven, he and Elisha had to cross the River Jordan before the fiery chariot descended (2 Kings 2:7-14). Also, Elisha told a leprous Naaman to dip seven
times in the Jordan River and he would be cleansed from his leprosy (2 Kings
5:14).

1:10-11. In these two Scriptures, we see the first manifestation of a theophany—a natural manifestation of the Godhead. We hear the first aspect of the
Godhead in the voice of the Father. We see the second aspect of the Godhead
in the natural form of the Son “Jesus Christ,” and we see the third aspect of
the Godhead in the form descending “like a dove” as the Holy Spirit. These
three comprise the Godhead, or what many theologians call the Trinity.
The phrase “immediately coming up out of the water” speaks to two
things. First, it is our acceptance of Jesus as Lord, symbolized by full immer-
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sion, that our sins are washed away and we are raised (resurrected) into new
life.
Second, the time it took for the actual baptism of Christ. In John’s day,
baptism was performed after each act of confession. Thus, individual baptisms would take some time. As Christ was without sin, there was nothing
for Him to confess. This is one of the greatest affirmations of the sinlessness
of Christ found in the Gospels.
The terminology “He saw the heavens opened” speaks to the divine manifestation of the Holy Spirit to all who were there to see this miracle. The
appropriate title “He saw” refers to Christ. However, John 1:33-34 confirms
that John the Baptist also saw the manifestation of the Holy Spirit.
“And the spirit like a dove descending upon Him” speaks to two things.
First, the Holy Spirit’s confirmation of the gentle and meek nature of Christ.
Though men often associated strong animalistic features such as an ox, lion,
or eagle with His nature, in this reference the Holy Spirit confirms Him as
being gentle.
Second, we must remember the purpose of the descending dove. Its purpose was to bring attention to the object of the Spirit’s visible appearance, to
point out Jesus to others, and to confirm Him as the person about whom the
voice from Heaven uttered.
The phrase “A voice came out of the heavens” speaks to the One true
Father. Although He did not manifest Himself spiritually, He manifested
Himself vocally for all to hear His confirmation of Christ. His words were
confirmation of affection and approval. Scripturally, the Father confirmed
Christ’s earthly ministry three times: during His baptism (Mark 1:11), at the
Transfiguration (Mark 9:7), and before the Passion (John 12:28).

The Retreat (1:12-13)
1:12. The word “immediately” translates “straightway,” which is a favorite
term for Mark. It is believed just after His baptism, and with the commending voice of the Father still ringing in His ears, Jesus is rushed into the suffering of temptation.
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The phrase “the Spirit impelled Him” translates into two expressions—“drive” and “led” (Matthew 4:1; Luke 4:1). This teaches us that Christ
was drawn into the wilderness. We must note—He was led of God into temptation, but He was not tempted of God. God may bring us into temptation
(Matthew 6:13; Job 1:12; Job 2:6) and make us stronger by the victory over
temptation (1 Corinthians 10:13; James 1:2-12), but God Himself never
tempts us (James 1:13).

1:13. The phrase “And He was in the wilderness” means he was in an uninhabited area devoid of human interaction. There was nothing to protect
Him from the elements. Although He was divine, He was also human, which
means He suffered greatly (Hebrews 5:8).
“Forty days” speaks to the length of a time of testing or of a trial. Examples: It rained forty days during the flood (Genesis 7:4); Israel spent forty
days spying out the land (Numbers 13:25); Moses spent forty days on top of
Mt. Sinai (Exodus 24:18); Goliath taunted Israel forty days (1 Samuel 17:16);
Jonah preached repentance to Nineveh for forty days (Jonah 3:4); and, there
were forty days between the resurrection and ascension of Christ (Acts 1:3).
The phrase “being tempted by Satan” carries several thoughts. First, Satan translates as “the adversary” and he is also called “the Devil” (Diabolos—
the accuser, the slanderer.) He appears in the Old Testament as a corrupted
angelic being who desires to lead men astray and who attacks God’s servants
in the presence of God, opposing God’s purposes (1 Chronicles 21:1; Job 1:6;
Job 2:7; Zechariah 3:1).
Second, we can compare the temptations of the first fallen Adam with
Christ, who was the second perfect Adam. Notice that Mark stresses the role
Christ plays in the redemption of man. Just as the first Adam was tempted
and failed in the Garden of Eden, Christ (the second Adam) was tempted, but
He triumphed over Satan in a desert. While the first Adam remained silent
as Eve succumbed to the temptations of Satan, he knowingly ate the fruit (1
Timothy 2:13-14) and he allowed sin to enter the world (Romans 5:14). However, the second Adam (Christ) opened His mouth and rebuked the enemy
by reciting the word of God (Romans 5:17-21) and He restored our right to a
relationship with the Father with His death on the cross.
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Third, by not citing the three temptations, Mark leaves us with the belief that Christ was tempted continually throughout the forty days. Although
Christ overcame these initial temptations and received a short break within
His ministry (Luke 4:13), the temptations and the presence of the enemy
through various individuals (Pharisees, Sadducees, Scribes, and His own disciples) would continue throughout His life (Mark 8:11, 32-33; 12:15; Matthew 16:23).
The phrase “and he was with the wild beasts” is a term that none of the
other gospel writers mention. From Mark’s terminology it would suggest
that Christ was in the most remote and savage part of the desert. When you
add the desert places with the wild beasts, and demonic influence of Satan,
it shows this scene to be more horrific. However, although Christ was surrounded by the wild beasts, they could not touch Him (Daniel 6:22).
The term “and the angels were ministering unto Him” suggests that after
the enemy was defeated and left His presence, the ministering angels came
to Christ’s assistance (Matthew 4:11). Whether this means they fed Him or
protected Him as Elijah was (1 Kings 19:5-7; 2 Kings 6:15-17), or gave divine assistance as with Lot (Genesis 19:15-17), or even as the Psalmist described (Psalms 91:11-12), we do not know. But it is a reminder that within
the natural or spiritual realm where the Christian lives and wrestles with evil
(Ephesians 6:12), there are those who quietly and unobtrusively, provide
sustenance and help to those who are being tempted (Hebrews 1:14). But
we must note, the angels did not help or assist Jesus in any way during His
temptation, for that was to be resisted by Himself alone (Isaiah 63:3).

The Ministry Begins (1:14-15)
1:14. As the temptation of Christ ended, gospel writer Mark begins the public ministry of Christ with the imprisonment of John the Baptist. As John
the Baptist was the forerunner for Christ, it is a fulfillment of prophecy that
as Christ increased John would decrease (John 3:30). For such is the call of
ministry and the role of every messenger. As His messengers, we are to decrease with the ascension of Christ into every believer’s life.
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1:15. The phrase “the time is fulfilled” is suggesting the appointed time for
sending the Messiah; and particularly the time specified by Daniel (Daniel
9:24-27).
“Repent, and believe in the gospel” means to change one’s mind or to
turn away from one mode of thinking to adopt another. This is the key of
the kingdom gospel. The Jews were to reconsider their view of God and have
a change of mind to prepare for the kingdom of God. The two words “repent
and believe” call for successive actions but is really one act that involves two
steps taken almost simultaneously. Repenting involves turning from something and believing involves embracing something else.

Focusing on the Meaning
It is a blessing to know that through the up and down seasons of life, God
is always present. Even though we will have to endure seasons where we are
tempted, we must understand that God is leading us through the wilderness
and His purpose is to teach us to draw nearer to Him.
When we find ourselves tempted, we must remember several things:
First, although we are tested, there is no trial we cannot overcome because
He will guide us through (1 Corinthians 10:13). Second, we must remember
that the reason we can overcome any trial is because God has set spiritual
boundaries so the trial cannot overcome us (1 Corinthians 10:13). Third, the
trial is not unto death but for a short season (1 Peter 1:4-7; 1 Peter 5:10).
Fourth, when we are tempted we are to be encouraged (James 1:2-4) and
concentrate on Christ (Hebrews 12:2-3) and the rewards He will bestow upon
us for overcoming the time of testing (James 1:12).
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. As the class members enter the room, provide them with two index
cards. On one index card have them write about one of their greatest
spiritual victories. On the second card have them write one of their
greatest spiritual challenges. To begin the lesson, have some of the class
members share their victories. Ask these questions, What made this a
great victory? What is something valuable you learned from this situation?
Now have other class members share their greatest spiritual challenges.
Ask these questions, What made this challenge so difficult? What is something valuable you learned from this situation?
2. Have someone read “Understanding the Context” from the Bible Comments. Help class members to see how spiritual victories and challenges
often go hand in hand. Ask the class, Were any of the spiritual victories
and challenges you wrote down connected? Have you ever had a spiritual victory and challenge that were connected? Why do you think spiritual victories
might frequently be followed by spiritual challenges?

Guide Bible Study
3. In advance, enlist a couple of members to share the story of their baptism. Ask them to share what made it special. (Some ways it may have
been special could include a certain day they were baptized, someone
special was in attendance, or they may have been baptized by someone
important in their life.) Have someone read Mark 1:9-11. Discuss as a
class what made Jesus’ baptism special. Ask the question, Why did Jesus
need to be baptized? What was the purpose of His baptism?
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4. Divide the class into at least two groups and have one group read Matthew 4:1-11 and the other read Luke 4:1-13. Ask the groups to prepare
to share with the class how Jesus was tempted and why they believe
He was tempted in that way. The groups should also be ready to share
Jesus’ response to the temptation and why they think He responded in
that way. If you need more groups because of class size, multiple groups
can have the same passage, or one group can talk about the temptations
and another can discuss Jesus’ responses. See the Study Guide for additional information on the temptation of Jesus.
5. Have a volunteer read Mark 1:14. Lead a discussion on the similarities
and differences between the Gospel and the Old Testament Law. Highlight the roles of works, obedience, grace, and faith in each of these
ideas. Help class members to see the temptation in either of these ideas
to make faith more about the one being saved than the actual Savior.
Say, One of the biggest temptations for a follower of Christ is to take credit
for the work that only Jesus can accomplish.
6. Just as spiritual victories and challenges are connected so are Jesus’
words, “repent and believe,” found in Mark 1:15. Write repent and believe on two large sheets of paper. Have class members go to each sheet
of paper and write synonyms for each of these words on the paper. Discuss as a class how understanding these words informs the faith of a believer. Next, have class members go to the “repent” paper and write examples of things people must repent from to follow Christ. Then, have
class members go to the “believe” paper and write examples of things
they believe about Christ as Lord and Savior. Ask, How can understanding our need for repentance and what we believe in help us achieve spiritual
victories and overcome spiritual trials? Help the class see that repentance
and faith help keep our eyes focused on Jesus and prepared for the spiritual journey.
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Encourage Application
7. Read the “Spiritual Practices to Deal With Temptation” found in the
Study Guide. Have class members share Bible stories or Scriptures they
use to help them to face temptations. Ask, What are some specific ways
you have practiced some of these spiritual practices in your spiritual journey? Are there any other tools or practices you have used to overcome temptations?
8. Spend time praying for one another and thanking God for the spiritual
victories and temptations that are used to grow you spiritually. Encourage class members to make daily reflection on spiritual victories and
challenges a part of their life.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Begin the class by sharing an example of a Bible character experiencing
spiritual victory and spiritual challenge in a relatively close time frame.
Two examples of this would be David in 2 Samuel 10 and 11 and Peter
in Matthew 14:22-33. Explain that in today’s lesson you will examine
the baptism, spiritual victory, and spiritual challenge, of Jesus. Say, Just
like Jesus faced spiritual victory and challenge together many believers experience their greatest spiritual temptations after a spiritual victory.

Guide Bible Study
2. Write on the board the outline from the Study Guide.
			I. Commitment (1:9-11)
			II. Confrontation (1:12-13)
			III. Commencement (1:14-15)
			 Say to the class, The beginning of Jesus’ ministry sees His commitment
to God’s plan through baptism, a confrontation with Satan through three
temptations, and a commencement of His ministry through the preaching of
the Gospel.
			 Read Mark 1:9-11. Ask, What made the baptism special and unique?
What did baptism signify for Jesus and what does it signify for us as believers? How did Jesus’ baptism signify His commitment to God’s plan? Read
Mark 1:12-13. Ask, Why was the tempting of Jesus necessary? Why do you
think Jesus was tempted in these three specific ways? How did these experiences prepare Jesus for ministry? Read Mark 1:14-15. Ask, In these two
verses, what word is most important to you and why? What do you think the
phrase, “the kingdom of God is at hand” means? What is the purpose of this
phrase? How do these signify the beginning of Jesus’ ministry? Lead the
class to discuss what they think their emotions might have been like
if they were in Jesus’ place. Ask, How do you think Jesus maintained His
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focus in these three passages? Do you think it was easy for Jesus to transition
from the joy of His baptism to the 40 days of temptation and trials?
3. Share some examples from Scripture of individuals who were tempted.
Ask the class how each of the individuals dealt with temptation. Ask
class members to share Bible verses they rely on to face temptations.
Write the references for the verses on the board. Ask the class to share
why or how these verses are useful in battling temptations.

Encourage Application
4. Review question number one in the Study Guide. Discuss as a class some
of the spiritual victories and challenges individuals have experienced
since their baptism. Ask, Since your baptism, has life been easy or have you
faced challenges? Have those challenges helped you grow in your faith?
5. Spend time this week reflecting on spiritual victories and challenges you have experienced as a follower of Christ. As an act of worship,
spend time thanking God and recognizing His work in your life. This
week share with one person a spiritual victory or challenge that impacted your life.

FOCAL TEXT

BACKGROUND

Mark 1:16-20

Matthew 4:18-22

lesson
Gone
Fishing

3

MAIN IDEA

Jesus wants to use whatever I already
know to bring people to Him.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Do I have the proper equipment and
patience to be an effective fisher of
men?
TEACHING AIM

To teach adults that God wants His
house to be full, not the church building, but the household of faith

BIBLE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
This lesson in the Gospel of Mark will teach us the basic principles of hearing
and responding to the call of God. First, Jesus did not wait for people to come
into the household of God to begin the process of evangelism. He began to
seek the lost the moment His forty days of temptation had ended. Second,
He did not meet nor call any of His initial disciples within the confines of the
walls of the Synagogue. He called men from all ages and backgrounds, with
different gifts and talents, and from different walks of life to be His disciples.
This is to teach us that God does not see His house as a physical church
building, but as a spiritual house of faith. When we understand this premise,
we see God has a much larger view of evangelism—it will encompass the entirety of the world, not just our local community, city, or country. His view
is that all humanity be saved (1 Timothy 2:3-4). As Jesus said in Matthew
28:19-20, “Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, teaching them to
observe all that I commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the
end of the age.”

Interpreting the Scriptures
Follow Me (1:16-20)
1:16. The terminology “As He was going along” does not mean that Christ
walked haphazardly or without purpose. It must also be noted that at the inception of His public ministry Jesus did not begin with a display of miracles,
but with a search for disciples.
In biblical literature, the location of a single place can have many names.
For writing purposes, all four gospel writers referred to the Sea of Galilee
by different names. Mark’s gospel calls it “the sea of Galilee.” (Mark 1:16).
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John’s gospel refers to it as the sea of Tiberias (John 6:1; 21:1). Luke calls it
“the Lake of Gennesaret” (Luke 5:1). Matthew refers to it as the Sea of Galilee
(Matthew 4:18), or simply “the sea” (Matthew 4:15).
The phrase, “He saw Simon, and Andrew, the brother of Simon,” leads us
to two wonderful thoughts concerning Christ’s view of discipleship. First, it
should be noted that Christ did not choose rabbis, Levites, or men of political position. He chose illiterate men, with unassuming personalities, to be
the cornerstone of preachers of the Gospel. This was done so no one could
assume their teaching was by craft and wisdom but only through Jesus Christ
(1 Corinthians 1: 21-24; 3:19).
Second, the call of the two brothers illuminates the proper way we should
seek to evangelize. Although Christ spoke to these brothers the day before
(John 1:40-45), it is paramount to point out that, once Andrew recognized
Christ, the text says “He went to his own brother” (John 1:41-42). This lets us
know that true evangelism should begin within our own homes.
The phrase “Casting their nets” contains multiple spiritual references.
First, the net they used is a type of dragnet. It is a circular, bell-shaped fishing
net that was thrown upon the water, so it spread out catching whatever was
below it. Spiritually, this allows us to see the position of evangelism. When
we cast our nets by testifying about Christ Jesus, we should do so with a
“Whosoever will come let them come” (Mark 8:34) mentality and bring to
Christ whatever fish you catch within your net. In this instance we do not
look at the “type” of fish or the “manner” of fish, but it is our responsibility
to bring “all” caught fish to Christ.
Second, the phrase “casting their nets” speaks of their worldly responsibilities. These men, before meeting Christ, held local employment as fishermen. However, after meeting Christ (John 1:41-42), they returned to the
labor. It was not until the official call to Apostleship that they set aside the
natural labor for spiritual labor.

1:17. Jesus’ usage of the term “Follow Me” was the official call or official
announcement for a new life of spiritual servitude. It was at this moment
they received, or were recommitted in the case of Peter, to their calling for
them to leave their worldly labor and begin a work of spiritual labor (John
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1:43; 21:15-19). It should be noted that Christ offered this calling to several individuals, yet some immediately refused; or began walking the pathway
but inevitably walked away from the calling (Mark 10:21; Matthew 19:16-22;
John 5:37-40; 6:47-66).
The phrase, “I will make you fishers of men,” speaks to several powerful
points within the text. First, it is a reference to a more righteous calling that
can only be found in Jesus Christ.
Notice Christ, through their corporate and individual relationship, would
lead them in evangelism, and discipleship training which would transform
these lowly, unassuming men into the twelve Apostles.
Second, this is the pattern that Christ follows to call all people to service.
If you have an expertise, talent, or gift, He will call you and use you in that
area of your gifting. He will then begin to expand your mind for evangelism
purposes in the usage of that gift. This teaches us that you already have everything you need to be an effective witness for Christ.

1:18. Marks term “immediately” speaks to the time element of Andrew’s
and Peter’s decision to follow Christ. Once the offer was made there was no
afterthought or consideration on their end.
“They left their nets” details the commitment of the calling that God had
placed on their lives. To walk away from everything into the unknown proved
their hearts were in the right place, and their trust in the Master was secured.

1:19. “He saw James the son of Zebedee, and John his brother” leads us in
identifying that Christ sought vocal disciples. The sons of Zebedee translated
means “the Sons of Thunder.” There are three occasions where Peter and the
Sons of Zebedee (James and John) were separated from the other disciples to
accompany Christ on special missions. First, in the raising of Jairus’ daughter (Mark 5:35-37; Luke 8:51). Second, during the transfiguration (Matthew
17:1-8; Mark 9:2-8; Luke 9:28-36). Third, was the night before the crucifixion
when Christ asked the three to accompany Him into the garden of Gethsemane (Mark 14:32-42; Matthew 26:36-37).
The Bible teaches that James and John were both vocal disciples until
their death. James and John, along with their mother, asked Jesus to grant
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them seats on His right and left in His glory (Matthew 20:20-28). James and
John wanted to call down fire on a Samaritan town but were rebuked by Jesus (Luke 9:51-56). James was killed by Herod (Acts 12:2-3) with the sword
because of his testimony of Christ, and John died of a ripe old age on the
Island of Patmos after writing the book of Revelation.
“Mending their nets” has special reference here. Because of its dimensions and walled surroundings, the Sea of Galilee has violent winds coming
off the surrounding mountains, which would cause traumatic shifts on the
sea surface and the currents beneath. As such, when fisherman would cast
their nets into the water, the shifting currents would stir up debris along the
sea floor, which would cause snags and tears in the net. It was a part of their
daily ritual to constantly mend their nets, whether they caught fish or not.
Spiritually speaking, many times we spend so much time on the damage
done to the nets of our lives that we cannot fish. We know we should be fishing, but in life our nets get caught, snagged, and torn because of unforeseen
situations. But it is a blessing that even when we forget our purpose because
of life’s issues, Christ sees the best in us and redirects us back to our purpose
(John 21:1-17).
Also, spiritually speaking, Christ does not call idle people to His service.
He calls those who are busy about their business. In this instance, their tenacity of mending their nets during their daily fishing hours (to keep casting
them into the sea) probably showed Christ they were able to respond to the
negatives of life and keep pressing forward.

1:20. “They left their father Zebedee in the boat with the hired servants”
speaks to two indirect participants of those who are left after the person has
been called to a life of Christian servitude. The first being the father of James
and John, who was in the boat working with them when Christ called them
into service, and second, their hired servants.
These two instances speak to a parental relationship and working relationships through the transition of the call of ministry. The fact that the passage allows us to see that James and John left their father with the hired
workers is very important. This shows they did not abandon their father, and
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they honored their hired workers by placing their father’s well-being in the
workers’ hands.
Consequently, it is the duty of the parent to be supportive in honoring
the person who has been called into ministry. Both have an integral part to
play in the separation of their relationship. This teaches us that the calling
of God and the mission of evangelism is more important. Christ was submissive to His parents until His calling to ministry. But at His first miracle
He addressed this separation from His mother by calling her “woman” (John
2:1-11). He also spoke about this separation as He had to follow His heavenly
Father’s instruction, not His earthly father’s (Matthew 12:46-50). Finally, He
said those who separate from their families for the Gospel’s sake will be blessed and highly favored in the world to come (Mark 10:29-30).

Focusing on the Meaning
To answer the question, “Do I have the proper equipment and patience to be
an effective fisher of men,” let us look at Moses as he stood by the mountainside, hearing God’s miraculous plan for giving the Hebrews liberation from
the oppressive rule of Pharaoh—he was steadfast and quiet. It was not until
God completed giving Moses instruction that Moses began to look at his own
frailty and insecurities as he expressed them to God. Moses said, “What if
they will not believe me or listen to what I say? For they may say, ‘The Lord
has not appeared to you’” (Exodus 4:1).
For many of us, this is our typical response to God’s calling. When we
hear God’s plan for our lives, it immediately makes us ask ourselves, “How
can God use me? How can He do such great things through me?”
Yet, it is in those times we must remember that God is sovereign, and He
is Omniscient, which means He is all-knowing. We must know that if He has
chosen us, He has chosen us for a purpose. He must see something within us
that can be used to save souls and bring glory to God.
To teach us that we already have everything we need to be a strong witness for the Lord, God asked Moses a question. He said, “What is that in
your hand?” And he said, “A staff” (Exodus 4:2). A staff is a simple, common
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tool that shepherds carried for personal support while walking, defense from
potential enemies and wild beasts, and herding sheep. Yet, through Moses’
simple act of obedience, God did the miraculous. Keep in mind, God supernaturally changed the staff, but that happened only after Moses followed His
initial instructions and threw it to the ground.
This lesson is designed to teach us that, without question, we already
have everything we need to be excellent fishers of men. We must simply allow
God to lead us and work through the gifts and talents He has given us. For
Moses it was a staff. What gift or talent do you have that will bring people to
salvation and give Him glory?
Moses was so shocked by seeing the staff become a snake that he fled
from it. When we faithfully follow God’s instructions, although we might not
fully understand what He is doing in our lives, we will see God do supernatural things that might frighten and shock us; but it will bring us great joy as
He works through us.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Ask the class if they have ever received a phone call that caused them to
drop everything and immediately give the phone call priority. If there is
no response, ask them how they might respond to the following scenarios:
			 a.	You receive a call from your wife, and she says she is in labor.
			 b.	You receive a call from your boss on your day off and he says he
needs to see you immediately.
			 c.	You receive a call from the school, and they say your child has been
in an accident.
			 d.	You receive a call from your doctor, and he/she says you need to
come to the clinic immediately.
			 Ask the class the following questions about the scenarios, What emotions would you be feeling? What thoughts might go through your mind as
you take the call? How quickly would you deal with each situation? Would the
situation be a high priority? Explain that Christ followers have received
a call on their life that should not only change how they live but should
also give them an urgency to share their faith.
			 Transition by giving an overview of the lesson by summarizing “Understanding the Context” from the Bible Comments. Highlight the idea
we are called to fulfill The Great Commission and fill the household of
faith.

Guide Bible Study
2. Refer to question two in the Study Guide. Have a few people briefly share
their story. Ask, Was there something special about you that encouraged
God to choose you? Explain that the first disciples were ordinary fisher-
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men. They had no religious training when God called them. Ask class
members to explain what the following saying means to them, “God
doesn’t call the equipped. He equips the called.” Ask, Why would God call
ordinary people for an extraordinary task?
3. Before class secure two different invitations to an event. (You can get
real invitations or print something from the Internet.) One invitation
should be elegant in style. The second invitation should be plain and
simple. The second invitation might even be missing a critical piece of
information like date, time, event, or location. Explain to the class that
sometimes the invitation makes an event more desirable. The more elegant and professional the design the more intrigued someone might
be to attend the event. If an invitation is simple or missing information, then there might be low or even no interest in participating. Lead
the class to discuss the simplicity of Jesus’ invitation and the urgency
with which the disciples accepted. Ask, Why do you think these fishermen
were so quick to accept Jesus’ invitation? See the section “Caught” in the
Study Guide for further insight. (A copy of this assignment is available
in “Teaching Resource Items” for this lesson at www.baptistwaypress.
org.)
4. Jesus’ invitation was to, “become fishers of men.” Direct the class to
the sidebar in the Study Guide entitled “Strategies for Catching People.”
Divide the class into groups and have them read over the strategies and
share examples of how they have practiced these methods. Have each
group pray for one person in their life that needs to be “caught.”

Encourage Application
5. Have the class read 2 Corinthians 9:8 and refer them back to the statement about God equipping the called. Discuss how this verse supports
God equipping the ones He calls. Have the class share ways they have
been equipped by God to “catch people.” Ask the class to think of specific ways they can use these tools in the coming week to share their faith.
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6. Bring small cutouts of fish so each class member can have two fish. Distribute two fish to each class member. Have each class member think
of one person they can share their faith with. Have them write the one
name on both fish. Each class member should keep one fish and exchange one fish with another person in class. The fish are to be reminders to pray daily for the lost person and the person sharing their faith.
(A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this lesson at www.baptistwaypress.org).
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Write the following questions on the board: What is the scariest part
about sharing your faith? What is the most exciting part of sharing your
faith? Lead a discussion about the importance of sharing your faith. Explain that The Great Commission is a command, not a suggestion.
2. Ask for a few class members to share about people who were influential
in helping them hear and answer the call of Jesus.

Guide Bible Study
3. Read Mark 1:16-17, 20a. Using the Bible Comments and Study Guide give
a brief lecture to explain what type of men Jesus was calling, why He
was calling them, and what He was calling them to do. Ask, If you were
selecting people for a job or project, what criteria would you base your selections on? How was Jesus’ process different or even the exact opposite of how
you would go about the task of picking disciples?
4. Have you ever had to leave something behind or get rid of something
you loved? It may have been a toy as a kid, a job, or even a house you
loved. Ask, Why was it hard to let that something go? Give each person a
slip of paper and have them write on one side the hardest thing in their
life to give up. On the opposite side have them write one thing they
could give up this week so they could spend more time seeking Christ.
Explain that giving something up for the sake of Christ can be hard,
but it is well worth the pain. Read Mark 1:18, 20b. Discuss what it must
have been like for the disciples to leave the family business. Ask, Do you
think it was hard, even painful for them to leave the comfort of the known?
Point out how quickly they chose to follow Jesus. Ask, Why do you think
these fishermen were so eager to follow Jesus?
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5. Write the words rebellious and radical on the board. Ask the class to define and explain these words. Ask, Which of these words is more powerful
and inspires change? Using the section “Caught” from the Study Guide
explain the difference between the two words and why radical best describes the disciples. Have the class answer question number four from
the Study Guide.

Encourage Application
6. Point out the sidebar “Strategies for Catching People” in the Study
Guide. Discuss with the class which of these strategies are the easiest
and which are the hardest to live out. Talk about some specific ways
these strategies can be applied.
7. Close the lesson by reading The Great Commission from Matthew
28:18-20. Have each class member spend time praying for one person
they can share their faith with this week. Lead the class to pray for each
other to have the confidence and opportunity to share their faith this
week.

FOCAL TEXT

BACKGROUND

Mark 1:21-35

Matthew 6:5-15

lesson 4
A Day in
the Life
MAIN IDEA

Jesus’ power to heal the sick came
from His Father. We cannot imitate
that, but we should try to replicate
His prayer life.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Can I bring my hurting friends to
Jesus through prayer?
TEACHING AIM

BIBLE
STUDY
GUIDE

To lead adults to realize that their
quiet time is not about a place, it is
about a person, and that person is
Jesus
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
In today’s lesson, we have three instances of spiritual healing. The first was a
demon possessed man within a church. The second was Simon and Andrew’s
mother in the quiet setting of her home. The third was a large gathering of
people filled with all types of demons and diseases, outside the home of Simon and Andrew.
All three of these mighty acts of deliverance and healing were in the presence of several witnesses. Yet, the most important aspect of today’s lesson is
Christ’s separation from the crowd as He sought a private, secluded place to
connect with the Father in Heaven through prayer.
As the power of the Father flowed through Christ, our connection to the
Father must flow through Christ as well. There is no other way for people to
connect with the Father except through Christ. The power to heal the sick of
all manner of diseases or to free people from demonic spirits came from the
Father. This example should teach us that we need to live our lives in such a
way to emulate His pattern.
Our lives are lived in an open area of possibilities, and it takes a tremendous amount of discipline to be able to handle the constant shifts and changes life offers daily. As such, Christ had to deal with a constantly changing
environment that dealt with a plethora of natural and spiritual components.
Therefore, private prayer is so important. It gives us the time to slow down,
refocus our hearts, and reset our minds, while we connect to the Father to be
empowered through sincere prayer.

Interpreting the Scriptures
A New Teaching (1:21-28)
1:21. “They went into Capernaum” speaks about Jesus and His four initial
disciples: Andrew, Simon, James, and John. The remaining eight disciples
would be added shortly.
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The phrase “And immediately on the Sabbath” expresses the urgency
of Christ’s message. Mark’s usage of the word immediately, often translated
“straightway,” means “without loss of time, or without delay.”
“He entered the synagogue and began to teach” references the order of
worship. The synagogue was primarily a teaching institution. The synagogue
service consisted of only three things—prayer, the reading of God’s Word,
and the exposition of it. In this setting, the presiding elder, after reading the
Scriptures, would invite anyone who chose to address the people to do so
(Acts 13:15).

1:22. Although Mark does not share the message of Christ, he shares the
people’s reaction to it. Christ spoke as One who had divine personal authority. It was Christ’s style and delivery that amazed the people and caused them
to listen intently to His message (Matthew 7:28-29).

1:23. The phrase “Just then there was a man in their synagogue with an unclean spirit; and he cried out” declares the inherent power of Christ. It should
be noted that unassuming persons with unclean spirits can be found within
church settings (Luke 4:33).

1:24. The verbiage used by this possessed man teaches us several things.
First, “Let us alone” conveys that the very presence of Christ caused torment
to the demon possessing the man, and fearing His power and dreading to be
dispossessed, it cried out.
Second, “What do we have to do with you?” is the same terminology spoken by the demon of Gadarenes (Matthew 8:29). It denotes an entire separation of interests. It means we have nothing in common. It is a statement
coming from the demon that was possessing the man, meaning “I have rights
to possess this person. I have nothing to do with You. So, you should not
want anything to do with me.” But this was untrue. The possession of the
man was a direct assault upon God and His works. Jesus came to destroy the
works of the devil (1 John 3:8), and Jesus had a right, therefore, to liberate
the captive, and to punish him who had possessed him.
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Third, “Have you come to destroy us?” speaks to the end times as they
know their end (Matthew 8:29; 25:41; Revelation 19:20-21; 20:10). Although
they are tormentors and destroyers of their victims, these spirits discern that
Jesus Christ is their tormentor and destroyer.
Fourth, “I know who You are—the Holy One of God!” is a hidden fact
made plain. Throughout the writings of Mark, we see this hidden knowledge
stated plainly and openly in the presence of many confused undecided souls
(Mark 1:34; 3:11). It is with amazement that the demons would illicit praise
for Christ, while many people who have witnessed His miracles still remain
doubtful.

1:25. The phrase “And Jesus rebuked him” spoke to the demon within the
man, not the man himself. This exchange proves that He conversed with a
“being” who also conversed, reasoned, felt, resisted, and knew Christ.
The command, “Be quiet,” is translated, “Be gagged, be muzzled, or to be
put to silence” (1 Corinthians 9:9; 1 Timothy 5:18; Deuteronomy 25:4). This
was proof of the power of Jesus, to be able to silence a demon with a word,
and, against his will, to compel him to instantly leave a man he was possessing.

1:26. “Throwing him into convulsions, the unclean spirit cried out with a
loud voice and came out of him.” In the Scriptures, there was never a case
where a spirit was cast out peacefully. In every case, the possessed person
suffered violent convulsions, and they emitted a loud cry or scream by the
exiting spirit.

1:27-28. The phrase “They were all amazed, so that they debated among
themselves” shows the amazement and wonder of the people after seeing
Christ perform this awesome miracle. Yet, while news spread rapidly of His
miraculous deliverance, Scripture does not share of anyone coming to faith
or believing in Jesus as the Savior of the world. The demons believed Him but
could not be saved and the crowds refused to believe in Him and would not
be saved.
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Healing Begins (1:29-35)
1:29. “And immediately after they came out of the synagogue” again shows
us the fast movement from miracle to miracle, which is profound in Mark’s
gospel. This phrase occurs forty-one times in the Gospel, and nine times in
this first chapter.

1:30-31. The healing of Peter’s mother-in-law is of great importance. Previously, Christ spoke to the demon-possessed man and cast the spirit out. In
this setting, there is no spirit to speak to. Yet here, we have another instance
of Christ’s divinity and superiority over diseases through the power within
Him. Much like the woman with the issue of blood when bodily contact was
made, she was healed of her disease (Luke 8:43-48).

1:32-33. The phrase “When evening came, after the sun had set” is especially key to the setting for several reasons. First, according to the Western
calendar the new day begins in the morning and runs through the evening.
However, according to the Hebrew calendar, their new day began in the evening and continued into the morning. By them waiting until after the sun
had set, the people waited for the sabbath day to end and a new day to begin.
Second, according to the law, the infirmed, sick, and destitute could not
come into the synagogue for fear of being put to death (Deuteronomy 23:1-3;
Leviticus 21:16-23). It was this pattern of belief Christ was trying to illuminate when He instructed the Pharisees that He was Lord over the Sabbath
(Matthew 12:1-8) and as such, the people could come to Him at any time
without the restrictions placed on them by the temple laws.
Third, according to the law no man could work on the Sabbath (Exodus
20:10; 35:2-3). This meant no one could travel more than a “Sabbath’s day
walk” from their home (Exodus 16:29; Acts 1:12), which is estimated at 1,000
meters or 5/8ths of a mile. As such, the sick could not travel to Christ for
healing on the Sabbath day. Yet “the whole city gathered at the door” as soon
as the Sabbath had passed. Through the Scriptures, we know Christ was willing to heal on the Sabbath (Matthew 12:9-13; Mark 1:30-31; Luke 6:6-11),
but the people had to be expectant and ready to receive their healing as well.
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1:34. The phrase, “And He healed many who were ill with various diseases,
and cast out many demons; and He was not permitting the demons to speak,
because they knew who He was,” expresses His pattern of deliverance. With
the entire city there to be healed, or delivered, Christ worked tirelessly to
bless them all. Yet, throughout that long night, He refused to allow the demons to speak His praises. The reason for this is the demons knew Him, but
it was for people to recognize who He is through His wonderous work and
declare His glory (Psalm 96:3).

1:35. The phrase, “And in the morning, rising up a great while before day”
speaks about Christ’s need to connect with the Father. Surely, He was tired
and exhausted from the preaching and mighty deliverance of the previous
evening’s activities. But considering what the new day would hold, He found
it necessary to sacrifice His sleep to make sure He was connected with the
Father.
“He went out, and departed into a solitary place, and there prayed” should
give us a moment of serious reflection. Christ prayed. If Christ prayed, how
much more important is it for us to pray? As He is our High Priest, our forerunner, and guide in all things (Hebrews 6:20; 7:26), we should pay particularly close attention to the need of solitary prayer.
Notice that the text does not tell us what Christ prayed for. It simply
shares that He prayed. As He instructed us that we should not make vain repetitions (Matthew 6:7), we are charged to speak openly and honestly about
our daily struggles, and we are to pray in secret to our God who hears in secret but will answer openly (Matthew 6:6).

Focusing on the Meaning
As we focus on the meaning of today’s lesson, we learn a valuable lesson
about personal prayer. People responded to the miracles and deliverances of
Christ with shock, awe, and wonder. To be in the presence of One who could
make the blind see, the deaf hear, and the mute speak had to fill the people
with disbelief, amazement, and wonder. Yet, for all the people’s public adu-
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lation and adoration, this is not where Christ’s power came from. His power,
although manifested publicly, came from a very private source. His power
came through His private connection with the Father.
So, to the question, “Can I bring my hurting friends to Jesus,” the answer is a resounding “Yes!” But in emulating the pattern Christ followed, first
there must be separation from the crowds. For many of us this is difficult
because of the worldly mindset that tries to convince us of the necessity of
being constantly plugged in. Yet, to connect to the Father, we must separate
from the noise this world constantly brings.
Second, we must find a lonely or secluded place to humble ourselves so
we can fully concentrate on the Father. Your lonely place can be your closet,
or your ride to work. It can be five minutes of quiet time at your desk, or your
walk among the trees in the evening. The point is you must separate yourself
from the physical components of the world to focus on the spiritual.
Third, we must remember that while the place is important; it is not as
important as the Person to whom you are praying. Simply stated, we must
earnestly focus on Christ Jesus who is the only way for mankind to connect
to the Father. Fourth and finally, when we speak to the Father, we are not to
use vain, or continuous repetition. We are to speak from the flowing wellspring of our hearts and listen to the words He shares in return.
I believe if we can replicate these steps in our individual lives, we will see
an increase of answered prayer in our lives, and the lives of our family and
friends.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. As class members enter the room direct them to search the Internet
for types of prayer. Have them look for acronyms and simple explanations of what prayer stands for. Ask the class members to be ready to
explain the different aspects of prayer and why each aspect is important
to the process of praying. Explain to the class that prayer is both talking
and listening to God. Prayer is an opportunity to find rest and to be
renewed. Lead the class in a discussion about their findings on prayer.
List on a board each aspect of prayer that the class members find.
2. Summarize “Understanding the Context” from the Bible Comments to
help setup today’s lesson. Focus on the relationship between the ministry Jesus accomplished and His connection with the Father through
prayer.

Guide Bible Study
3. Ask, Have you ever had a busy, crazy, hectic day that you were unsure how
you ever made it through the day? It seems those days come more frequently as I continue to follow Christ. It also seems those days are easier to handle when I have spent more quality time alone with God in
prayer. Ask, What are things you do in your life to ensure you maintain a
daily time of personal worship? Can you tell a difference in your life on days
you skip personal worship time? How? Have someone read Mark 1:21-22.
This is the beginning of a frantic day for Jesus. Ask, What do you notice
about Jesus in these two verses? What are some key words that stand out to
you in these verses? Make sure the class mentions the words immediately,
teach, amazed, and authority. Help them to see the urgency and quality
Jesus taught with. Use “Busy at Church,” from the Study Guide, to help
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with the explanation. Explain to the class that this is just the beginning
of a full day of ministry for Jesus. Ask them to focus both on what Jesus
accomplishes, but also how He is able to do so much in a single day.
4. Point the class to the sidebar entitled “Synagogues” in the Study Guide.
Ask a volunteer to explain the difference between a synagogue and the
temple. Use the Bible Comments and Study Guide to assist in explaining
the synagogue.
5. Jesus’ busy day goes from teaching to healing in a matter of moments.
Again, we see Jesus at work and the people are amazed at His authority.
Divide the class into groups and give them either Mark 1:23-26 or Mark
1:27-28. The groups should discuss how Jesus’ authority is displayed.
The groups should also discuss what amazed the people about Jesus.
Ask, What was the result of Jesus authority?
6. Have a volunteer read Mark 1:29-34. Ask, What are some of the miracles of Jesus found in the Bible. Write their responses on the board. Ask,
Which of these miracles is most significant to you? Why? Ask, What do you
think was Jesus’ purpose in performing these miracles found in Mark 1?
Help class members to see Jesus was demonstrating His love, power,
and authority. Tell them that the same power is available to us through
the Holy Spirit.

Encourage Application
7. Jesus power and authority came from the Father through prayer. Have
each class member read Mark 1:35. Guide them to meditate on this
verse asking the following questions:
			 a. When did Jesus go to pray?
			 b. Where did He go to pray?
			 c. Why did He go to pray?
8. Encourage the class to study verses this week that talk about Jesus’
prayer life. There are many to choose from; here are a few to get you
started—Matthew 14:23; Mark 6:46; Luke 5:16; 6:12. As you read these
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verses, think about how they can help you grow in your prayer life. How
can you follow Jesus’ example? (A copy of this assignment is available in
“Teaching Resource Items” for this lesson at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Read Matthew 6:5-15. Give a brief lecture on how to pray. Have the
class turn to Matthew 6 and read The Lord’s Prayer together. Ask, Which
parts of the prayer do you tend to spend the most time in your prayer life?
Which parts do you spend the least amount of time? Say, There is power in
prayer, but to receive that power you must spend consistent time in prayer.
2. Say, In today’s lesson you will see Jesus busy at work teaching and healing.
You will see that His power and authority come from His prayer life.

Guide Bible Study
3. Write on the board the outline from the Study Guide.
			 I. Busy at Church (1:21-28)
			 II. Busy at Home (1:29-31)
			 III. Busy in the Community (1:32-34)
			 IV. Respite and Renewal (1:35)
			 Place three poster boards around the room with the titles: Busy at
Church, Busy at Home, and Busy in the Community. Explain to the class
how Jesus was busy ministering in these three areas and describe what
the results of His ministry were in each of these areas. After discussing
the passages, have the members of the class go around to each poster
board and write ways they can do ministry in each of these areas.
			 After reviewing the different ministry opportunities, read Mark
1:35. Ask, What does this verse say about Jesus and His prayer habits? How
has prayer provided you respite and renewal in your prayer life? What habits
about prayer can we learn from Jesus and apply to our lives?
4. Trying to find balance between serving Jesus in different areas of your
life and taking time to nurture your relationship with Jesus is difficult.
Summarize the section “Implications and Actions” from the Study Guide
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to help class members think about finding balance in different areas of
ministry and personal worship. Look at question number 1 in the Study
Guide. Spend time answering the questions and have class members
share techniques they use to stay spiritually balanced. Ask, What are
some traps to avoid in ministry that might throw you out of balance?

Encourage Application
5. Spend some time thinking about the busyness of your life and ministry.
Are there some things you need to eliminate so you can be more focused
and balanced in serving Jesus?
6. Spend some time this week reading and meditating on The Lord’s Prayer.
As you meditate and pray through this prayer, think about what areas
of the prayer you need to grow. Then commit to finding ways to grow in
those areas. If you do not have it memorized, memorize it this week.

FOCAL TEXT

BACKGROUND

Mark 1:36-45

Luke 5:12-16

lesson 5
A Personal
Touch
MAIN IDEA

Leprosy can sometimes isolate a
person physically. Sin also can sometimes isolate a person from many of
God’s blessings.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Who are the “untouchables” in my
life?
TEACHING AIM

To teach adults that God helps the
helpless when they beg Him, in humility, for help
BIBLE
STUDY
GUIDE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
Mark 1:36-45 comes at a time in Mark’s gospel when Jesus is gaining great
popularity. In the previous section (1:21-35), Jesus impressed the people of
Capernaum by (1) teaching in the synagogue with unusual authority and (2)
casting a demon out of a man. Those actions were so impressive that at the
end of the day, the people of the town “brought to Jesus all the sick and
demon-possessed” (1:32), many of whom Jesus healed and freed from oppression. Unsurprisingly, news about Jesus spread like wildfire through the
whole region (1:28). When we come to 1:36-39, Jesus is in space between
great popularity and full-blown fame. What will He do with the opportunities
that fame brings? By verse 45, Jesus is so famous He can no longer publicly
enter towns. Think about a movie star who rents out entire movie theaters
to avoid adoring crowds. Jesus is that famous by the end of this week’s study.
Along with fame comes the question of Jesus’ identity. Interestingly,
Jesus will not be eager to announce His status as Messiah until chapter 8.
Thus, we see Him silencing demons who name Him as the Holy One of God
and commanding recipients of His ministry to “tell no one.” Scholars call this
reticence on Jesus’ part the “Messianic Secret,” and we see it on full display
in chapter one (1:25, 34, 43). While the reason for Jesus’ secrecy is never
stated, it may be that He wanted to define the meaning of Messiah Himself
rather than grappling with the wrong expectations that came with the title.
Whatever the case, today’s passage sees Jesus both gain fame and hide His
full identity.
For other telling’s of the healing of the leper, see Matthew 8:1-4 and Luke
5:12-16. These accounts are largely parallel to Mark’s, though both Matthew
and Luke omit mention of Jesus’ emotions in the scene. Matthew deviates
further from both Mark and Luke by simply telling the story of the healing
with no reference to Jesus’ growing fame.
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Interpreting the Scriptures
Discerning Opportunities (1:36-39)
1:36-37. Verse 36 continues a scene that began in verse 35, where we are
told that Jesus, after a day of amazing ministry, retreated to a solitary place
for early morning prayer. Now, Simon and his companions (Andrew, James,
and John) entered the scene looking for Him. The Greek word for “look” here
(katadioko) carries a sense of urgency that English translations miss. Rather
than simply “looking” for Jesus, Simon and the others are “searching eagerly”
for Him or “hunting” for Him. Think here of those mornings when you are already late for a meeting and cannot find your car keys. You do not simply look
for your keys; you search for them with urgency and purpose. The reason for
such urgency? As the disciples tell Jesus in verse 37, “Everyone is looking for
you!” Though the text doesn’t explicitly name a reason for the crowd’s interest in Jesus, it is safe to assume His teaching, healings, and exorcisms from
the day before have stirred up both curiosity and need among the people of
Capernaum. Because they come hunting for Jesus, Simon and his companions seem to have caught the crowd’s excitement.
1:38-39. Upon receiving the disciples’ report, Jesus largely ignores it. Rather than returning to Capernaum, He expresses a desire to preach in the surrounding villages.
Importantly, the text does not present returning to Capernaum as an inherently wrong option for Jesus. Indeed, Simon and the others seem to have
thought it was a good idea, and many Christians today would view similar opportunities as open doors for ministry. Jesus, however, is not simply reacting
to events as they transpire. Instead, He is functioning from a deep sense of
personal purpose. When it comes to His ministry, Jesus knows He is meant
to take His message to the people rather than setting up shop in one place
and waiting for people to come to Him. “That,” He says, “is why I have come.”
While this assertion could simply refer to His reason for leaving Capernaum,
it more likely refers to Jesus coming to earth from Heaven. Luke’s version of
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the story makes this heavenly interpretation explicit by speaking of Jesus
being “sent” (Luke 4:43).
So, how did Jesus come to such a deep sense of personal purpose? Though
the text does not say so explicitly, it seems significant that Jesus made this
important choice after a time of prayer. Luke’s gospel tells us that Jesus retreated for prayer often (Luke 5:16), thus showing that prayer was an integral
part of Jesus’ life. Here in Mark, it may be fair to assume that Jesus’ time of
prayer in some way strengthened His sense of purpose, which then informed
His decision to move on.

The Healing of the Leper (1:40-45)
1:40. As noted in the Study Guide, leprosy in ancient Israelite society referred to a range of skin conditions that rendered people ritually unclean.
The background for this understanding is found in Leviticus 13:1-46, which
describes the course of action to be taken should a person develop “a swelling or a rash or a shiny spot on their skin that may be a defiling skin disease” (Leviticus 13:2). In such cases, the person was presented to a priest,
who would examine the affected area and proclaim the person either ritually
clean or unclean. Much rode on the priest’s decision in this matter, as ritual
purity described a person’s fitness to enter the presence of the holy God. Especially in a society that revolved around religious observance, receiving the
designation of unclean meant severe limitations on a person’s engagement
with the community. More than this, ritual uncleanness was understood to
be contagious, meaning that anyone who touched the unclean person would
themselves become unclean. For this reason, lepers were required to cover
their faces and shout “Unclean! Unclean!” as they approached people (they
were also required to keep their hair messy, wear ratty clothes, and live outside the camp; Leviticus 13:45-46). In doing so, they gave people a chance to
avoid them. To have leprosy in ancient Israel was to lose both religious and
social standing.
Considering now the particular leper who appears in Mark 1:40, he (1)
has gone out of his way to seek out Jesus, (2) breaks social taboos by approaching Jesus, (3) begs Jesus on his knees, and (4) does not presume on
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Jesus’ kindness. That last piece shows either the leper’s humility or his lack
of confidence that Jesus will give him the time of day. In all of this, he comes
across as a desperate man who has suffered greatly under the weight of his
condition.

1:41-42. While the NIV describes Jesus as indignant at the leper’s request,
the NASB, ESV, and KJV describe Him as being moved with compassion or
pity. Ultimately, the difference boils down to conflicting ancient copies of
Mark’s gospel. Some of these ancient copies speak of Jesus’ compassion, while
others speak of His indignation, and scholars disagree on which reading was
original. For teaching purposes, indignation and compassion can be viewed
as different sides of the same coin. If Jesus was moved with compassion, He
was reacting to the man’s need. On the other hand, if Jesus was moved to
indignation, He was reacting against the forces that oppressed the man. In
both cases, Jesus is for the man, as His following actions demonstrate.
Considering the man was unclean and Jesus could heal without touching
a person (Mark 3:1-6; Matthew 8:5-13), it is remarkable that Jesus touched
the man before commanding him to “Be clean!” In this simple act of touch,
we see the great mercy of Jesus on display. More than healing the man’s
disease, Jesus overcomes the social stigma that was attached to the man.
We might think here in terms of a double healing as Jesus (1) addresses the
man’s loneliness and isolation and (2) makes the man clean. If the leper was
indeed unsure that Jesus would give him the time of day, Jesus far exceeded
his low expectations!

1:43-45. Jesus’ “strong warning” to the leper is the first instance of the
Messianic Secret in Mark as it relates to the people Jesus helps (for more on
the Messianic Secret, see the “Understanding the Context” section above).
The background for His command for the leper to present himself at the temple is found in Leviticus 14:1-32, which describes the process by which an unclean, diseased person was examined and pronounced clean. This ceremony
would have marked the leper’s return to society.
Interestingly, the healed leper fails to heed Jesus’ strong warning and
spreads the word. In this, we see a man who benefits from Jesus ministry
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but then fails to obey Jesus in discipleship. The man’s indiscretion ultimately
cements Jesus’ fame. Now, Jesus must keep His head down to avoid crowds
that clamor for His attention.

Focusing on the Meaning
When it comes to the healing of the leper, teaching can flow in at least three
directions. First, the leper’s unclean condition can be used as a metaphor for
humanity’s situation without Christ. Like the unclean leper, we humans are
unclean before God because of our sin. Also like the leper, we are unable to
cleanse ourselves.
Second, Jesus’ response to the leper can be seen as representative of
God’s response to humanity in Christ. Rather than turning from the leper in disgust, Jesus turned toward the leper in mercy and offered a cleansing touch. In the same way, rather than turning from sinful humanity, God
turned toward us and made a way for salvation in Christ. This merciful act of
God extends to all who will humbly acknowledge their need and place their
faith in Christ. Then, God’s mercy and grace continue in the lives of believers.
Hebrews 4:15-16 expresses this very concept when it says: “For we do not
have a high priest who is unable to empathize with our weaknesses, but we
have one who has been tempted in every way, just as we are—yet did not sin.
Let us then approach God’s throne of grace with confidence, so that we may
receive mercy and find grace to help us in our time of need.” In these words,
we see an invitation for Christians to repeatedly approach God in humility in
their times of need.
Third, Jesus’ response to the leper can be understood as a charge for His
followers. As disciples of Jesus, our great ambition is to be like Him, and
that includes showing mercy to the untouchables in our own society. Here
we must remember that the church is called the body of Christ, meaning
that we, in some way, represent Jesus in the world. When we reach out and
touch untouchables in our own settings, both individually and corporately,
we show the world what Jesus is like, and we embody the very mercy of God.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. When the group comes into the room, choose one person to “isolate.”
(Note: Be sure to recruit this person a few days before Sunday.) Put him
or her apart from the group in his or her own chair. Do not give any
explanation except that it is part of the lesson today. After some time,
let the member join the group and explain to the group how it felt to be
isolated while others were fellowshipping together.

Guide the Study
2. Point out that our Bible story begins with everyone—the disciples, the
crowds—looking for Jesus. Call attention to where and why Jesus had
gone. Then direct members to verse 40 to discover who, in fact, found
Jesus. Mention that Jesus was now moving throughout Galilee, and
this leper was probably not the first person to find Jesus, but he was
certainly worthy of Mark’s mention in particular. Ask, Was this a chance
meeting? Why or why not? Invite a previously enlisted class member to
read the entire lesson passage, Mark 1:36-45, aloud.
3. Call attention to the condition of the leper, he was unclean. Place a piece
of tape along the middle of the room and designate one side clean, and
the other unclean. Invite members to stand on the side of the room that
best represents their perspectives of the following: dirt, water, a bandage, your house, a dog, a snake, God, man, a person with the flu, a
sinner, a saved sinner (add more of your own words). Note that unclean
meant untouchable, outcast, and isolated. That was the condition of the
leper.
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4. Ask, How quickly did the leper’s condition change when touched by Jesus?
Invite members to use their Bibles, concordances, provided resources, or smart phone to search for other Scriptures where Jesus touched
someone. Make a list on the markerboard. Ask, What is the significance,
both physical and spiritual, of a touch from Jesus? Then ask, When did Jesus
touch you? Allow time for discussion.
5. Present the following true/false statements for the group to discuss:
			 a.	We all seek Jesus at some point. We have a hole in our hearts that
can only be filled by Him.
			 b.	The encounter with the leper was somewhat of a distraction in Jesus’ busy schedule.
			 c.	Jesus’ main role was to prepare the disciples for ministry after He
was gone.
			 d.	Jesus has compassion for every person and every situation.
			 e.	A touch from God always leads to immediate healing.
			 f.	Our faith plays a significant part of God’s ability to heal.
			 g.	It is necessary for the church to validate or confirm God’s acts of
healing.
			 h.	When God heals in our lives, it is personal and not to be shared
with others.
			(A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items”
for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
6. Ask the question, Is there ever a time when sharing a testimony about what
Jesus has done is wrong? Point out the leper’s response to Jesus’ touch
in verse 45 and consider, What did Jesus instruct him to do? Did the leper
sin? Enlist a volunteer to read the sidebar entitled “Why Keep Silent?”
in the Study Guide and allow time for response.

Encourage Application
7. Remind class members of the isolation of the leper. Then share that
we often isolate ourselves, especially as we live with unconfessed sin.
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God does not move away from us; we move away from Him! Ask, How
do we approach God for help? Then note the posture of the leper. He approached Jesus with complete humility. He realized that God did not
owe him anything. He “bows” down. Some translations say imploring,
which means pleading, begging, asking prayerfully.
8. With a partner or a small group, identify a person or group of people
who are sick or in need of encouragement. Perhaps, someone who we
consider “untouchable.” Brainstorm ways to bless and care for this person. Share with the whole group.
9. Comment that during the Covid-19 Pandemic, the act of touching has
taken on an entirely new dimension. Any kind of touch is quickly followed by sanitizing, cleaning. Yet with Jesus’ touch, cleansing was the
instant result. Invite the class to silently consider how they need a touch
from God today, and then how they might touch someone else with a
need.
10. Close with prayer.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Give a one or two sentence overview of the last four lessons. Point out
that in encounters with Jesus, relationship is the central ingredient,
and glorifying God is the end result.
2. Ask, What is it like to be isolated? No doubt someone will recall the difficulties of social distancing and the stay at home orders in place during
the Covid-19 Pandemic in most communities. Allow people time to discuss their feelings of isolation (more recent, or perhaps from another
time). Point out that in our Bible passage, Jesus responds to an isolated,
even untouchable, person.

Guide the Study
3. Point out that even when He retreated to the desolate places, people
still came to find Jesus. Contrast this with the events surrounding John
6:66 when many of His followers left Him.
4. Display the following outline from the Study Guide for today’s lesson:
			 a. A Greater Mission (1:36-39)
			 b. A Compassionate Touch (1:40-42)
			 c. A Neglected Commission (1:43-45)
5. Invite participants to scan along in their Bibles as you read the focal
passage, Mark 1:36-45. Ask them to listen specifically for Jesus’ clues as
to who He was, what He came to do, and how He would do it.
6. Ask the following discussion questions:
			 a. What can we see about Jesus in these verses?
			 b. What was Jesus’ ministry?
			 c. What was Jesus’ attitudes as He ministered?
			 d.	What can we learn from Jesus and the disciples about our motives
for ministry and service?
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7. Call attention to verses 36-39. Share a five-minute overview of the
ministry of Jesus, including where He went and what He did, noting
that most of the events in Jesus’ ministry can fall into two categories—
preaching or teaching and healing. Point out verse 39 once more, noting
that it is a one-sentence description of Jesus’ ministry. Ask, What would
a one-sentence summary of your ministry look like?
8. Direct members to verses 40-42 to consider Jesus’ compassionate
touch. Ask the following questions for discussion:
			 a. What things would we consider unclean in our society?
			 b.	What was the leper’s posture in approaching Jesus? Why is that
important?
			 c. What role did the leper’s faith play in his healing?
			 d. What role did Jesus’ compassion play in the leper’s healing?
			 e.	Is the immediacy of the leper’s healing significant? How so? Were
there other times when Jesus healed on a different timetable?
		(A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
9. Read verses 43-45 aloud. Ask, Why would Jesus instruct the leper to say
nothing to anyone? Why was it necessary for the leper to see the priest?

Encourage Application
10. Point out that the leper’s faith, intersecting with God’s will, intersecting
with Jesus’ power, provided immediate healing and restoration. Ask,
How do we see the combination of faith, God’s will, and Jesus’ power at work
today?
11. Encourage participants to discuss:
			 a. What do we learn from the disciples?
			 b. What do we learn from the leper?
			 c. What do we learn from Jesus?
12. As an option, this prompt could be written in a journal or silently considered. It may be too sensitive to discuss with the group: Have you had
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a time in your life when you felt that your sin was too big to be “healed” by
God?
			 a. Did this sin make you feel isolated from God or loved ones?
			 b. How did you ask God to “heal” you from this transgression?
13. Share the following quote by David Garland: Jesus does not fear being
contaminated by lepers or sinners but instead contaminates them with God’s
grace and power.1 Then ask, How do these words direct our mission in the
days ahead?
NOTES
David E. Garland, Mark, The NIV Application Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Pub-

1

lishing House, 1996), 112.

FOCAL TEXT
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Mark 2:1-12

Luke 5:17-26
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
In Mark 1, Jesus exploded on the scene and quickly became so famous He
could no longer enter towns openly due to fawning crowds. Now, as chapter 2
begins, we see the effects of Jesus’ fame on both the general population and
the powers that be. To the general population, Jesus was a popular teacher
and healer who attracts crowds. To those in authority, He was a potential ally
or rival. Thus, several teachers of the law were gathered with the crowd in
2:1-12 to hear Jesus teach. In the beginning of the scene, they did not seem
to have formed an opinion on this new Teacher in town. It did not take long,
though, for Jesus to rub them the wrong way, and the scene ended with Jesus
confronting them.
The conflict described in 2:1-12 was part of a string of conflict stories
that run from 2:1—3:6. These include the healing of the paralytic (2:1-12),
Jesus eating with tax collectors and sinners (2:13-17), Jesus being questioned about fasting (2:18-22), and two Sabbath controversies (2:23—3:6).
By grouping these tales of conflict, Mark showed the content of the disagreement between Jesus and a group called the Pharisees, while also showing
how the Pharisees’ reaction to Jesus morphed from confusion and consternation to outright hostility. By the end of this section of Mark’s gospel, a
sense of foreboding hung over Jesus’ ministry as very real enemies plotted to
have Him killed (3:6).
For other telling’s of the healing of the paralytic, see Matthew 9:1-8 and
Luke 5:17-26. While these accounts are largely similar to Mark 2:1-12, they
differ on a few details. In Matthew, the setting of the healing was not at a
house, and the four friends simply brought the paralytic to Jesus rather than
lowering him through a roof. In Luke, Jesus’ opponents were named as teachers of the law and Pharisees who gathered from all over Judea and Galilee to
hear Jesus teach.
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Interpreting the Scriptures
The Healing of the Paralytic (2:1-12)
2:1-2. In these verses, Jesus returned to Capernaum after His preaching
tour to the surrounding villages (1:35-39). According to the NIV, ESV, and
NASB, word gets out that Jesus is “home,” which is a fair translation of the
Greek word oikos. Another fair translation, followed by the KJV, is that Jesus
was in “the house” in Capernaum. In this instance, I prefer the KJV’s take
on the passage (literally, the Greek speaks of Jesus being in “a” house) because it keeps our attention on the action in the passage rather than encouraging conjecture on whether Jesus had a home in Capernaum. Whichever
translation we choose, a crowd gathered to hear Jesus teach when word of
His presence leaked. Before long, the house was filled to capacity and people
were spilling out the front door. This seemingly innocuous description of the
crowd’s size will become pivotal as the story continues.
2:3-5. Throughout the second half of chapter 1, Jesus’ reputation as a healer grew. Now, four men entered the scene carrying a paralytic on a mat (we
do not hear about the mat until 2:11) to experience Jesus’ healing power.
Upon arriving, they found the way blocked by the crowd. Not to be deterred,
however, the men got creative by climbing to the roof, making a hole, and
lowering the paralytic to Jesus in the house.
As we consider this scene, it is important to understand building practices in Capernaum during that time. Roofs were made of easily repairable
thatch materials and were easily accessible via ladders or stairs. Thus, the
men did not cause significant property damage by digging through the roof,
nor did they perform any superhuman feats to access the roof in the first
place. That said, we should not downplay the ingenuity, commitment, or faith
of the men in the story. When faced with the obstacle of the crowd, they
found an alternative route to Jesus that required both extra effort and a willingness to anger the homeowner. Indeed, the story turned on the men’s determination. When Jesus saw the lengths to which they went on behalf of the
paralytic, he ascribed their determination to faith and forgave the paralytic’s
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sins. Note here that Jesus’ action on behalf of the paralytic was in response
to the faith of those who carried him (and perhaps the paralytic’s own faith
as well). Faith is not only a personal matter!
After all the effort of getting the man to Jesus, it must have been surprising to hear Him declare forgiveness rather than healing. Some commentators
argue that forgiveness was part of the healing because physical ailments and
illnesses were understood as punishment for sin (see, for instance, John 9:12, where the disciples assumed a man’s blindness was the result of sin). At the
same time, the proclamation of forgiveness in this account was the exception
rather than the rule when Jesus heals (think, for instance, of the leper in
1:40-45). Moreover, in John 9:1-12, Jesus made the opposite point when He
said that a man’s blindness was not the result of sin. This is not to say that
illness is never linked to sin (1 Corinthians 11:30 is one example of when
sin might lead to illness). Rather, we should be careful of assuming the two
are connected. In this instance, we just do not know why Jesus proclaimed
the man’s sins forgiven. It may be that the man’s paralysis was indeed some
form of judgment. Or, it may have been that the man was dealing with issues
of guilt quite apart from his disability. Whatever the case, Jesus discerned a
need for forgiveness and offered it freely.

2:6-7. At this point in the story, we learn that teachers of the law were present in the crowd, presumably to gauge Jesus’ teaching. Unsurprisingly, they
were confused and offended when they heard Jesus proclaim forgiveness of
sins. In doing so, He claimed a prerogative that belongs to God alone and
wandered into blasphemous territory. Importantly, the teachers of the law
would have been right to think these things had they witnessed them from
anyone but Jesus. His status as Son of God put Him in a special category that
made their consternation improper in this instance.

2:8-12. Though the teachers of the law do not speak out against Jesus, Jesus nevertheless knew their thoughts and called them out. He then proved
His authority to forgive by offering the healing the men sought in the first
place. The healing served as proof because of how Jesus frames it. “Which is
easier,” He asks, “to say to the paralyzed man, ‘Your sins are forgiven,’ or to
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say, ‘Get up, take your mat and walk’?” (2:9) The logic here was that it was
easier to pronounce forgiveness because there was no way to prove it. Healing, on the other hand, can be verified by its results. Jesus then used proof
of healing as proof of forgiveness when He said, “I tell you, get up, take your
mat and go home” (2:11). When the man stood up, took up his mat, and
walked out “in full view of them all,” this harder thing proved the lesser. Had
Jesus not framed things in this way, the crowd would have simply witnessed
a healing. Enacted within this greater/lesser logic, the healing showed Jesus
to be much more than healer.
When Jesus called Himself the “Son of Man” in 2:10, He was using an
ambiguous title that occurs with different meanings in the Old Testament.
One usage is found in Ezekiel, where the prophet was often called Son of
Man. In this context, the title simply means “human” (see, for instance, Ezekiel 2:1, 3, 6, 8). Daniel 7:13-14, however, contains a description of “one like
a son of man, coming with the clouds of heaven. He approached the Ancient
of Days and was led into his presence. He was given authority, glory and sovereign power...” In this context, Son of Man referred to a figure who was more
than human and received authority from God. Considering Jesus’ reticence
to reveal His identity as Messiah until chapter 8 (see “Understanding the
Context” section in Lesson 5), it may be that Jesus employed this title precisely because it was ambiguous.1

Focusing on the Meaning
When teaching about the healing of the paralytic, one avenue into the text
is to focus on the four men who brought the paralytic to Jesus for healing.
These men (1) carried the paralytic to Jesus and (2) displayed determined
faith.

Carrying People to Jesus
We Christians have been called to love our neighbors as ourselves (Matthew
22:39; Mark 12:31; Luke 10:27). The four men who brought the paralytic to
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Jesus in Mark 2:1-12, put this neighbor-love on display. Because of his condition, the paralytic was unable to bring himself to Jesus. Enter now the four
men, presumably his friends, who carried him to the Healer and refused to
give up when faced with the obstacle of the crowd. Though the men could not
perform the healing themselves, they did the carrying that made the healing
a possibility.
Similarly, there are many hurts in the world that we Christians cannot
heal, but we can do the carrying that makes healing a possibility. Sometimes
that carrying takes the form of prayer as we bring people to Jesus in intercession. Other times, carrying people to Jesus takes the form of introducing
them to Christ’s body on earth—the church. When the church functions as
it should, we create a space where the healing ministry of Christ continues
in the present day. This is an important point. To bring people to church is
to carry them to Jesus. We Christians must take this responsibility seriously.

Determined Faith
The four men also display a tenacity that we Christians should imitate in our
own lives of faith. How many times do we throw up our hands in despair
when we meet obstacles? The men show us that obstacles are many times
simply opportunities for tenacious faith. In the narrative, Jesus paid attention to the paralytic when he sees the faith of the men. Is our faith the kind that
causes Jesus to take notice? Or, do we let obstacles win the day?
NOTES

This in agreement with: Brooks, James. Mark. The New American Commentary, V. 23. Nash-

1

ville, TN: Broadman Press, 1991.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1, Ask members to think of a person who needs God’s encouragement or
healing. Write their name on a slip of paper. Please keep it anonymous
by writing first names or descriptions only (ex: my coworker, a family
member). Put the slips of paper in a bowl. Once all the slips of paper are
mixed up in the bowl, pass it around for everyone to choose a new slip
to take home. Invite class members to spend the next week praying over
this person. Pray for God to open an opportunity for this person to find
hope and healing through Jesus.

Guide the Study
2. Call attention to three previously placed signs around the room, one
with the word Faith, one with Challenge, and one with Authority (feel
free to use a markerboard if desired). Note that these words form the
framework for today’s study. Prepare and distribute a slip of paper to
members, each containing one of the twelve verses from Mark 2:1-12.
Invite members to determine the best order of the verses as they read
them aloud. Then ask members to decide which of the three words on
the wall best fits the context of each verse. (A copy of this assignment
is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
3. Comment that as Jesus was preaching, He was interrupted. Invite
members to briefly brainstorm other times in Jesus’ ministry when He
was interrupted (woman touching His garment, etc.). Ask, Were interruptions a distraction for Jesus’ ministry, or a part of Jesus’ ministry?
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4. Point out that since today’s study is about overcoming obstacles with
faith, you have invited a guest to tell her story. (Note: Be sure to enlist
your guest in advance to allow her enough time to prepare her monologue.) Introduce your guest, the woman at the well, and ask her to
share her experiences with Jesus (monologue based on John 4:1-30).
After your guest completes her story, form two groups within the class.
Ask one group to compare the story from the woman with our passage
for today to find similarities, both with faith and obstacles. Ask the other group to discover and present ways the two stories are different.
5. After class members report, invite them to look closely at the words
their faith in verse 5. Ask the following questions for discussion:
			 a. How would you describe the faith of the four friends?
			 b. What do we know about the faith of the paralytic?
			 c.	Did Jesus heal the paralytic based on His own faith, or the faith of
the friends bringing him?
			 d.	What does this suggest about our faithfulness?
6. Remind class members that Mark and the other gospel writers not only
present the stories of Jesus, but they draw us into each story to see His
humanity, His divine nature, His calling and mission, His compassion
and sacrifice, and so much more. Ask, What do we learn about Jesus from
these verses in Mark 2?

Encourage Application
7. Call attention once again to the three words—Faith, Challenge, and Authority. Ask, How has your understanding of these words grown as a result
of today’s conversation? Allow time for response.
8. Invite the group to pinpoint some of the obstacles people face sharing
the gospel? Then ask them to share how faith can overcome these obstacles.
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9. Ask, Who are the people in your life that encourage your faith; the ones who
have carried you to Jesus? Distribute thank you notes and encourage
members to send a note to someone whose faith has greatly impacted
their lives. Close by asking, Who are you trying to carry to Jesus?
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Ask, What challenges might you face when bringing your friends to Jesus?
In what ways might it be costly, embarrassing, or risky? Why is it worth the
risk?
2. Direct participants to Mark 2, noting that today’s study describes the
faith of four friends who were willing to push through a major obstacle
to bring a friend to Jesus.

Guide the Study
3. Point out that again we see Jesus doing the two things He came to do—
teaching/preaching and healing (Mark 1:39). Note that there was a full
house, a preacher’s dream, on high attendance Sunday. And He was
preaching the Word! Ask, Why does Capernaum make sense as Jesus’ home
base for ministry? Point out where it was located and who lived there.
Also point out that in this passage Jesus was much more public about
His authority, particularly in contrast to His telling the leper to remain
quiet in the verses before. Was this a move to begin making His authority and power known publicly? For sure, it was a very clear statement of
who Jesus is—He is God. If someone believes Jesus never claimed to be
God, this is the passage they need to read!
4. Invite members to select one of the following questions to read aloud.
As each member reads, allow time for the entire group to respond to the
questions. Be prepared to share additional insights as needed.
			 a. Why do you think Jesus was so popular?
			 b.	What are some characteristics of good friends, as demonstrated in
this passage?
			 c. To whose faith did Jesus respond?
			 d. Do you think the paralytic had faith? Why or why not?
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			 e.	Why were the scribes concerned about Jesus’ words? What did
they accuse Him of?
			 f. What does it mean that Jesus perceived in His spirit?
			 g. How did Jesus explain His use of words in the healing?
			 h. What does this passage teach us about Jesus?
		 (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
5. Call attention to verse 12. Point out the similarity between this verse
and the last phrase in Mark 1. Then note two important parts of the
verse. First, the paralytic picked up his pallet and walked; no physical or
occupational therapy needed, he walked! Second, the crowd was amazed
and glorified God. They knew this man was God.
			 Here’s a question for your class to discuss. “How much of what we pray
for is about self-interest and how much of what we pray for is about giving
glory to the name of God?” No doubt this question will cause your class to
ponder the extent of their motives and their responses to what God has
done. This passage reminds us again that when God works, it is for His
glory, not ours.

Encourage Application
6. Summarize the study by sharing that this passage demonstrates:
			 • The blessings of having godly friends who will carry you to Christ
			 • Jesus’ authority over sin
			 • Jesus’ ability to heal
			 • The power of intercession
			 • How your faith can bless the life of someone else
			 • The power of being in the presence of Christ
		 Invite each class member to share how one of the above best represents
his or her takeaway from today’s Scripture passage (members may add
others as well).
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7. To follow up, ask, Is bringing someone to church enough? Why or why not?
8. Point out that it seems God healed this paralyzed man based on the
faith of his friends, not his own. Ask, Who has been a person in your life
that brought you to Jesus for healing? How did this act of friendship change
your life? Allow time for sharing. Then ask, How is your faith? Do you believe Jesus can change the lives of those you bring to Him?
9. Invite the group to brainstorm ways they can actively bring people to
Jesus (invite to church, share the plan of salvation, pray for them, etc.).
Close in prayer, asking God for both divine appointments (opportunity), and His presence and power as we bring others to Him. Ask Him to
help us, in His power, turn obstacles into an opportunity for faith!
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
The call of Levi and the dinner party that follows are accounts closely linked
to the narrative that directly precedes them. In Mark 2:1-12, Jesus pronounced a paralytic’s sins forgiven and then used the healing of the man’s
body as proof for His authority to forgive sins. In Mark 2:13-17, this same
Jesus who forgave sins reached out to people considered sinful due to their
professions and/or lifestyles. While the last story showed that Jesus could
forgive, this passage showed that He actively sought out sinners and invited them to follow in His way. This is an important insight concerning God’s
mercy—it moves beyond a willingness to forgive to an active pursuit of those
who need forgiveness.
Along with being tied to 2:1-12 by the theme of forgiveness, Mark 2:1317 is also tied to surrounding narratives by the theme of conflict. This tie
runs through 2:1-12, 13-17, 18-22, 23-28, and 3:1-6. In 2:1-12, the conflict
was with the teachers of the law. Beginning with the call of Levi and running
to 3:6, Jesus’ conflict was with a group called the Pharisees, who took personal and national holiness very seriously. As the stories progress, Jesus acted
in ways that offended the Pharisees’ sensibilities, and they ultimately turned
against Him. The conflict in this week’s passage has to do with the treatment
of sinners in society.
For other narratives of the call of Levi, see Matthew 9:9-13 and Luke
5:27-32. These accounts are largely similar, though Matthew lists the name
of the tax collector as Matthew rather than Levi and adds a reference to Hosea 6:6 (“For I desire mercy, not sacrifice…”), that roots Jesus’ acceptance of
sinners to an Old Testament theme.
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Interpreting the Scriptures
The Call of Levi (2:13-14)
2:13-14. Because he describes Jesus as “once again” going to the lake, Mark
is most likely talking about the Sea of Galilee (Jesus was previously beside the
Sea of Galilee in 1:16-20). To this point in Mark’s gospel, the Sea of Galilee
was the place where Jesus called disciples (He previously called Simon, Andrew, James, and John), and this visit to the site is no exception to this rule.
The setting has changed a bit, though, as Jesus’ previous time near the Sea
was before His rise to fame. The relative anonymity of that scene meant that
the call of the first disciples was a private affair. The call of Levi, on the other
hand, took place in the midst of a crowd that had gathered to hear Jesus’
teaching.
Regarding Levi, we can assume he was a tax collector because he was sitting at the tax collector’s booth. (Luke’s account actually names Levi as a tax
collector; see Luke 5:27). This profession would have made him an unpopular
figure in society. As a tax collector, Levi would have enforced the tax laws of
the ruling authorities. Remember, Israel was under the control of Rome and
it was ruled by a king approved by Rome. Thus, to enforce tax law was to be
complicit with the oppressive conquerors. Beyond this concern, which would
have caused many of Levi’s countrymen to view him as a traitor, tax collectors also had the reputation of being dishonest. Put all this together, and Levi
was probably viewed as a traitor who lined his own pockets while working for
the enemy. Imagine, then, the surprise of the crowd when Jesus called Levi
to “follow me.”
Like the fishermen before him, Levi leaves his occupation immediately to
follow Jesus. Unlike the fishermen, Levi has more at stake. After all, fishermen can easily return to the water. For a taxman to leave his booth, though,
was to leave a secure job that would soon be filled by someone else.1
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Eating With Tax Collectors and Sinners (2:15-17)
2:15. The NASB gives a more literal translation of the first part of 2:15: “And
it happened that He was reclining at the table in his house…” The ambiguity
of whose house is being spoken of has led some commentators to argue that
the house could well have belonged to Jesus Himself. Luke, however, explicitly attributes the house to Levi (see Luke 5:29), and that interpretation seems
best here. Levi, it seems, had opened his home to Jesus for dinner. That he
was able to feed a number of people on short notice may give us a window
into the extent of Levi’s wealth.
At the table with Jesus and His disciples (Simon, Andrew, James, John,
and now Levi), sit a number of tax collectors and sinners. It may be that Levi
had reached out into his own social circle when inviting guests. Or, it may be
that tax collectors and sinners were in the crowd listening to Jesus at the lake
and made their way to the dinner table. Whatever the case, the important
thing to note is that Jesus being with this sort of people was not uncommon,
“for there were many who followed him.” While Levi received a personal call,
the general popularity of Jesus extended to many more people like Levi, and
Jesus welcomed them into His company. The identity of tax collectors has
already been discussed in the previous section. The designation of “sinners”
probably refers to people who were on the wrong side of the Mosaic law. These
people’s lifestyles would have made them suspect in more respectable circles.

2:16-17. The Pharisees, a group who took observance of the Mosaic Law
very seriously and instructed others to do the same, entered. In their pursuit
of holiness, the Pharisees would not have practiced table fellowship with unholy folks like tax collectors and sinners, and they are surprised to find Jesus
doing just that. Thus, the Pharisees’ question to the disciples: “Why does he
eat with tax collectors and sinners?”
Overhearing the question (or perhaps being alerted to it by His disciples), Jesus answered: “It is not the healthy who need a doctor, but the sick.
I have not come to call the righteous, but sinners.” This answer was both affirming and challenging to the tax collectors and sinners at the table. On one
hand, they found themselves the deserving focus of Jesus’ attention. On the
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other hand, Jesus likened them to the sick and called them sinners. In this,
we see that Jesus did not simply condone the sin of those who followed Him.
Rather, He viewed it as a sickness to be treated. More than that, Jesus viewed
Himself as the solution. Part of Jesus’ sin-healing ministry was undoubtedly
tied to His authority to forgive sins (2:1-12), but it did not stop there. To this
point in Mark, the only thing we know about the content of Jesus’ teaching
comes from 1:15: “‘The time has come,’ he said. ‘The kingdom of God has
come near. Repent and believe the good news!’” Repentance, or turning, from
sin was a large part of Jesus’ teaching, and the sinners at the table would
have heard a challenge to their lifestyles. Yet, they still followed Him! Jesus,
it seems, let sinners know they were welcome in God’s kingdom while also
calling them to repentance.
Focusing our attention now on the Pharisees, Jesus had effectively explained why He ate with tax collectors and sinners—His mission is to the
unrighteous. At the same time, the Pharisees may well have asked if sharing
dinner with sinful people was the best way to carry out that mission. To share
dinner with a person was to accept and befriend them, and Jesus was sharing
dinner with questionable folks before they have gotten their acts together. Thus,
while the Pharisees may have agreed that the “sick” need a doctor, they may
well have disapproved of the doctor’s interaction with His patients. Because
this story is part of a series of stories that end with the Pharisees plotting
Jesus’ death, their continued disapproval of Jesus despite His answer seems
probable.
Regarding the other half of Jesus’ answer—that He has not come to call
righteous people—we can understand His use of “righteous” in two ways.
First, it may be that Jesus was ironically referring to “self-righteous” people
whose pride stops them from hearing His call. Second, it may be that Jesus
was affirming that some Jews did live according to the Mosaic Law and seek
to please God. Matthew’s description of Joseph as a “righteous man” would
place him in this category (see Matthew 1:19; though the NIV describes Joseph as a man who was “faithful to the law,” the Greek literally describes Joseph as “righteous”). Importantly, to argue that a person was righteous in
this sense would not have been to argue that he or she was sinless. Rather,
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their righteousness would have led them to offer sin offerings at the temple
when they transgressed.

Focusing on the Meaning
When teaching the call of Levi, it is important to understand just how remarkable it was for Jesus to call a tax collector to discipleship and then share
dinner with tax collectors and sinners. To use school playground imagery, if
Jesus were picking teams for the kingdom, these would be the kids you would
expect to be picked last. Why choose people with questionable character to be
disciples of the righteous King?
The answer to this question is that God’s call and grace are primary when
it comes to matters of salvation and service. To put that differently, the flaws
in a person’s past pale in comparison to the magnificence of God’s grace. If
this is true, no one is beyond God’s reach. Indeed, there are times when God
delights to use “the kids who would usually be picked last” as His servants to
highlight just how strong and magnificent His grace is. Think of the Apostle
Paul, who persecuted the church before coming to know Jesus as Lord. In Galatians 1:22-24, he says of the churches in Judea: “I was personally unknown
to the churches of Judea that are in Christ. They only heard the report: ‘The
man who formerly persecuted us is now preaching the faith he once tried to
destroy.’ And they praised God because of me.” Paul’s troubling past became
a reason to praise God. Why? Because Paul was a walking example of God’s
powerful grace.
When we consider ourselves and others, we need to keep the magnificence of grace at the forefront of our minds. How many of us count ourselves
out of being used by God because of checkered pasts or a perceived lack of
talent? When these thoughts cross our minds, we need to remember that
God does not call the qualified; He qualifies the called. If this is true, no one is
beyond salvation or service. More than this, Scripture tells us that all Christians have a place of service in God’s kingdom. If we doubt this is so, we have
failed to recognize the magnificent power of grace.
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NOTES
This insight from Zondervan et al., Matthew and Mark, ed. Tremper Longman III and David E.
Garland, Revised edition (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Academic, 2010), 728, and David E.
Garland, Mark, NIV Application Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan PubHouse, 1996),
104.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prepare a snack mix in a large container to share with the class. Invite
members to snack and visit a minute before the lesson begins (Baptists
seem to do that well!). As you prepare to begin, point out that this kind
of fellowship that members are experiencing right now might be similar
to that of Jesus’ with the sinners and tax collectors.
2. Alternate activity: Enlist an organizer and play follow the leader. The
leader may want to use gestures, words, or even walk around to involve
the group. Comment that while this is somewhat of a silly game, especially for adults, follow the leader, or Follow Me, was a life changing call
from Jesus to Levi, the tax collector.

Guide the Study
3. Ask a class member to read the focal passage, Mark 2:13-17, aloud.
Point out that Jesus speaks twice in this passage, one time to extend a
call, and one time to explain His actions. Ask two volunteers to read the
passage in the parallel gospels, Mathew 9:9-13 and Luke 5:27-31. Note
that Luke adds that Levi (Matthew) left everything to follow Christ.
4. Invite another member to read the passage yet again, this time from
The Message. Ask the class to listen for words or phrases that might
make the passage feel contemporary. Note that while it is a 2,000-yearold story, its meaning is fresh and challenging for us today.
5. To explore the call of Levi, invite the class to brainstorm some personal
qualifications for a disciple. Write your list on the markerboard with the
title, The ideal candidate will …. Then fill in answers as the class suggests
them. Be sure to include characteristics such as honesty, training, edu-
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cation, and experience. Then ask the group, How does Levi measure up?
Invite the group to discuss/debate the phrase, Jesus doesn’t call the qualified, he qualifies the called! Point out that Levi didn’t have to clean up his
life to follow Jesus, he simply followed and allowed Jesus to change his
life.
6. Submit the following statement for consideration—It was not the activity that Jesus was doing (eating and fellowshipping) that upset the
religious authorities, it was who He was doing it with. Ask, How would
the story and meaning change if Jesus reclined and ate with the Scribes and
Pharisees, rather than sinners and tax collectors?
7. Invite the class to explore the details of another meal in Scripture. Read
aloud the account of Paul opposing Peter in Galatians 2:11-14. Note
the contrasts presented in Galatians as compared to Jesus’ meal in our
focal passage. Evidently, Peter was afraid or embarrassed to eat with the
Gentiles in the presence of certain men, and Paul called attention to his
hypocritical behavior. Ask, Was there anything hypocritical in Jesus’ behavior? How did he justify eating with the sinners and tax collectors? Allow
time for discussion.

Encourage Application
8. Suggest that by eating with sinners, Jesus demonstrates that it is okay
to love sinners, even though we may not approve of their sin. Ask, If
we snub or disregard sinners, how will we show Jesus’ love to them? (Note
question 4 in the Study Guide.)
9. Share that Jesus was a master at using the time available to Him for
ministry, and He seemed to create a very healthy balance between
spending time with His disciples and spending time with those whom
He came to save. Invite responses to the following questions, How can
we use our time to grow in Christ and fellowship with other believers, but
also minister to those who do not yet know Him? How are you balancing
these two areas?
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10. Invite class members to consider the Question to Explore from today’s
study, Does God have a kingdom assignment for me? As time allows, call
attention to the sidebar entitled “Finding Your Kingdom Assignment”
in the Study Guide. Point out that it is a great tool to identify God’s kingdom assignment for each of us. You may want to distribute copies to the
group.
11. Homework Assignment: Create a snack mix to put in a jar and share
with an unexpected friend. Who is someone you would not typically
“eat with,” but Jesus might invite to eat with Him? Scoop ingredients
into a mason jar or plastic bag and mix it up. Seal the jar or tie a ribbon
on the bag. Gift it to a neighbor, coworker, friend, or family member
who you would not typically share a meal with. Ask God to help you
make a connection with this person and put judgment aside. Pray that
God will use this gift to start or rekindle a relationship.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Prepare nametags for class members to wear when they enter the room.
One nametag will say Jesus, several will say sinner, and several can say
tax collector. You might want to serve a snack to the class.
2. Point out that Jesus received some scrutiny for being in the same house
with, and eating with, sinners and tax collectors. Ask members to share
a time when they received criticism for gathering with the wrong crowd
or person, or perhaps being in the wrong place? Ask, Was the criticism
justified? Why or why not?

Guide the Study
3. Call attention to the following outline for today’s study. You may want
to write the outline on a markerboard, make a poster, or use a large
screen.
			 a. The Call to Follow (2:13-14)
			 b. The Celebratory Feast (2:15-16)
			 c. Those Who Are Called (2:17)
4. Read the first phrase of the Bible passage, and remind class members
that one of Jesus’ primary places of ministry was beside the sea. Invite
them to scan the early chapters of Mark to find other instances of Jesus
teaching and ministering beside the sea, or on the seashore.
5. Use information in the Study Guide, Teaching Guide, online Premium
Commentary, and other resources to present a mini-lecture from verses 13-14. When sharing about Jesus’ call to Levi, be sure to cite other
examples from Scripture where Jesus called disciples to follow Him.
You may want to include some Old Testament examples of God’s call to
Abraham, Moses, etc. Also point out Levi’s response, and the fact that
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once he left, Levi would not be welcomed back as a tax collector. He was
making a life decision.
6. Follow the lecture with the question, What does it mean to be called?
Allow time for response, then invite a willing class member or two to
share the experience of his or her call with the entire group. Point out
that part of Levi’s initial ministry was right where he was! His home
was the perfect place for Jesus to be around the people He came to save.
Note that many of us are called to serve right where we are! It is our
beside the sea place (mentioned in step 4 above).
7. Ask a volunteer to read aloud verses 15-17. Briefly describe the scene,
Jesus reclining and eating with Levi’s cohorts, and ask the following
questions for discussion:
			 a.	Sharing a meal often implies friendship, fellowship, or closeness.
Is this a good description of Jesus’ encounter with sinners and tax
collectors? Why or why not?
			 b. Why would Levi host such a meal?
			 c. Why were the religious leaders questioning Jesus’ motives?
			 d. How should we interpret Jesus’ response?
			 e.	Do we, believers in the body of Christ, spend too much time focusing on the righteous (even the faults of the righteous) to the
neglect of sinners? How?
			 f. Who are those who are sick?

Encourage Application
8. Invite two previously enlisted class members to share about a time in
their lives when God used them to accomplish His purpose. It may be
the story of a mission trip, a teaching or preaching assignment, an encounter with a stranger, or much more.
9. Propose this simplification of today’s study—The overall question is,
What does God want me to do, and who does He want me to do it with? Invite members to agree or disagree whether the statement fits this pas-
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sage. Follow up by asking, Jesus calls the unlikely. What are some ways you
feel “unlikely” to be called by God to follow Him? How do you feel unqualified?
10. Close in prayer, asking God to show opportunities for ministry, serving,
and sharing to class members in the days ahead.
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
Mark 2:18-22 marks the third conflict/disagreement story in a string of five.
To this point, Jesus has challenged teachers of the law concerning His authority to forgive sin (2:1-12), and then teachers of the law who were Pharisees
concerning His willingness to eat with tax collectors and sinners (2:13-17).
The present narrative once again brings the Pharisees into the scene, though
there is no direct conflict or disagreement this time around. Instead, Mark
2:18-22 serves to highlight the differences between Jesus’ piety and that of
the Pharisees and John the Baptist through the eyes of third parties. As we
will see, when Jesus enters the picture, everything changes.
In describing the change Jesus brings, some commentators speak in
terms of Judaism versus Christianity. While these categories may be helpful today, it is better to speak in terms of the Old Covenant and New Covenant. The Old Covenant was marked by the Mosaic Law, and much of the
Old Testament tells the story of Israel’s failure to keep the covenant and the
punishment that followed. In His mercy, however, God promised to make a
New Covenant with His people, which would be marked by (1) forgiveness of
sin and (2) an inner change brought about by the Holy Spirit (see Jeremiah
31:31-34 and Ezekiel 36:22-32). At the Last Supper, Jesus announced, “This
cup is the new covenant in my blood, which is poured out for you…” (Luke
22:20, emphasis mine). Thus, when Jesus speaks of the newness of His ministry in Mark 2:18-22, He is referring to the New Covenant God is bringing
about in Him.
For other narratives of the question about fasting, see Matthew 9:14-17
and Luke 5:33-38. While Matthew’s account is largely reflective of Mark’s,
Luke incorporates slight changes into the sections about the patch and the
wineskins. These changes are probably due to Jesus’ own slight changes in
imagery as He preached similar messages in varying settings.
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Interpreting the Scriptures
Jesus Questioned About Fasting (2:18-22)
2:18. As the scene opens, Jesus was questioned about His practice of piety.
Though the followers (disciples) of John the Baptist and the Pharisees fast,
Jesus’ disciples did not. Why not? This question offers insight on different
aspects of Jesus’ ministry. First, the question placed Jesus on par with John
the Baptist and the Pharisees, both of whom were considered religious authorities. In one sense, we already knew Jesus’ teaching was popular (see
Mark 1:22), but we now see that His word had the same weight as the leading
authorities in His day. Second, we see that Jesus’ piety differed from the piety
of these other authorities. According to the text, the questioners asked about
Jesus’ disciples, but the disciples took their cues from Jesus, a fact that redirects the question squarely at Jesus Himself. At stake was the issue of fasting, which the disciples of the Pharisees and John the Baptist both practiced,
but Jesus’ disciples did not. As the Study Guide explains, the followers of the
Pharisees and John probably fasted for different reasons.
The grouping of John the Baptist with the Pharisees is strange considering their differing views of Jesus. John was Jesus’ forerunner (see 1:1-8),
while the Pharisees became Jesus’ adversaries (see 3:6). When it came to
their relationships to Jesus, the two could not have been further apart. What
the groups share was their placement in history. Both John and the Pharisees
occupied a time before the advent of the New Covenant in the life and work
of Jesus. Thus, they both represented the piety of the former age.
2:19-20. To answer the question at hand, Jesus employed three word-pictures. The first, found in verses 19-20, uses wedding imagery. Just as it would
be inappropriate for the guests of the bridegroom to fast at a wedding banquet, so also was it inappropriate for Jesus’ disciples to fast when He was
present. Notice the high standing Jesus gave Himself in this line of thinking
(He is the bridegroom in the story). Though people may have put Him on the
same plain as John the Baptist and the Pharisees in their minds, Jesus was
actually much more. It was His presence that made the difference for His
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disciples. They were right not to fast not because of what they believed, but
because of who Jesus is.
All of this is not to say fasting is now obsolete, however. Though the
bridegroom’s presence makes fasting inappropriate, fasting will once again
be practiced by His guests on the day “when the bridegroom will be taken
from them.” Once again, understanding Jesus as the bridegroom, the day He
was taken from His disciples can be understood in two ways. First, it may refer to the period between His death and resurrection. Second, it may refer to
the time between His ascension and second coming. If we go with the second
understanding, it is important to remember that Jesus has not left us alone,
though He is not physically present with us. Rather, the Holy Spirit acts as
the continuing presence of Jesus among Jesus’ people (John 14:15-21, 26).
At the same time, as Paul says in 1 Corinthians 13:12, what we experience
now is like “a reflection in a mirror.” When Jesus returns, though, we will see
“face to face” and “know fully, even as [we] are fully known.”

2:21. The second word-picture Jesus used to explain why His disciples did
not fast has to do with patching clothes. While this idea is foreign to many
people today (often, we can buy a new piece of clothing rather than repairing the old), the imagery would have been readily understood in Jesus’ time.
Though it might seem appropriate to patch an old garment with a new piece
of cloth, doing so will actually make things worse. This is so because a new
piece of cloth has not yet shrunk in the process of being washed like the old
garment has. If you put the two together, when it comes time to wash them,
the new piece of cloth will shrink and tear away from the older garment.
Thus, the cloth meant to patch the old garment would end up doing further
damage. Implied in this image was the idea that the new work God accomplished in Jesus was not compatible with what came before.

2:22. The third word-picture Jesus employed to explain why His disciples
did not fast deals with wine and is like the cloth imagery in verse 21. The
things to know here are that new wine would expand in the fermentation
process and that old wineskins were already stretched to capacity by previous
batches of wine. So, if you put new wine in an old wineskin, the skin would
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eventually burst under the pressure of the expanding wine within. Then,
both the skin and the wine would be ruined. As was the case with the cloth,
this image carries the implication that the new work God was doing in Jesus
was incompatible with what came before.
Further Thoughts on Cloth and Wine: As noted above, new cloth and new
wine are incompatible with old garments and old wineskins. Importantly, the
compatibility issue on display here is one of age rather than kind. This lets us
know that while God is doing something new in Jesus, this new movement is
not entirely different from what has come before. After all, we are still dealing
with cloth and wine rather than moving to completely different categories
(Jesus does not speak of using pottery to repair an old garment or of fitting
a lampstand into an old wineskin). Rather than the work of Christ erasing
or eliminating what came before, His work is an extension and fulfillment of
what came before. When we read the Old and New Testaments, we are reading one story rather than two. With the New Testament (“testament” comes
from the Latin for “covenant”), we enter a new phase in the story. This new
work of God is radical and cannot simply sit side-by-side with the old. At the
same time, it is marked by the same promises and mercy that came before it.

Focusing on the Meaning
When teaching Mark 2:18-22, the passage can be viewed from two angles—
Judaism and the world. In its original context, Jesus was comparing His work
with the former—traditional Judaism. Though continuity was implied in the
cloth and wine, discontinuity is the real focus. The Apostle Paul went to great
lengths to show how the New Covenant related to the Old. The key for Paul
was that the Mosaic Law had been replaced by the Spirit (Galatians 5:13-26),
a development that made the outward forms of Judaism like circumcision,
food-laws, prescribed festivals, and Sabbath observance obsolete (Colossians
2:6-23). In place of these outward forms came a deep, rooted relationship
with Jesus, which is driven and empowered by the Holy Spirit. Notice, that
an inward reality takes precedence over outward observance. Of course, this does
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not mean that outward observance is never appropriate in the Christian
life—many devout Christians fast and observe Sabbath today. Rather, the
goal of outward observance should be to bring you closer to Jesus rather than
being a box to tick in your religious life.
Moving now to the angle of the world, this disconnect between old and
new is far more radical than in the case of Judaism (though that was a pretty
radical break itself!). Here, passages like 2 Corinthians 5:17 come to mind.
It states, “Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, the new creation has come: The
old has gone, the new is here!” In this language, the old refers to the old age
of this world, and the new refers to the new age of Christ. When we come to
faith in Jesus, our reality shifts. Whereas the world once defined us, Christ
now fulfills that role. This truth is very important for us to comprehend as
Christians. Jesus is not just an addition to our old lives. No, He is the foundation of new life that is radically at odds with the world. To embrace the
newness that Christ brings, then, is to walk headlong into the new reality of
Jesus.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Have two brown paper bags at the front of the room. One bag should be
new and in perfect condition. The other bag should be damp. You can
dampen the bag right before the lesson or even the day before. Ask for
two volunteers to fill the bags with relatively heavy materials: rocks,
cans of soda, etc. Each volunteer will fill the bags with identical items.
Now, ask them to pick up the bags. The bag in perfect condition should
hold the items. The damp bag should break. Point out that this is a visual representation of “putting new wine into old wineskins.” The wineskins must be made new to accommodate the new wine.

Guide the Study
2. Invite members that have siblings to recall times when their brothers
or sisters were allowed to do something they were not. Remind them of
the question they always asked, Why does he or she get to do that, when I
do not? Suggest that this question was the same one the religious leaders asked Jesus regarding His disciples and fasting. Note that the motive of the question was not pure, it was simply an attempt to make sure
Jesus understood He was in contempt of the Jewish law.
3. Note that in today’s study they will see again that Jesus desires relationship over ritual, and that He came to make all things new. Read Mark
2:18 aloud, and write the two words, Relationship and Ritual, on the
markerboard or focal wall. Form two groups within the class according
to the two words. Invite the Ritual group to brainstorm and list some
of the many rituals included in the Jewish religious system. Then ask
them to answer the two following questions and be ready to share with
the entire class. Are these rituals acceptable or not for believers of Christ?
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Why did Jesus and His disciples overlook some of the rituals, yet hold firmly
to others? (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource
Items” for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
4. Invite the Relationship group to brainstorm and list instances in the
Bible that emphasize the importance of a relationship with God. Ask
them to answer the following two questions and be ready to share with
the entire class. What does the Bible say about our need for a relationship
to God? How is a relationship with God more important than following religious rituals? (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
5. Invite a class member to read aloud Jesus’ response to the question in
verses 19-22. Ask the group to listen for words in the passage that indicate change (bridegroom present, bridegroom taken away, old garment,
new garment, old wineskins, new wineskins).
6. Ask the group to consider what Jesus was saying in these verses. Pass
out slips of paper and pens and ask class members to paraphrase these
verses in their own words. Allow time for class members to share their
versions with others. Then ask, Are there some deeper meanings in the
passage that one might overlook in a casual reading? Be prepared to share
examples with the group (the bridegroom taken away, fasting in that
day, etc.)
7. Call attention to the sidebar in the Study Guide entitled “What Does
the Bible Say About Fasting?” Invite a volunteer to read it aloud to the
group. Comment that while Jesus seemed to indicate fasting is appropriate in times of grief, even then we are not to grieve as those who have
no hope (1 Thessalonians 4:13).

Encourage Application
8. Note that religious rituals, such as fasting in this passage, were originally designed to bring us closer to God, yet they can become stale and, in
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fact, draw us away from God. Ask members to share examples in their
own lives.
9. Write the words Old and New on the markerboard or focal wall, over
the previously written words of Ritual and Relationship. Point out that
in Jesus words we see that the old is not compatible with the new. Our
lives need to be made new through Jesus in order to accommodate Him.
Ask, What are some things in your life that are holding you back from living
a life compatible with God’s way of life?
10. Invite class members to silently ponder how this week will be different
as they examine old patterns and rituals that may not be bringing them
closer to God. Ask, What new activities, or what new realities lie ahead for
you this week? Close with prayer.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Designate one side of your classroom as Old and the other as New.
Invite class members to move from side to side of the room, depending upon their personal preferences when you suggest the following
items—house, car, pickup, recipe, clothing, shoes, friends, jewelry, grocery store, etc. (feel free to add words of your choice).
2. Point out that the religious leaders in today’s passage loved the old so
much they were not open to the newness God brought. Jesus came to
fulfill God’s promise, and in doing so made all things new. Ironically, it
was the religious leaders who did not get it.

Guide the Study
3. Invite a class member to read aloud the focal passage, Mark 2:18-22.
Call attention to the lesson outline found in the Study Guide. You may
want to write it on a markerboard.
			 a. A Challenging Question (2:18)
			 b. Time to Celebrate (2:19-20)
			 c. All Things New (2:21-22)
4. To better explore verse 18, call attention to the sidebar entitled, “What
Does the Bible Say About Fasting?” Use the lesson materials, commentaries, and other resources to present an overview of fasting as presented in Scripture. Also note that fasting was misunderstood in many
ways. It was thought to ward off demons, and was used to impress God
in some way, for forgiveness of sin, to get mercy, to protect the entire
nation, to impress others like a badge of piety. Often asceticism, calling
attention to self, was the result. Point out that the real question for
today’s passage seems to be the why of fasting, even though Jesus also
addressed the when of fasting. Invite the class to select which of the
following reasons might be acceptable, and which are not.
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			 • I have always fasted as an adult; it is part of my health routine.
			 •	Fasting gives me time to accomplish things I would not ordinarily
have time to do.
			 •	When I fast, I pause and focus on the God’s provision for my life.
			 • When I fast, I worship.
			 •	My grandmother fasted and it seemed to be a good thing for her.
That is why I fast.
			 •	Our pastor is encouraging everyone to fast. I do not want to disappoint him.
		 Note that Jesus is more concerned about our heart than why or when
we eat. Allow time for discussion.
5. Call attention to verses 19-20 and note that Jesus used a wedding feast,
not a funeral, to describe a celebration. Ask the following discussion
questions:
			 a.	Why would Jesus use the analogy of a bridegroom to describe a
celebration?
			 b.	What does Jesus say about being in the presence of the bridegroom?
			 c.	Does Jesus seem to equate fasting with mourning in the absence
of a bridegroom? If so, how?
			 e.	Do you think Jesus is giving a hint in these verses of things to
come? If so, how?
			 f.	Does Jesus condemn fasting? Does Jesus bless fasting? Or does
He simply say it is unnecessary when you are in the presence of
God?
		 (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
6. Invite a volunteer to read verses 21-22 aloud. Present an old fabric
needing repair and a new swath of material to use as a patch. Discuss
what might happen after repairing the old garment with the new patch.
Note that when it is washed, the new patch might shrink, then the garment would be torn once again. Ask, How does this illustration help us understand what Jesus was saying in these verses? Allow time for discussion.
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7. If time allows, share the following true or false statements for consideration:
			 a.	Jesus was doing His best to bridge the old religious system with
the new He was bringing.
			 b.	When we are saved, Jesus patches up our old life.
			 c.	The new that Jesus brings is not compatible with the old.
			 d.	We must hold on to Old Testament religious traditions in order to
appreciate what Jesus has done for us.
			 e.	Rituals and religious celebrations are meaningless for today’s believers.
		 (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for
this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)

Encourage Application
8. Theologian David Garland suggests that in these verses the rulebook was
being overhauled.1 Ask, How do you agree with that statement? How do you
disagree with that statement?
9. Ask, What are some religious rituals that can become rote, or stale? What
are some rituals that keep us connected to Christ in a meaningful way? Can
these rituals actually be the same? (The Lord’s supper may be an example—its meaningfulness in our lives may depend upon how we observe
the ritual.)
10. Suggest the following statement for consideration—If your life and relationship with God does not have joy, you may be steeped in meaningless
routines. Invite responses, then close in prayer.
NOTES
David E. Garland, Mark, The NIV Application Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1996), 113.
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FOCAL TEXT

BACKGROUND

Mark 2:23-28

Matthew 12:1-8

lesson 9
The Lord’s
Day
MAIN IDEA

By resting in the finished work of
Christ for salvation, we fulfill God’s
Sabbath.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Should I set aside a time for rest and
worship?
TEACHING AIM

To lead adults to know that Sabbath
isn’t a day, it’s the person. Jesus is
our Sabbath.

BIBLE
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GUIDE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
One of the themes of Mark’s Gospel is Jesus’ confrontation with the religious
leaders of His day. It pops up throughout Jesus’ ministry (Mark 3:22; 7:1-5;
12:18-23) and functions as the immediate context for the present passage.
The scribes questioned Jesus’ ability to forgive sins (Mark 2:7) as well as His
practice of eating with tax collectors and sinners (Mark 2:16). It is clear that
the opponents of Jesus have their eyes on Him and His disciples, waiting for
them to make a mistake or misstep. In our passage, they feel as though they
caught the disciples red-handed: they were breaking the Sabbath, and Jesus
was letting them get away with it. Surely, such a crime cannot go unpunished.
Their plan, however, backfired, because Jesus used their opposition to do
two things that put their criticism to silence. First, through this interaction,
Jesus demonstrated His superior understanding of biblical revelation. Jesus’
nuanced understanding of the Sabbath was put over against the Pharisees
simplistic application of one command. While the Pharisees were known as
the arbiters of a right understanding of Scripture, Jesus showed that to be
a dubious distinction for them. Second, this story allowed Jesus to make a
major pronouncement concerning who He is and what He is able to do. His
pronouncement was consistent with Mark’s overall message in his Gospel,
stated at the very outset of the story—Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God
(Mark 1:1).
The issue of the Sabbath and what was permitted and not permitted was
not decided in this story, as the next chapter contains another instance of
Jesus and the Pharisees clashing on the proper interpretation and practice
of the Sabbath, but Jesus minces no words and makes the stakes clear: this is
going to be about Him, who He is, and what He is able to do.
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Interpreting the Scriptures
The Pharisees Stalk Jesus and His Disciples (2:23-24)
2:23. Observation of the Sabbath by the cessation of all work was an important element of Jewish identity and practice in the first century. While
the command originated in the giving of the Ten Commandments (Exodus
20:8-11; cf. Deuteronomy 5:12-14), throughout the centuries, an oral tradition had built up around it, with rabbis debating such things as the types
of work prohibited and how many steps a person could take on a Sabbath.
Indeed, the debate continued into Jesus’ day, though the Pharisees were not
interested in an honest debate but, rather, sought an excuse to accuse Jesus
of wrongdoing.
Jesus’ answer to their query in this passage shows how He departed from
His contemporaries in how He approached the issue of the Sabbath. Whereas
they were content to debate, as we will see in verses 27-28, Jesus did not enter into their squabbles. Instead, He made a pronouncement that shifted the
focus of the entire discussion from legal details to His own identity, power,
and authority.
2:24. The Pharisees had previously attempted to ensnare Jesus because of
the actions of His followers (Mark 2:18). It is possible they realized they could
not cast aspersions on the character of Jesus Himself, and so they sought to
hit Him at His weakest point, which was His followers. However, we again
see that Jesus not only escaped their trap but advanced His own teaching
through their opposition.
The law permitted the plucking of heads of grain if a person was hungry (Deuteronomy 23:25). However, according to the tradition, plucking too
much could be considered reaping or harvesting (see Mishneh Torah, Sabbath 8:3-4). The Pharisees concluded that the disciples were violating the
Sabbath ordinance against work.
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Jesus’ Superior Understanding of God’s Word (2:25-26)
2:25-26. Jesus’ response to the Pharisees is interesting, as He did not defend the disciples’ actions on the expected biblical grounds. That is, He did
not tell the Pharisees that what the disciples did was permissible because
Deuteronomy 23:25 says this is allowed. Instead, Jesus refers to a story told
in 1 Samuel 21 about David and the people who were with him, who entered
the house of God and ate the “bread of the Presence,” which was not allowed
for anyone to eat but priests (see Leviticus 24:5-9).
Jesus’ use of this story was clever and set up His claim made in verses 27-28. The story of David and the bread of the Presence is the story of
God’s chosen king being able to set aside legal concerns because of the need
of those who were with Him. The story in 1 Samuel 21 highlights David’s authority, which the Pharisees would not presume to contradict. By using this
story to prove His point, Jesus was implicitly saying He had at least as much
authority as David. In the next two verses, Jesus made this claim explicit in
two surprising pronouncements.

The Lord of the Sabbath Revealed (2:27-28)
2:27. Jesus’ first major pronouncement would have been quite shocking. The
Sabbath was not just a day off for first-century Jews. It was, along with circumcision, a chief identity marker for them—it was what set them apart. It
was not for one person in particular; it was for all faithful Jews throughout
history, who were supposed to orient the whole of their lives around it. They
were to get all their work done not in seven days, but in six. On the seventh
day, they were to cease all work and ensure that nothing that could even be
misconstrued as work occurred.
The punishment for breaking the Sabbath was considerable. Exodus
31:14 says that profaning the Sabbath was punishable by death, which made
the Pharisees accusation toward the disciples all the more serious. The reward
for keeping the Sabbath was equally great. Isaiah says repeatedly that a great
blessing attends those who keep God’s Sabbath (Isaiah 56:2; 58:13). This was
later amplified by Jewish tradition to mean that even an idol worshiper who
keeps the Sabbath will have his sins forgiven (Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat
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118b). Sabbath observance, then, was so important it could even be said to
possess atoning properties (e.g., if you keep the Sabbath, it would atone for
your sins).
Yet, Jesus said that this history-transcending ordinance of God, around
which the people of God were to orient their lives, was made for human beings, and not human beings for this ordinance. Jesus was claiming they had
gotten it all wrong. We are not to be oriented to the Sabbath, but the Sabbath
is to be oriented toward us. The Sabbath was not given as a burden, but as a
blessing—not as a list of rules to obey, but as a rest of soul to enjoy.

2:28. This becomes clear in Jesus’ second major pronouncement. If the
Pharisees’ ears had not perked up at the first pronouncement, they most
surely did for the second. Jesus said that He, the Son of Man, is Lord even of
the Sabbath.
If David had authority to set aside a small bit of the legal requirements
with regard to the bread of the Presence, Jesus was claiming sweeping authority not as the teacher or interpreter of the Sabbath, but as Lord of the
Sabbath. He was claiming ownership of the Sabbath, an ownership that only
God Himself could rightly claim. This, therefore, was a claim to divinity.
These two proclamations, taken together, give us some insight into the
purpose of the Sabbath. Hebrews 4:8-10 tells us that the rest the Sabbath
itself intended was not fulfilled in the Old Testament. Something more remained. What we find in this passage is a hint as to how to find that rest.
The Sabbath was made for man, and the Son of Man, Jesus, is Lord of the
Sabbath. The Sabbath, then, is not merely a rest of body from work but a rest
of soul in Christ. Indeed, the Sabbath is only a shadow of the reality of Christ
(see Colossians 2:16-17). Consequently, the Sabbath is meant to be enjoyed
not merely for one day in seven but every day and in all of life.

Focusing on the Meaning
We live in a day when Sabbath observance is not a great concern for most
people. Even if we consider Sunday to be a kind of Christian Sabbath, it is
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still not on the radar of many. Some have said, therefore, that we need to
recover this concern. People need to take a day off to rest from their work
that so easily consumes them. It is good for their health, and it helps to foster
important relationships outside of work (family, friends, etc.). Surely, this is
true, and it has much to commend it. For many people in our busy age, physical rest from labor is very much needed.
However, if the full import of this passage is to be brought to bear on
us as believers, then there is a much greater and more important concern
that we need to consider—the importance and centrality of Jesus as the rest
of our souls (see Matthew 11:28-30). Weekly rest may rejuvenate us for the
week ahead, but resting our souls in Christ will prepare us not only for the
whole of our lives but for our eventual death as well. As Andrew Fuller, the
great Baptist pastor and theologian, lay dying, he considered the grace of God
in his life and the rest that God had thus far given him, and he said, “My hope
is such, that I am not afraid to plunge into eternity.”1
When Christ is the soul’s rest, then our composure will never be disturbed—not by trials or temptations, not even at the hour of death.
NOTES
John Ryland, The Indwelling and Righteousness of Christ No Security Against Corporeal Death,
but the Source of Spiritual and Eternal Life (London, England: W. Button, 1815), 31.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Ask for 3-5 volunteers to play charades, where each person will act out,
without talking, an activity that demonstrates rest or relaxation. (A list
of suggested activities to be acted out is provided in the “Teaching Resource Items” at www.baptistwaypress.org.) Cut the actions or activities into slips and give only one to each volunteer. Each volunteer will
act out for the group who will try to guess what each actor is trying to
demonstrate.
2. Ask the class, What did the above activities have in common? (They were
all rest or relaxation related.) State, The 4th commandment of the 10 Commandments says, “Remember the Sabbath Day and keep it Holy.” In Today’s
lesson, we are going to investigate how Jesus’ viewed the Sabbath and what
our response should be.

Guide Bible Study
3. Get into groups of 4 or 5 people and have each group read Mark 2:2328 and then have them read Matthew 12:1-8. Have each group identify
what is similar in both passages and what is different. Returning to the
large group ask for volunteers from the small groups to share one similarity or difference they discovered.
4. Ask a volunteer to read 1 Samuel 21:1-6. Why does Jesus reference this
story?
5. During the week before class, ask a member to research the role of a lord
during the middle ages and the relationship the lord had to the people
and the land. Ask him or her to give a 2-3-minute description of the role
of a lord to be given at this point in the lesson.
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6. Have a volunteer read Mark 2:27-28. Then ask, What did Jesus mean here
by proclaiming Himself Lord of the Sabbath? Discuss.
7. Read Matthew 12:5-6. If Jesus is greater than the Temple, the place of
worship and sacrifice, discuss how believers should respond to Jesus.

Encourage Application
8. Have each person close their eyes and take 10 deep breaths and with
each breath say silently or under one’s breath “Lord of the Sabbath”
while meditating on Jesus.
9. Give each person a note card or ½ sheet of paper and have them jot
down ideas how each can rest and commune with the Lord of the Sabbath by remembering Jesus and His holiness.
10. Close with a prayer asking God’s help to remember the Sabbath and the
Holy Lord of the Sabbath.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Have participants take 2-3 minutes and share with a neighbor a time
when they did not follow the rules and an authority figure (parent,
teacher, boss, etc.) caught them. After allowing a few minutes of sharing ask the class, Why is it important to always follow the rules? Allow for
some responses. Then ask, Are there ever exceptions to the rules? If so,
what are some of those exceptions?
2. Before class do Internet searches of obscure laws from different states.
(A “Teaching Resource Item” of some examples is available for this lesson at www.baptistwaypress.org.) Read some of these aloud to the class.
3. Say, In today’s Bible study, we will see how the Pharisees, the teachers of the
Law, tried to enforce their interpretation of the Sabbath on Jesus and His
disciples, and how Jesus responded.

Guide Bible Study
4. Say, Last week’s lesson 8 of this study of Mark, involved breaking rules by
eating and drinking with tax collectors and sinners. This week’s lesson again
involves the breaking of a rule about eating, but this time on the Sabbath.
5. Ask a class member to read Mark 2:23-28. Ask, What are the Pharisees
upset about? (Disciples picking grain on the Sabbath.) Ask, What is so
important about the Sabbath? (It is the 4th commandment—Remember
the Sabbath and keep it Holy.)
6. Refer to the sidebar entitled “Sabbath” in the Study Guide and using
notes from the “Bible Comments” in this Teaching Guide, give a brief
lecture on the Sabbath and its importance.
7. Say, In verses 25-26, Jesus responds to the Pharisees by reminding them
about what David and his men did when they were hungry. Have someone
read 1 Samuel 21:1-6.
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8. Ask, What were some of the exceptions to the rules that were listed at the
beginning of this lesson?
9. Say, If your favorite celebrity, athlete, hero, author, etc. jay-walked across an
empty street and was standing right in front of you, would you lecture them
on proper crosswalk rules? What would you do? (Say “hello,” take a picture,
take a selfie, introduce yourself, tell them how much you admire them
and their work, etc.)
10. Read Matthew 12:6-8. What did Jesus say He is greater than? (The Temple.) Next read aloud Mark 2:27-28. Ask, What is the significance of Jesus’
two statements in these verses in Mark? (That not only is Jesus greater
than the Temple, He is also greater than the Sabbath. In fact, Jesus, the
Creator of the Sabbath, was standing right in front of them.)

Encourage Application
11. Ask, What are ways we can honor and worship the Lord of the Sabbath by
keeping the Sabbath? Encourage class responses.
12. For personal reflection, have the members read silently and think about
their responses to questions 2, 3, and 5 in the Study Guide.
13. Close in prayer asking Jesus, the Lord of the Sabbath, to guide us in our
worship and rest on His day.

FOCAL TEXT

BACKGROUND

Mark 3:1-12

Luke 6:6-11

lesson 10
Righteous
Anger
MAIN IDEA

Jesus was angry at the hardened
hearts of the Pharisees. Righteous anger never attacks a person, but always
addresses a problem.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Do I ever get angry in the right way?
TEACHING AIM

To challenge adults to learn to practice righteous, holy anger instead of
harmful, explosive anger

BIBLE
STUDY
GUIDE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
In the previous passage (Mark 2:23-28), Jesus made the astounding claim
that He is Lord of the Sabbath. In this passage, He demonstrates His Lordship
on the Sabbath.
The miracles of Jesus, such as this healing of the man’s hand, are not
meant merely to impress readers. They are meant to teach them. Mark’s
Gospel is not a letter like what we have from Paul. It is a narrative, and it
is through the narrative that Mark tells us who Jesus is. That Jesus can so
effortlessly heal a man’s hand in front of witnesses on the Sabbath demonstrates His power over the fallen human condition. While Mark does not
come out and say, “Jesus can bring restoration to wholeness and health, both
spiritually and physically,” the burden of the narrative is to show the reader
just that.
This story also carries forward another of Mark’s themes—that of the
opposition of the religious leadership of the day. The Pharisees were watching Him, and He knew it. When He entered the synagogue, a showdown ensued between Him and His enemies—will He heal a man on the Sabbath and
so, according to their interpretation, break the Sabbath law? The story itself
is less about the healing of the man with the withered hand and more about
the increasing divergence between Jesus and the Jewish leadership, shown
in Jesus’ righteous anger at them. This divergence will continue to grow
throughout Mark’s Gospel until it climaxes in the death of Jesus through the
machinations of the Pharisees, Sadducees, and scribes.

Interpreting the Scriptures
The Watchers of the Synagogue (3:1-2)
3:1. Jesus regularly attended synagogue meetings on the Sabbath (Mark
1:21, 39; 6:2; Luke 4:16). Mark did not mention it, but it is likely the syn-
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agogue was in Capernaum, as that was where Jesus made His home during
His Galilean ministry (Mark 2:1). The nearness of the sea in verse 7 suggests
Capernaum as well. In the synagogue service, on this particular Sabbath, is a
man with “a withered hand.” The man’s hand was wasting away and shriveled,
possibly paralyzed.

3:2. That this happened on the Sabbath connected this story to the previous
story in 2:23-28. It was not the same Sabbath, but it carried on the controversy that Jesus had with the Pharisees about the Sabbath.
“They” (read: the Pharisees) watched Jesus in the synagogue, with the
express intention of catching Him healing someone on the Sabbath. To heal
on the Sabbath, when life was not endangered, was not considered lawful,
according to rabbinical tradition (Mishnah Shabbat 14:3-4).
It is interesting that the Pharisees believed Jesus could heal people. That
is not doubted by them, but instead of questioning their opposition to Him,
they only hoped He would use His healing powers in a way they can accuse
Him of breaking the Sabbath.

Jesus’ Challenge to the Pharisees (3:3-4)
3:3-4. While it was the Pharisees who came to the synagogue to find evidence to accuse Jesus, it was actually Jesus who initiated the confrontation.
He summoned the man to Himself, and then He turned to the hostile crowd
and asked a loaded question about lawful actions on the Sabbath. It was actually a clever two-edged way of silencing them. First, Jesus combined doing
good and doing harm with the idea of saving a life or killing. Saving a life was
lawful on the Sabbath. What Jesus seemed to be doing was expanding on the
idea of saving a life: if it is lawful to save a life, where does that legality end?
Is it lawful to do any good on the Sabbath?
Second, Jesus forced His opponents to choose—should we do evil or
good on the Sabbath? If they said evil, then they were condoning sin, but if
they said good, then they were agreeing that healing on the Sabbath is lawful.
They did not want to say either of those things. That was why they remained
silent. They seemed to have forgotten Micah 6:8, in which God told Israel
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what He required, which is to do justice, love kindness, and walk humbly with
Him.

The Anger of Jesus and a Conspiracy Against Him (3:5-6)
3:5. It was at this point that Jesus became angry and grieved. Jesus’ anger
at them was not mere human anger, as though He simply got mad at them.
This was divine anger at unbelief and unloving attitudes that either caused or
perpetuated suffering. Yet, His anger was colored with grief. “Grief” here is
the feeling of sympathy toward the Pharisees. He was not merely angry; He
grieved their hardness of heart, as one who, though they oppose Him, deeply
loves them.
“Anger” and “grief” occur together only here, but the idea they communicate runs throughout the Bible—anger at sin, yet compassion for the sinners.
Jesus hated that the Pharisees were the way that they were, yet His anger was
accompanied with sincere grief over them.
Though Jesus felt both anger and grief, He was not consumed by either.
He did not allow His anger or grief to deter Him from compassion. He healed
the man’s injured hand. Anger and grief are just passengers; compassion
drives Him.

3:6. Mark often used the word “immediately,” and we find it here again: the
Pharisees had enough of Jesus, and they immediately found a sympathetic
group, the Herodians, with whom they would think of ways to destroy Jesus.

Jesus’ Widespread Ministry of Teaching and Healing
(3:7-12)
3:7-8. Jesus withdrew to the sea, and many people followed Him. There is a
contrast here between Jesus’ reception among the people and His reception
among the religious leadership: the leaders sought to destroy Him, while the
people were drawn to Him. This was the case throughout His ministry. It was
not until the end, when the leadership managed to sway the people against
Jesus, that it changed.
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The places mentioned here were not necessarily exhaustive of all the places people came from to see Jesus, but they give us an idea of how popular
Jesus was with the crowds. These would not have been short journeys.

3:9-10. The crowd was so great and so eager to reach Jesus, that Jesus feared
they would crush Him. The picture we are left with from these two verses is
nothing like a modern church service, with its order and structure. This was
outside, by the sea, with a huge crowd of people competing to get close to
Jesus. They pushed and fought and clawed their way to get close to Him.
Note also who was doing the pushing: all who had diseases pressed
around to touch Him because He had healed others. These would have been
desperate people. The scene was likely quite scary, such that Jesus’ alarm in
verse 9 was well-deserved.

3:11-12. In addition to the crowd of sick people and their desperate push
to get close to Jesus, we also find out that others have shown up—unclean
spirits came. This is not surprising as casting out unclean spirits was a regular
part of the ministry of Jesus.
We should notice, however, what they do. They put up no opposition to
Jesus. They fell down before Him and cried out that He was the Son of God.
He ordered them not to make Him known. The picture is of total and complete authority on the part of Jesus and utter servitude on the part of the
spirits. They can do nothing before Jesus, but acclaim Him.
Focusing on the Meaning
We live in an age of rage. People are angry, some of them justified, some of
them not. Regardless of the reason, they are not afraid to raise their voice,
throw up their hands, and let people have it.
The Christian response to this kind of anger is neither to join in nor to
utterly denounce all demonstrations of anger. It is, rather, to be the hands,
feet, and mouth of Jesus in the midst of it all. There are times to call for peace
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and denounce the rage (Ecclesiastes 3:8). Blessed are the peacemakers, after
all (Matthew 5:9).
However, we also see in this story that there is a time for anger. Jesus
was legitimately angry. He was angered at the heartlessness of the Pharisees,
their utter disregard for human suffering, and their corrupt investigation of
His life and ministry. Our job as Christians is to be angry at what angers
Jesus and to be angry like Jesus. He was slow to anger (Exodus 34:6; James
1:19), and when He grew angry, it was at gross injustice, unloving attitudes,
and unbelief. His anger was also mixed with sympathy, for He knew that even
the objects of His anger were made in God’s image and worthy of His love.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. State, You’ve heard the expression, “I can do that with one arm tied behind
my back.” Today we are going to see how good some of you are with doing
some everyday tasks with using only one arm.
2. Ask for 3-5 volunteers (depending on how many activities you want to
do) to come to the front and choose a slip of paper with a task on it.
(A copy of these tasks is available in the “Teaching Resource Items” at
www.baptistwaypress.org.) Give each participant an appropriate task
(i.e.: do not give a man with short hair a hair tie to try and put his hair
in a ponytail.) Let each volunteer attempt their task.
3. Ask the group, How would you manage your everyday life if you only had
one arm or one hand? How would your life be different? Encourage responses from the group.

Guide Bible Study
4. Ask a volunteer to read Mark 3:1-6. Next ask, What do you think each
person was feeling in this story? (Possible answers are in parentheses.)
			 a. The man with the withered hand? (surprise, excitement, hope)
			 b. Jesus (compassion, frustration, righteous anger)
			 c. The Pharisees (spite, jealousy, self-righteous, resentful, vengeful)
			 d. The Disciples (nervous, impressed, awestruck)
			 e.	The crowd at the synagogue (amazed, confused, happy, wondering)
5. Have the class come up with some spoken or unspoken rules about
proper behavior inside your church’s buildings and list them on the
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board. (See a list of some possible responses for this exercise for the
“Teaching Resource Items” for the lesson at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
			 After coming up with the list, break up into groups of 3-5 persons
and have each group choose 2-3 of the rules and discuss if there would
ever be circumstances where these rules should not be enforced, including how Mark 3:1-6 might speak to those situations.
6. Staying in the small groups have 2-3 share in their groups a time when
their planned vacation, weekend away, or special trip was interrupted
by something. Give them five minutes to share their stories with each
other.
7. Have each small group read Mark 3:7-12 and have them discuss, “What
did Jesus have in mind for Him and the disciples to do? Instead what
happened?”
8. Have the groups discuss the statement by the Study Guide author, “Mark
prompts us to ask the question, ‘Who exactly is this Jesus?’ What does
this passage tell us about who Jesus is?” Have the small groups be ready
to share with the larger group. Give the groups time to discuss.
9. Have everyone come back to the main group and let a spokesperson
from each small group share what they learned.

Encourage Application
10. Pose questions 2 and 5 at the end of the lesson in the Study Guide.
11. Have participants turn to the sidebar “Actions to Take,” in the Study
Guide. Give the class a few minutes to read over these and respond to
them silently. Encourage them to commit to doing at least 2 of the 4
this next week.
12. Close in Prayer.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Ask the class for those who have had a broken arm, injured hand, or surgery on shoulder or arm, to describe what it was like living without the
use of that appendage during that time? What could they do and what
couldn’t they do?
2. Ask, How are people with physical challenges treated in our society regarding employment, education, transportation, and access to resources?

Guide Bible Study
3. Have a volunteer read Mark 3:1-6. Ask, What do you think life was like
for this man? Was he able to work and provide for his family? Did he have a
family? Did he have to beg?
4. Discuss the reactions of Jesus, the man with the withered hand, and the
Pharisees. What was each thinking and feeling?
5. The Study Guide author states, “God is never happy with keeping the
letter of the law if it forces a person to break the spirit of the law.” Ask
the class if they agree or disagree with this statement and give their
reasoning.
6. On the board or a poster make one heading “Jesus’ Anger” and beside
it “The Pharisees’ Anger” and draw a line down the middle to separate
them. Have the class contrast Jesus’ anger with the Pharisees’ anger
and write their responses under the corresponding heading.
7. Have the class “share with a neighbor about a time when you were already exhausted and your boss asked you to stay late to finish a project
or work extra hours; or a time when you woke in the middle of the night
to care for a child or other family member; or a time when you had start-
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ed a home project or preparing a meal and were only half-way finished
at dinner time.”
8. Read Mark 3:7-12.
9. Say, Jesus and His disciples were looking forward to some rest and time
away from the crowds, but the crowds followed Him and wanted Jesus to
heal them. Sometimes when people are very tired, they can be most irritable
and easily angered, how does Jesus respond to the crowds? How is He able to
respond that way? How do we respond in such circumstances?

Encourage Application
10. Ask, What are some situations where we see people receiving help that may
make us mad or grumble? What is the root cause of the anger? How would
Jesus want us to respond?
11. Pose question 4 from the Study Guide.
12. Close in prayer that the group would listen to the Spirit and be wise in
expressing anger.

FOCAL TEXT

BACKGROUND

Mark 3:13-19

Luke 6:12-16

lesson 11
Choosing
the A-Team
MAIN IDEA

The primary responsibility of a disciple is to grow and serve in Jesus.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

How do I become a participant instead of a spectator?
TEACHING AIM

To lead adults to realize that following Jesus means He becomes the
main priority in their lives
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
The first three Gospels all tell the story of the calling of the Twelve (Matthew
10:2-4; Luke 6:13-16). Clearly, the calling of the Twelve was seen as an important event in the life and ministry of Jesus. However, unlike Matthew,
who connects this story with the missionary journey of the Twelve “the lost
sheep of the house of Israel” (Matthew 10:6), Mark did not develop the narrative all that much, as he moved quickly to tell other stories. This does not
mean, however, that there is nothing to be gleaned from Mark’s telling.
Three aspects of Mark’s version of the calling of the Twelve are worth
noting for what they reveal about Jesus and His relationship to His disciples.
First, Mark emphasized the priority of Jesus in the call. In the story, the
verbs associated with Jesus stand out—He called, He desired, He appointed,
He named. Jesus is clearly the one in charge of the events of this story. Second, the Twelve were given a commission that essentially mirrored the ministry of Jesus: they were to preach and have authority to cast out demons.
This is, in large part, what Jesus’ ministry had been up to this point. Their
ministry, therefore, was to be an extension of His. In many ways, Mark was
setting up the future history of the church as told in Acts, where the early
church continued to do what Jesus began (Acts 1:1).
Third, the story that follows the calling of the Twelve in Mark, in which
Jesus’ family said He was out of His mind, also highlights an important element of Jesus’ disciples as His new family (see Mark 3:35). This shows further the important part Jesus’ followers would play in His ministry, both
during His earthly life and thereafter.
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Interpreting the Scriptures
The Calling and Authority of the Twelve (3:13-15)
3:13. Mountains are conspicuous in Scripture and often have symbolic importance. There was the mountain where the law was given (Exodus 19:20),
the mountain of the Lord (Isaiah 2:3), the mount of transfiguration (Mark
9:2), and the mountain where Jesus gave the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5:1). That Jesus called these disciples on the mountain indicated that
what was happening was truly significant.
Jesus “called to him those whom he desired.” He took the initiative in
selecting the Twelve; they did not apply for the position. They were chosen by
Him to do His will. However, we also must recognize that they came to Him.
They responded in faith to Jesus’ call. The order of the relationship is, thus,
set. Jesus took the lead, but His disciples must choose to follow Him, which
the Twelve do.
3:14. That Jesus chose twelve, rather than ten or fourteen, is significant.
Twelve is a highly symbolic number in the Scriptures, for that is the number
of the tribes of Israel. Neither Jesus nor Mark commented on the number
twelve here, but both Matthew and Luke include a saying of Jesus in which
He tells the Twelve apostles that “in the new world, when the Son of Man will
sit on his glorious throne, you who have followed me will also sit on twelve
thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel” (Matthew 19:28; cf. Luke 22:30).
Jesus did not choose the number twelve for no reason—He intended to communicate that these men would be the nucleus for a renewed people of God.
The word “apostle” comes from a Greek word that means “sent.” An apostle, then, is someone who is sent. In the New Testament, there seems to be at
least two kinds of apostles. There are the Twelve apostles, or what we might
call an Apostle with a capital A. Paul would likely be included in this group
as well, for, even though he was not one of the Twelve, he exercised a similar
authority. James, the Lord’s brother, might also be included in that group
(Galatians 1:19). Then there were other apostles, or what we might call an
apostle with a small a. This includes people like Andronicus and Junia (Ro-
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mans 16:7) and other unnamed apostles to which the writers of the New
Testament refer (Revelation 2:2). In the latter sense, the word appears more
similar in meaning to the way that we use “missionary” today. Indeed, the
word missionary comes from a Latin word that means “sent,” so it is very
much like the word apostle.
The Twelve are called by Jesus and appointed for three tasks. First, they
were to be with Him. The first call of a disciple was that he or she must be
with Jesus, spending time with Him, getting to know Him, and learning from
Him. Christlikeness is the heart of discipleship. Without that heart, discipleship dies.
Second, they were sent out to preach. As they spent time with Jesus and
their character was formed by Him, they learned to do what He did—proclaim the good news of the gospel of the kingdom. This was what was expected of a disciple in the first century. A disciple would be and do what his or her
master would be and do.

3:15. The third task of the apostles was they are to cast out demons. Lest
we get sidetracked by this, we should remember that Jesus had cast out demons prior to this (Mark 1:23-27). What He was telling the apostles was they
would carry on His work by His authority.
We see much the same thing in the Book of Acts, where the early church
was enabled to carry on the work of Jesus in the world by His authority with
them.

The Twelve Apostles (3:16-19)
3:16-19. Most of the people named in these verses were unknown apart
from the various lists in which their names appear in the New Testament.
Mark pointed out that Simon was given the name Peter by Jesus. “Peter”
and “Cephas” (another of Simon’s nicknames) both mean “stone,” and they
referred back to the story of Peter’s confession of Jesus (Matthew 16:16), after which Jesus conferred the name on him, saying, “I tell you, you are Peter,
and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail
against it” (Matthew 16:18).
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Mark also included the nickname of James and John—Boanerges, the
Sons of Thunder. It is possible this was meant by Jesus as a rebuke on their
collective personality (Mark 10:35-40). However, it is equally plausible that it
was not meant as a rebuke but as a humorous commentary on their, perhaps,
loud personalities.
Andrew was Peter’s brother and was the one who introduced Peter to
Jesus. He is often mentioned in association with his brother, but nothing
is said of him after Pentecost. Tradition has it that Andrew was martyred at
Patrae in Achaia.
Philip was mentioned several times in John’s Gospel (John 1:43-51;
6:5-7; 12:21-22; 14:8-9). He was from Bethsaida, and, though he should not
be confused with the evangelist of the same name (Acts 8:5-13, 26-40), he
seemed to have been an evangelist from the start, as, soon after meeting
Jesus, he brought Nathanael to Him (John 1:43-51). When Greeks desired to
meet Jesus, they sought out Philip in order to do so (John 12:20-22). Philip’s
later life and ministry is unknown.
Bartholomew was not mentioned outside of the lists of the Twelve. He
is named close to Philip in three of the lists, leading some to speculate that
he was the Nathanael whom Philip brought to Jesus (John 1:43-51). In this
case, he would have two names like Peter, James, and John. However, there is
no way to know this for certain. Bartholomew’s life and ministry, therefore,
are known only to God.
Matthew, also known as Levi, was a tax collector (Mark 2:14) and the
author of the Gospel of Matthew. Other than his authorship of the Gospel,
nothing is known of Matthew’s activity after Acts 1:13.
Thomas was better known as “Doubting Thomas” because of the story
told of him in John’s Gospel (John 20:24-29). Despite his reputation, he was
a dedicated disciple of Jesus, who was willing at one point to die with Him
(John 11:16). Some traditions have Thomas traveling to India to preach the
gospel, where, so the tradition goes, he was martyred.
James, the son of Alphaeus, was known only through lists of the names
of the Twelve. He is called “the son of Alphaeus,” as was Matthew/Levi (Mark
2:14). It may be that the two men were brothers, which would make them the
third set of siblings among the Twelve.
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Thaddaeus was the only person named in Mark’s list who is not found
in all four lists of the Twelve. Matthew names Thaddaeus as one of the disciples (Matthew 10:3), but Luke does not, but inserted a “Judas son of James”
(Luke 6:16; Acts 1:13). It is most likely that Thaddaeus and Judas son of
James were one and the same person, as it was not uncommon for men to
have more than one name. In any event, nothing is known of Thaddaeus beyond his inclusion in the Twelve.
Simon the Zealot was also known as Simon the Cananaean. The Zealots
were a group who terrorized the Judean countryside in hopes of overthrowing the Roman government. Simon, then, was essentially an ex-terrorist who
came to follow Jesus. Nothing more is known about him.
Judas Iscariot was, of course, the betrayer of Jesus. He was a trusted
member of Jesus’ group of close disciples, as he was given the responsibility
of carrying their money (John 13:29). After his betrayal of Jesus, he committed suicide by hanging (Matthew 27:3-10). He was replaced by Matthias
(Acts 1:26).

Focusing on the Meaning
In a work entitled The Practical Influence of Evangelical Religion, John Ryland
(1753-1825) makes the point that there is “no true holiness without faith in
Christ.” This is absolutely true. Our whole righteousness, holiness, and salvation rests on Christ, and those blessings flow to us by simple faith in Him. He
likens faith in Christ to the heart and to the foundation of a building—there
can be no life without the heart, and there can be no building without the
foundation. But then he asks, “But of what use is the beating of the heart,
if it doth not impel the blood through the whole body? or of what use is the
firmest foundation, if no superstructure is to be raised upon it?”1
His point is that faith in Christ ought to prepare us for a life of faithfulness to Christ. When Jesus calls us, He does not call us to idleness. He calls
us to faith, and that faith impels us to action. Every call to faith is a call to
action. How many empty foundations are there in the church today? How
many hearts beat but pump no blood?
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When Jesus called the Twelve, He gave them a job to do—continue His
work in the world. He calls us to the same high calling. We are to continue to
be the hands, feet, and mouth of Jesus to a world that needs to see and hear
Him. The Father is not looking for spectators to watch for the harvest; He is
seeking workers to bring in the harvest (Matthew 9:37-38). May His church
be filled with zealous laborers for Jesus.
NOTES
John Ryland, The Practical Influence of Evangelical Religion (London: B.J. Holdsworth, 1819),
28.

1
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Ask the class to name some of their favorite places in nature.
2. During the week, enlist a class member or share from your own experience of a time you went on a retreat to seek the Lord for spiritual renewal. Have that person share, or you can tell about your own experience.

Guide Bible Study
3. Say, After a time of healing in the synagogue and the crowd by the lake, Jesus
still wanted the disciples and Himself to get away from the crowds. Jesus
had major decisions to make, and He wanted to consult His Father. Have a
participant read Mark 3:13-19 and another person read Luke 6:12-16.
4. Ask, Where did Jesus and the disciples go? (Up into the hills) Why did
He want to go there? (to Pray) What decision was Jesus about to make?
(Choosing 12 of the disciples to be apostles—to be those closest to Him
and train them to carry out His work)
5. Ask, What other significant events in the Bible have taken place on top of
mountains or hills? Have the group search their Bibles or do Internet
searches to come up with answers. (God gave Moses Ten Commandments on Mt. Sinai; Abraham took Isaac up the mountain to offer him
as a sacrifice but God provided a ram for the sacrifice; Elijah vs. the
prophets of Baal on Mt. Carmel; Jesus teaching the Sermon on the
Mount; Jesus and the Mt. of Transfiguration; Jesus praying the night
before His crucifixion on the Mount of Olives; Jesus on the cross of
Calvary’s hill.)
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6. Have the class look more closely at Mark 3:14-15 and have them identify
the three tasks Jesus gave to the newly appointed 12. (1. Be with Jesus;
2. Preach; 3. Drive out demons with His authority or perform healings.)
Ask, How are these part of our mission as Jesus’ disciples today? (See the
section in the Study Guide, “The Roles of the Disciples,” for more insight
into these three tasks.)

Encourage Application
7. Say, As believers in Jesus we too are His disciples. Lead the class to look up
passages in the Gospels where Jesus gave His disciples instructions for
life and ministry. Ask for volunteers to read the verses they found.
8. Have learners look at the sidebar entitled “Applying Today’s Lesson,” in
the Study Guide. Give them five minutes to read silently and think about
how they will individually respond to these challenges as they seek to
follow Jesus.
9. Close in prayer asking the Lord to lead all of you to be Christ’s faithful
disciples.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Ask members to name out loud their favorite retreat center, youth
camp, or mountain vacation destination, and what makes those places
special?
2. Ask the class to share steps that should be taken when making a major
life decision. List these on the board or poster paper. (Pray; consult family and friends; make a list of pros and cons; etc.)

Guide Bible Study
3. Have a volunteer read Mark 3:13-19 and another volunteer read Luke
6:12-16. Ask, Where did Jesus go, and what did He do to prepare Himself to
choose the 12 disciples?
4. Have the class look more closely at Mark 3:14-15 and have them identify the three tasks Jesus gave to the newly appointed 12. (1. Be with Jesus; 2. Preach; 3. Drive out demons with His authority, which could be
seen as healings.) Ask, How are these part of our mission as Jesus’ disciples
today? (See the section in the Study Guide, “The Roles of the Disciples,”
for more insight into these three tasks.)
5. Use information in the “Bible Comments” in this Teaching Guide and the
sidebar, “Why 12?” in the Study Guide, to give a lecture on the significance of Jesus appointing the 12 disciples as apostles.
6. Give out copies of the matching quiz on the 12 disciples to each person.
(See the “Teaching Resource Items” for this lesson at www.baptistwaypress.org. An answer key is also provided.) Give the class a few minutes
to complete the quiz and then go over the answers.
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7. Note the differences of the 12 disciples. Ask, Why did Jesus choose such a
diverse group of people? How does God use Christians with different personalities, gifts, and talents as part of the church today?

Encourage Application
8. Read Question 3 from the Study Guide: What person has modeled a life to
you of following Jesus? What was the most important lesson you learned by
observing his or her life? Let them reflect a few moments. Ask for a few
volunteers who would like to share.
9. Say, We need others in our lives who can demonstrate the life, love, and message of Jesus so we can learn from them. We also need to be examples to
others who are looking for someone they can learn from and grow alongside.
10. Close in prayer asking God to show each person what area of ministry
God is calling each person to serve and whom they can help disciple.

FOCAL TEXT

BACKGROUND

Mark 3:20-30

Matthew 12:30-32
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only sin God will not forgive is terminal unbelief
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
Mark was likely written before the other gospels. In fact, Mark was possibly
the source of Matthew and Luke. Those three books are the synoptic gospels.
They are more similar to each other than the gospel of John. The apostle Peter was possibly the source of material found in the gospel of Mark and it was
possibly written down by one of his disciples named John Mark. It is also the
shortest of the gospels.
Even though Mark included less of Jesus’ teaching than the other gospels, it has a unique focus on discipleship. Mark focused on the main call to
obediently follow Christ. However, this call requires a disciple to understand
Jesus. Mark’s gospel helps the reader understand that Jesus was a human,
that He was the promised Messiah, and that He was the Son of God.
Mark 3:20-30 is particularly important to these ends because it has
something to say about the identity of Christ as well as the person of Christ.
Jesus was not a tool of Satan, but one yielded to the Holy Spirit. Disciples,
likewise, are those who do not blaspheme the Holy Spirit but submit to Him.

Interpreting the Scriptures
Jesus’ Family Misunderstands Him (3:20-21)
3:20-21.Verses 20 and 21 serve as somewhat of a transition section to move
the story along. This section is not included in the other gospels but survived
Mark’s edits. Many times, in the Bible’s narratives, we see transitional passages. One of the ways they are helpful is to explain the truthfulness and authenticity of the Bible. True historical accounts included accurate timelines
and notes about real people. In this case, we read about Jesus’ physical family
and their domestic understandable concerns for Jesus.
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However, they have a fundamental misunderstanding of Jesus. Even
though they knew Him, they clearly misunderstood Him. Many speculate as
to why they sought to seize Him. It might have been because he was not
eating and thus, they had a domestic concern for His well-being. However,
most likely they felt He was losing His grip on reality. They seemed to worry
He was becoming fanatical and too radical. There is always family pressure on
Christians when they live too sacrificially.
This passage also highlights some boundaries Jesus had with His family.
We know Jesus loved and valued His family. While on the cross Jesus asked
John to take care of His mother in John 19:25-27. He cared for her earthly
well-being. However, in Matthew 10:34-39, Jesus explained that discipleship
can bring division, even division within families. Further, in Matthew 12:4650, Jesus refused to see His earthly family claiming His disciples were His
true spiritual family. Finally, little is known about Jesus’ family because we
are to view His spiritual family as more important. Again, Jesus clearly valued His earthly family, but he did not allow them to get in the way of His
mission and Mark 3:20-21 highlights they misunderstood Him.

Three Parables About Satan (3:22-27)
In verse 21, Jesus’ family made the comment they believed He was losing His
grip on reality. They misunderstood who He was as well as His messianic mission. The leaders from Jerusalem came down and made the claim Jesus was
possessed by demonic forces. In response, Jesus reasoned with three short
parables about a kingdom, a house, and a strong man.
Jewish leaders claimed Jesus was possessed by demonic forces. The context of this passage is not common people making superficial comments about
Jesus, but rather theologians making reasoned arguments. The established
leaders mentioned Beelzebul, which likely has origins with a Canaanite deity
that was possibly translated as lord of the flies. In short, they claimed Jesus
was demon-possessed. Jesus responded reasonably with a common-sense
question, “How can Satan cast out Satan?” The common-sense nature of his
question cuts through the theorizing of the theologians to highlight the foolishness of their claims against Him.
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To further defend Himself, Jesus argued with three brief parables. The
first two are similar. First, a kingdom divided against itself will not remain
a kingdom. A divided kingdom is self-defeating in the same way that a demon-possessed Jesus who casts out demons would also be self-defeating.
Second, a house divided against itself would no longer remain a family. President Lincoln famously cited this verse and reasoning to make the case that
the Union should stay together. He believed if the southern states were allowed to leave, then the whole family would never be a family again. Third,
Jesus explained the theologians reasoning was foolish because why would
Jesus bind Himself by casting out demons? Jesus’ mission was about crushing Satan (Genesis 3:15) not empowering him. Further, unlike Satan’s power,
Jesus’ power is irresistible. The source of His power is the Holy Spirit.

Blasphemy Against the Holy Spirit (3:28-30)
Verse 29 takes work to understand its meaning. However, verse 28 is a gloriously clear verse about the gospel. Jesus told us the profound good news that
God forgives sins, even scandalous blasphemous sins. Jesus used the term
“Truly” (3:28) to add emphasis to what He is saying. Blasphemy is scandalous
irreverent defiance against God. Jesus’ point is that God forgives even our
darkest sins.
However, we need to be careful not to use this verse to advocate universalism. This verse does not mean that every person automatically receives
forgiveness and thus entrance into Heaven. We know Jesus did not teach universalism due to many other teachings. For example, the Parable of the Tares
and Wheat in Matthew 13 clearly teaches there are two classes of people.
Jesus explained at His second coming in Matthew 25:32, that believers will
be separated from unbelievers like sheep and goats. He also teaches about
a separation from those in Heaven and those in Hell in Luke 16. Therefore,
Jesus was speaking of those who place their faith in Jesus’ work on the cross
for their salvation (John 3:16).
Again, verse 29 is more difficult to understand than verse 28. Jesus explains an exception to the gospel rule. All people can be forgiven of all sins
except for the sin of blasphemy against the Holy Spirit. What does it mean to
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blaspheme the Holy Spirit? The context of this passage is helpful to answer
the question because this is the conclusion and climax of this section. This
discussion is in line with the discussion about the spiritual realm and the
source of Jesus’ power. The theologians argued His power came from Satan,
while Jesus explained that His power is from the Holy Spirit. He was making
the point that what they were advocating was blasphemy against the Holy
Spirit. Therefore, claiming the Spirit’s work as demonic is the strictest form
of blasphemy against the Spirit.
Jesus viewed the theologians’ claims as particularly scandalous, irreverent, and defiant. Therefore, Jesus was speaking about a theological position,
but also a condition of the heart. First John 5:16-17 speaks of a sin leading to
death. Some people can have such defiant hostility toward God they refuse to
identify Him as God and so stubbornly refuse to follow His ways that they go
so far as to blaspheme the Holy Spirit causing God to lose patience and give
them over to their sin. When someone goes so far as to attribute to Satan the
work of the Spirit, they are in danger of God giving them over to their sin.
Jesus wants us to understand there is no more terrifying position.
The context of this passage is that it was the scribes from Jerusalem who
were making these blasphemous claims. We can then deduce that unforgiveable blasphemy is a thoughtful rebellion. People should be warned against
impassioned rejections of Jesus. But people should especially be warned
against deliberate rejections including developed theologies that reject the
person and work of Christ. Run from teachers who deny the power and authority of Jesus and the Holy Spirit.

Focusing on Meaning
False teachers still exist. Secular universities are filled with professors who
deny the claims of Christ. As a result, more than ever, we should believe Jesus’ claims and submit to the power of the Spirit.
Believe in Jesus’ claims. At Jesus’ trial the high priest asked Jesus directly, “Are you the Christ, the Son of the Blessed?” (Mark 14:61). Jesus replied
directly and plainly, “I am, and you will see the Son of Man seated at the right
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hand of Power, and coming with the clouds of heaven” (Mark 14:62). Jesus
claimed to be God. Jesus claimed to be the Messiah. Jesus is our Savior. The
blessing of forgiveness, a right standing before the Father, adoption into the
family of God, and eternity in Heaven depends upon if we believe in Jesus’
claims and upon His work on the cross.
Submit to the power of the Spirit. The Holy Spirit affirmed Jesus’ person
and mission at His baptism. The Holy Spirit guided Jesus through His life
including leading Him into the desert. The Holy Spirit empowered Jesus to
cast out demons. That same Holy Spirit indwells Christians. We are to likewise submit to the power of the Spirit. Mark 3:20-30 clearly warns us not to
blaspheme the Holy Spirit. Rather, we are to submit ourselves to His power.
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Provide an index card (or the resource available at the “Teaching Resource Item” for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org) and a marker
for each person in your class.
2. Ask your class to write a “T” on one side of the card and an “F” of the
other.
3. Explain that you will be reading a series of statements. They have three
options to respond; they can abstain from answering, show their “T”
for True or show their “F” for False. Invite individuals to discuss their
answers. Statements:
			 •	There has been a time in your life when your actions were misunderstood.
			 •	There has been a time in your life when you were misquoted.
			 •	There has been a time in your life when your family didn’t support
a decision you made.
			 Wrap up the activity by telling the class all three of the true/false
statements were true in the life of Christ. Today’s activity is a reminder
of the humanity of Jesus. Jesus understands our struggle, because He
too was misunderstood, misquoted, and unsupported throughout His
ministry.

Guide Bible Study
4. Ask someone to read Mark 3:20-30. Why would Jesus’ family have
thought He was out of His mind? As people begin to share, write their
responses on the board.
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5. Ask someone to read Mark 3:22. Throughout His ministry, Jesus was
met with opposition from religious leaders. This time they accused Him
of doing the work of the devil. Refer to the sidebar entitled “Beelzebul,”
in the Study Guide for further explanation.
6. Read Mark 3:23-27. Jesus answered the religious leader’s criticism with
three statements demonstrating the lack of logic of His accusers. Ask
your class the following questions. Write responses on the board.
			 1. What was the question Jesus asked?
			 2.	What were the three examples He gave as to why it was impossible
for Him to act on behalf of the devil?
7. As Jesus often did, He responded with a parable. Ask your class to gather in clusters of two to three. Using the index card and marker they
already have, illustrate the parable in verse 27 using stick figures. Ask
them to label and name the strong man. Ask them to label and name
the other man. Once everyone has completed and shared their drawings
with the group, using the information from the “Bible Comments” and
Study Guide, explain the meaning of the parable to your class. (A copy of
this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study
at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
8. Read Mark 3:28-30 and Matthew 12:30-32. Lead your class in discussing what it means to “blaspheme the Holy Spirit.” If they are struggling
with a response, ask someone to google the phrase and share what they
find. Wrap up the discussion using the information provided in the “Bible Comments” and Study Guide.

Encourage Application
9. Read John 10:10 to your class. Satan will attempt to steal your joy and
rob you of your peace. Do not let criticism rob you of the joy God intends for you.
			 Using the index card your class used for earlier activities, instruct
them to write a short prayer:
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			 • Asking God to speak clearly to them each day.
			 •	Asking God to help them discern His voice from other voices they
hear throughout the day.
			 • Thank Him for His daily gift of grace and mercy to you.
			 Ask them to place the prayer in a place it will be seen each morning
(bathroom mirror, coffee pot, refrigerator, etc.).
			 End your time together by sharing the prayer you have written.
			 (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items”
for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)

DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Ask members if they ever watched The Muppet Show on TV. Statler and
Waldorf are two of the Muppets best known for their heckling, jeering,
and criticizing of the other Muppets. The puns, jokes, and criticisms of
these characters were always funny, right on point, and entertaining.
However, in the real world, ridicule and criticism are never fun or funny.
2. Ask, Has there ever been a time in your life when you were criticized or falsely accused? Give folks a few seconds to respond and discuss. Be prepared
to share from your own experience. Wrap up this discussion by saying,
The Scripture we are studying today takes a look at a time in the ministry of
Jesus when both religious leaders and His own family were being critical of
Him.

Guide Bible Study
3. Invite a class member to read Mark 3:20-30. Ask the class to read Mark
3:21 silently and ponder the following question:
			 • Why do you think His family said, “He is out of His mind?”
4. Invite a class member to reread Mark 3:22. From the Study Guide, read
aloud the sidebar entitled, “Beelzebul.”
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			 •	Why do you think the teachers of the law would publicly say Jesus
was possessed by the “prince of demons”?
			 •	What would be the point of the leaders announcing Jesus was using demons to drive away demons?
			 •	How could Jesus have responded? How would you have responded? How did Jesus respond to this criticism?
5. No one escapes criticism. It is one of the tools the devil uses to steal joy.
Jesus tells us, “The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy. I came
that they may have life and have it abundantly” (John 10:10).
6. Read Mark 3:23-26 and say, Jesus responded by pointing out that Satan
would not use a demon to cast out a demon. Use the Teaching Guide to present a brief talk on the meaning of these four verses.
7. Jesus refuted the unfounded accusations by calmly presenting the
facts. He further illustrated His stance by offering a parable to present
the truth. In the parable:
			 • Who is the strong man? (Satan)
			 • Who is the robber? (Jesus)
			 •	What was being stolen? (the things of Satan; in this particular
case, a demon that possessed a person)
			 • What do you think is the lesson to be learned in today’s culture?
8. How should Christians respond when criticized for being faithful to
God? Lead the class to develop a three point plan for responding to criticism based on Scripture. Write the Scripture and the plan on the board.
Using the Teaching Resource, ask the class to write down the plan the
class develops. (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
9. Jesus concluded His response in Mark 3:28-30. Ask someone to define
the word “blasphemy” (Webster’s dictionary says it is the act of insulting or showing contempt or lack of reverence for God). Summarize
this passage using the information given in the Study Guide.
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Encourage Application
10. Ask members to ponder the plan developed earlier by the class for responding to criticism. Remind them Satan delights in robbing them of
the joy of their salvation.
11. As you conclude your time together, lead your class in a guided prayer.
Say aloud each statement below and allow a few seconds for silent
prayer.
			 •	Lord Jesus, we come to you today asking for your forgiveness. Say
to the class, What do you need to confess this morning?
			 •	Lord Jesus, thank for you forgiving our sins. Thank you for grace
and mercy. Ask the class to ponder a time when they have experienced God’s grace.
			 •	Lord Jesus, thank you for the gift of salvation. Ask the class to
silently pray their own prayer of thanksgiving.
			 • Amen.

FOCAL TEXT

BACKGROUND

Mark 3:31-35

Matthew 12:46-50

lesson 13
The Family
of God
MAIN IDEA

Jesus wasn’t rejecting His earthly
family. He was teaching us that a
spiritual connection is stronger than
a biological connection.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

How can I know God’s will?
TEACHING AIM

To encourage adults to realize that
the Church is a living organism, not
an organization

BIBLE
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
The Gospel of Mark is generally regarded as having been written to a Gentile
audience. However, this claim does not mean it never cites Old Testament
passages or references. The book effectively links together the key redemptive themes of the Bible. But, even for modern readers, it does not require us
to be steeped in Old Testament culture to understand meaning.
The Gospel of Mark is famous for its concise directness. In fact, Mark
reads like a fast-paced adventure novel. It is a great first gospel for a new believer as well as a young reader. Mark 3:31-35 is a great example of the writer
leaving out colorful details that do not move the narrative forward. The writer gets straight to the point.
The point the author was narrowing to is about the topic of discipleship.
This passage is ultimately about how to be a disciple. Jesus addressed a potential conflict between our earthly family’s requests and faithfully obeying
Jesus’ teachings. This tension is felt by most contemporary disciples. Even if
a Christian comes from a Christian family, there will be instances when an
individual will feel a tension between their earthly family and their spiritual
family. In order to determine God’s will we need to navigate how our discipleship relates to our earthly family.

Interpreting the Scriptures
Family Struggles (3:31-32)
Even though we do not know exactly why they wanted Him to come out and
meet them, based upon Mark 3:21 we can conclude that Jesus’ family was
not supportive of His ministry. In Mark 3:21, they comment that Jesus must
be “out of his mind.” Nothing in the passage indicates they changed their
opinion of Him. Further, there appears to be a contrast between the family
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standing outside wanting Jesus to come toward them against the disciples
who were sitting around Jesus after they came toward Him. The reader is
meant to see that Jesus’ family was calling Him away from His mission.
These two verses challenge the Roman Catholic position that Mary never had additional children after Jesus. Roman Catholics believe Mary was
immaculately conceived, remained a virgin her entire life, and thus never
birthed additional children. However, the Greek term for “brothers” is best
translated as physical biological brothers. Additionally, Mark 6:3 mentions
the names of four of Jesus’ brothers and that He had multiple sisters. Protestants also believe the James mentioned as an early leader in the church in
Acts 15:13-21 and Galatians 2:9 was Jesus’ half-brother. The interpretation
is that James’ earthly parents were Joseph and Mary.
No matter the debate regarding if Mary had additional children after Jesus, we clearly know Jesus had an earthly family. Paul remained single and
wished others would do the same in order to free themselves for ministry
(1 Corinthians 7:7). We also know Jesus remained single. However, even if
someone remains single, they most likely have an earthly family. Our earthly
families can interfere with ministry in a number of ways. Domestic commitments take time, which means we have less time for ministry. Domestic commitments also take money, leaving less for ministry. Also, families can easily
become idols poisoning our hearts for ministry. This passage is a reminder to
balance the tension between family and ministry.
We also should recognize that Jesus’ struggle with His family is another
example of Jesus going through struggles we all face. Like all of us, Jesus had
to navigate family members who did not support Him. He knows what it is
like to have imperfect earthly family members who thought He was crazy at
times (Mark 3:21). He did not always have their support. Jesus was called to
love family members who did not always agree with Him and thus is a sympathetic high priest when we face similar struggles (Hebrews 4:14-16).

Prioritizing the Spiritual Family (3:33-35)
It is important to note that Jesus did not demean His earthly family or diminish the importance of earthly families. The Bible views family (includ-
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ing spouses and children) as one of the marks of a blessed life. However, we
should also note that Jesus (the most blessed person of all time) did not get
married or have earthly children. Happiness and wholeness can be experienced with or without a spouse and children. Therefore, Jesus demonstrates
that we should prioritize family, but never idolize family. In this instance,
Jesus prioritized His spiritual family over His earthly family.
We do not know exactly why the family wanted Jesus to leave His ministry to speak to them, but we can imagine the logistics of getting Him the
message. Most likely the request was passed person to person all the way to
Jesus. Therefore, most likely everyone in the room knew of the request. As a
result, Jesus took advantage of the incident to make it a teaching moment.
As His disciples sat circled around Him, Jesus saw the opportunity to highlight how doing God’s will might mean going against the will of your earthly
family. Therefore, in that moment, Jesus prioritized His spiritual family over
His earthly family.
Many contemporary Christians can struggle to prioritize their earthly
family over their spiritual family and even struggle to idolize their family. The
Bible clearly esteems the family as well as has much to say about how families
ought to operate (Ephesians 5:22—6:4). However, many can place such emphasis upon their family activities that they do not regularly attend a church
or join a small group. Parents can also invest so much money into their children, they do not tithe to the Lord. In the end, these warped priorities teach
children to devalue their spiritual lives.
When Jesus answered, “Who are my mother and my brothers?” He is
asking a rhetorical question to make a point about authenticity. At the end of
the day, a disciple is called to an enriching spiritual relationship with Jesus.
It is a blessing to have a family. It is a blessing to have family members with
whom you can share a deep spiritual connection. However, the greatest of
joys, even the hope of the end times, is a fulfilling relationship with Jesus.
True disciples prioritize their relationship with Jesus, even over their earthly
family members.
Therefore, faithfully obeying Jesus’ teaching is what it means to do the
will of God. Maybe our families can help validate the will of God, but ultimately it is Jesus’ teaching that helps us determine God’s will. There might
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be times our family members call us to do things that are not the will of God.
However, Jesus will never call us to do something that is not the will of God.
Even if His call is a radical call, we can confidently believe it is the will of God.
For example, the disciples left their families to follow Christ. Many of
those sitting around Jesus in Mark 3:33-35 had left earthly families to follow Christ. Discipleship meant following Jesus, not necessarily their family.
Parents, again, the kingdom paradox is that it is good for children to see their
parents faithfully and radically obeying Jesus. It might mean less worldly opportunities for their children, but they will see authentic discipleship. Faithfully obeying our heavenly father is the will of God and the vision of authentic discipleship.
William Carey is commonly credited as the father of the modern mission’s movement for his work in India. However, he is also widely and fairly
criticized for foolishly putting his family in harm’s way leading to devastating
consequences for his wife and children. However, his wife could also be fairly
criticized for not prioritizing the mission enough. She chose not to trust the
call of God on her and her family’s lives. Christians would be wise to listen to
the counsel of their families, but in the end, disciples are those who prioritize
their relationship to Jesus above all other relationships. Disciples are those
who do Jesus’ will above anyone else’s will.

Focusing on Meaning
Mark 3:31-35 does not diminish the importance of our earthly families. But
it gives us helpful insights on how knowing the will of God and being a faithful disciple can be at odds with the will of our family. Therefore, we should
focus on our family, but not idolize our family. The easiest way to determine
if we are idolizing our family is to evaluate if we are diminishing our spiritual
family (the church) in the name of advancing our earthly family. For example,
if we are not regularly attending church services due to involvement in our
children’s extracurricular activities, then we are likely idolizing our family.
If someone is spending so much money on their family (maybe schooling or
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vacations) to the degree they are not tithing, then they are most likely idolizing their family.
We see in our passage a key understanding of God’s family. The church is
not a dead institution but an alive organism made up of real people. When
Jesus prioritized His disciples, He was not prioritizing a stale religious organization, but a group of real people. Baptist ecclesiology is helpful on this
point. We understand the church as made up converted individuals who have
made a profession of faith through believers’ baptism by immersion. As a
result, we believe in a form of congregationalism to the degree of holding
to the autonomy of the local church. When Baptists speak of the church, we
are speaking of real people that we know and love and practice the “one another’s” with. Disciples prioritize their church because they understand the
church is a living organism.
Therefore, knowing the will of God might conflict with the will of our
earthly family. The will of God is to faithfully obey Jesus’ teaching. Even if
His teaching seems radical or someone thinks you have lost your mind (Mark
3:21), disciples follow Jesus’ teaching. His teaching includes prioritizing our
spiritual family. Faithful disciples love their local churches.
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Teaching Plans

DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Write the following words on a 3”x5”card, one word per card. Mother,
Son, Grandpa, Husband, Daughter, Aunt, Adopted, Daddy, Sister, and
Brother. (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource
Items” for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
2. Divide your class into two teams. Set a timer for five minutes. Give the
first player from TEAM 1 a card. Have the first player from TEAM 1 hold
the card up to their forehead without looking at it. The other players
from TEAM 1 will yell out clues for the first player. The first player will
continue to guess who is on their card until correct or until they decide
to pass. Repeat the process with TEAM 2. Repeat as many times as possible within the four minutes. Team with the most correct guesses wins.
3. Today’s lesson focuses on the importance of our church family. While
most of us have families we love, Jesus teaches spiritual family is even
more important and longer lasting than flesh and blood.

Guide Bible Study
4. The Family Tree of Jesus. (A copy of this assignment is available in
“Teaching Resource Items” for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
Divide the class into four clusters. Assign each cluster one of the Gospels. Ask them to google, “Scripture verses about the brothers and sisters of Jesus.” Using only Scripture from their assigned Gospel book,
give clusters a few minutes to look at the Scripture, write the Scripture
reference on a leaf of the tree and list at the bottom of the tree the ways
in which Jesus and His family interacted. After groups have had time to
complete the assignment, ask each group to share their findings.
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5. From the Study Guide read the section, “Family of Origin.” Ask, Why do
you think Jesus’ family had such a hard time understanding and believing
Jesus was the Messiah?
6. Ask someone to read Mark 3:31-32. Ask, Why do you think Jesus’s family
sent someone in to get Jesus while they remained outside? Possible answers
might be they were embarrassed by Him, they were afraid, they did not
want to draw attention to themselves, the accusations aimed at Jesus
could bring dishonor to their family.
7. Ask someone to read Mark 3:33-35. Discuss verse 33. What might have
been Jesus’s demeanor? What could have been His tone of voice? Do
you think He was intending to sever ties with His biological family? Do
you think His response confused the people sitting with Him? Discuss
verses 35 and 36. Was Jesus discounting the relationship He had with
His biological family? How does a person know if they are brothers and
sisters of Christ?

Encourage Application
8. Verse 35 says, “Whoever does God’s will is my brother and sister and
mother.” Ask, How do you know if you are doing the will of God? Say to
your class, If you were going to come up with “5 Ways to Know You’re Doing God’s Will” what would you include in your list? As the class discusses,
write their responses on the board.
9. In closing, challenge your class to remember and reflect on the list they
developed this week. Challenge them to pray every morning for God to
clear the way for them to be able to do what He has willed them to do.
Close in prayer.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. As you begin your time together, ask your class, Are there fellow church
members or Christian friends whom you consider even closer than members
of your own family? Discuss why Christians feel such a strong bond with
one another.
2. When the discussion ends, lead your class in a prayer of thanksgiving
for our biological families and for our church family.

Guide Bible Study
3. Ask someone to read Mark 3:31-32. Ask a second person to read Matthew 12:46-47. Tell the class that for the next few minutes you’d like to
discuss the family dynamics within Jesus’s biological family. Ask and
discuss the following questions:
			 •	Where did Jesus belong in the birth order of His family? What are
some attributes and personality traits we typically think in respect
to the first-born child? Do you think Jesus was a typical first born?
			 •	Can you imagine being the younger sibling of Jesus? What are
some challenges His siblings might have encountered growing up
with Jesus? Do you think there was sibling rivalry?
			 •	Look at verse 31. Why do you think His family sent someone inside to call Jesus while they waited outside?
			 Refer to the Study Guide, “Family of Origin.” Ask class members to
read aloud the Scripture passages mentioned in “Family of Origin.” After reading the verses, ask the class how His siblings felt about Him.
4. Ask someone to read Mark 3:33. Discuss this verse with your class. Why
would Jesus ask this particular question? What do you think the people
sitting around Him were thinking?
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5. Read Mark 3:34-35. Ask, Do you think the people who heard Jesus call
them His brothers and mother had any idea what the meaning of His words
were? The Study Guide makes the statement “Jesus redefined family.”
Ask, Do you agree? Allow a moment for class discussion. Ask members
to develop a definition of family based on verses 34-35. Write ideas on
the board. Discuss these ideas.
6. Lead the class in discussing how we can know God’s will by using Scripture and information provided in the Study Guide. (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study at
www.baptistwaypress.org.) Enlist class members to read the following
Scripture and discuss the meaning of the verses in regard to God’s will.
Encourage class members to write down these Scripture and the ways
they tell us how we can know the will of God.
			 • John 3:16 (Repent of sin)
			 • 1 Thessalonians 5:18 (Pray and give thanks)
			 • 1 Thessalonians 4:3 (Abstain from evil and do good)
			 • Micah 6:8 (Act justly, love mercy, walk humbly)
			 • John 15:12-14 (Love each other the way Jesus loves us)

Encourage Application
7. In closing lead the class in prayer. Ask them to silently pray as you guide
them.
			 • Thank God for the gift of salvation
			 •	Ask God to help you abstain from evil in the coming week and to
look for ways to serve Him
			 •	Pray that you will be a just person who loves mercy and walks in
humility with God
			 •	Pray you will love your brothers and sisters in Christ and all others
as Jesus does
			 • Amen

FOCAL TEXT

BACKGROUND

Luke 1:30-38

Matthew 1:18-25

lesson 14
Christmas Lesson

Mary, Did
You Know?
MAIN IDEA

Jesus didn’t take on human flesh so
He could just be an adorable baby. He
took on human flesh to die, the one
thing God was incapable of doing.
QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Do I really believe that nothing is
impossible with God?
TEACHING AIM

BIBLE
STUDY
GUIDE

To lead adults to understand that
Jesus was veiled in human flesh so we
could relate to Him
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Bible Comments
Understanding the Context
The Gospel of Luke and the book of Acts were originally meant to be read together as two volumes of the same book. They were written to a man named
Theophilus. Many have debated if this is an actual man or a rhetorical device, however, more agree that he was indeed a man of some reputation. Luke
called him “most excellent Theophilus” (1:3). His name was not a Hebrew
name, but a Greek name which served as a clue to the audience Luke geared
his gospel. This book was written to Gentiles and their Hellenistic worldview.
However, Luke was careful to build his case for the Messiah from the Old
Testament.
Luke explained that he had written an “orderly account” (1:3). He was a
learned man and took particular care to accurately pen even subtle observations of eyewitness accounts. Luke was also careful to get key details correct.
In that sense, this gospel is an impressive piece of history. Luke’s orderly
approach and attention to detail assures his readers of the accuracy of his
claims.
Therefore, the Gospel of Luke is indeed good news. In fact, it is good news
not just for the Jews but also for the Gentiles. Luke’s account is to be read as
good news for all peoples. The beginning of the good news is seen in Luke 1
as the promised Messiah is coming in the baby Jesus. This baby is the gospel.
Jesus is the good news.

Interpreting the Scriptures
Special Message to Mary (1:30-33)
The angel announced the coming of the prophesied Messiah. This was Jesus’
birth announcement. His message was that Mary would conceive and bear a
son. This Boy would be unique in that He would have the divine essence of
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God the Father as His only begotten Son. He also had the position of ruling
with God the Father. His throne would be the Davidic throne, but unlike David His rule would never end. Related, unlike David, His rule was perfect and
had no limitations. Unlike David, Jesus accomplished all that He set out to
accomplish.
Therefore, the angel’s message to Mary was, “do not be afraid.” It would
have been natural for Mary to be afraid. Angels are frightening and they tend
to have to start their message with “do not be afraid.” Further, an unmarried
virgin having a baby brought incredible cultural pressures upon Mary that
would radically alter the direction of her life. Teenage unwed mothers in our
society face scary scenarios, but Mary’s were more extreme. The reason the
angel gave for Mary not to be afraid was that she had “found favor with God”
(1:30). Mary was not the source of the favor. Rather, God was giving her favor. Mary as the recipient of God’s grace not the giver of grace. When God
is the source of something, we can have confidence even if it does not make
sense in the eyes of the world.
But, as wonderful as Mary was, she was not the good news. Jesus is the
gospel. He is good news because He will save His people from their sins (Matthew 1:21). Jesus’ name means “Yahweh saves.” His name cuts to the heart of
His mission. He brings salvation. His salvation is coming from God Himself.
Further, the angel explained that Jesus is the “Son of the Most High”
(1:32). Jesus relates to God the Father as His son. They share a family relationship including a shared divine essence. Even though they are distinct persons, they are one God. We also know from John 3:16 that Jesus is uniquely
the Father’s Son as His only begotten Son. Christians are sons and daughters
of the Father, but in a different way than Jesus. Further, we know from Philippians 2:5-7 that Jesus humbly submitted to the will of His Father. Finally,
this status as the Father’s Son was a ruling and reigning position.
The angel explained that Jesus would rule God’s People as the eternal Davidic King. Second Samuel 7:11-16 prophesies about the Davidic King. God
promised David that his monarchial line would last forever. Of course, not
only did David die but his lineage ceased to rule Israel and then there was no
king of Israel and eventually there was not a kingdom of Israel. Today there
is a country called Israel existing on key portions of the promised land, but
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they do not have a King. Rather, the angel explained that Jesus is the eternal
Davidic King. Jesus is a better King because His rule is heavenly not earthly,
His reign is eternal not temporal, and His ways are perfect not corrupt. The
good news of Christmas is that Jesus has come and His kingdom will have no
end and His rule will be perfectly just as well as perfectly merciful.

Nothing Is Impossible (1:34-37)
Even though Mary is not the good news of Christmas, she is significant. Particularly, the fact that she was a virgin when she birthed Jesus is extremely
significant. The virgin birth was actually prophesied in Isaiah 7:14. Much ink
was spilt over the significance of the virgin birth during the fundamentalist
liberal debates of the previous century. The conservatives were right to advocate for the significance of the virgin birth. The Bible views the virgin birth
as a historical fact and we need to understand it has profound theological
implications. If Mary was not a virgin, it calls into question the claims about
Jesus as well as the efficacy of His atoning sacrifice on the cross. Simply, if
Mary was not a virgin then Jesus was not God and His sacrifice on the cross
does not pay for our sins.
However, there was another significant person involved in the birth of
Jesus. The Holy Spirit played a role in the virgin birth. Like we see throughout
the Bible, the Spirit always gives life. The angel used a delicate expression in
order to communicate that nothing crude or sinful or even sexual happened
to Mary. Rather, he explained the divine agency and origins of the pregnancy.
Clearly, as a result of this miracle Jesus has divine essence.
After explaining the nature of Jesus, the angel referenced Mary’s cousin
Elizabeth. The comparison to Elizabeth and Zechariah made the scene even
more profound. Like Mary, Elizabeth experienced somewhat of a miracle in
the birth of her own son even though she had been barren her entire life. The
angel put these two accounts together and concluded “nothing will be impossible with God” (1:37). No doubt this was a worshipful statement. However,
no doubt, this truth also bolstered Mary’s faith. These historical accounts
should lead Christians at Christmas to worship as well as walk in great faith.
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Faithfulness on Display (1:38)
The conclusion of this account is a glorious example of faithfulness. Mary
was humble in all the meanings of the term. She was of lowly rank in her
society. She was young, a woman and thus wrongly treated as a second-class
citizen, from a peasant family, and from a conquered oppressed nation. However, due to being favored by God she was brought into God’s redemptive
plan. Thus, through faith in the Word of God, she displayed wisdom beyond
her years and became the mother of the divine King.
Mary’s response was the opposite of Zechariah’s response. He doubted
God, yet she responded in faith. Due to his lack of faith, God did not allow
Zechariah to have the last word and took his words. But, in this account,
we see Mary had the last word. Hers as a perfect and exemplary conclusion
to the degree the angel saw fit to depart. Her response was a quiet submission. She willingly submitted herself to the Lord no matter the trials it would
bring. She believed in God, trusted He knew best, and followed His Word
wherever it led her.

Focusing on Meaning
Mary is a remarkable figure in the Bible. Most of the Bible’s significant characters are marked by serious flaws. However, we don’t see many flaws in Mary.
She is highly esteemed for her great faith. We need to be clear that Mary was
not immaculately conceived as our Roman Catholic friends claim. However,
that should not lead to another error of diminishing her. Mary is someone to
emulate. She demonstrated beautiful faith, even when it did not make sense
and even when it would likely bring her harm in this world. Mary was not the
hero of Christmas, but she was a hero to emulate.
We should never rush past the doctrines about Jesus we learn in the
Christmas accounts. These doctrines are beautiful. Many in our generation
believe doctrines only divide. They can divide. However, those divisions can
be both valid and good as well as invalid and bad. For example, Baptists believe in the authority of the Bible and thus should reject teaching that denies
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the virgin birth. The doctrines established at the first Christmas should lead
to a spirituality that marvels at Jesus. In the end, these doctrines should be
so embedded in our minds and hearts that we believe nothing is impossible
for God. The Christmas doctrines birth a spirituality of worship and faithfulness. Marvel that nothing is impossible with God!
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Teaching Plans
DISCOVERY PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Give each person (or team) a piece of paper. Ask them to write the alphabet vertically in two columns. When you say, “Go!” they are to write
the name of a gift someone might receive at Christmas that starts with
each letter. Give them 3 minutes. The one with the most answers wins.
You might consider bringing a prize to give the winner. (A copy of this
assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study at
www.baptistwaypress.org.)
2. Ask the class about a gift they have received in their lives that was a
total surprise. When everyone has had a chance to share tell the class
today’s lesson focuses on the most unexpected, seemingly impossible,
gift the world ever received.
3. Lead your class in prayer.

Guide Bible Study
4. Ask someone to read Luke 1:26-30. At this point, Mary had no idea
what was about to happen but it frightened her and left her pondering.
Ask, Why do you think Gabriel told Mary not to be afraid? After class discussion ask if there’s ever been a situation in their life that blindsided
them to a place of fear and questioning.
5. Say, Let’s continue on with this story. Ask someone to read Luke 1:31-33.
Using information given in the Teaching Guide recap these three verses.
Ask, Do you think Mary understood she was about to become the mother of
the Messiah?
6. Read Luke 1:34. Ask, What was the first word Mary said in response to the
news she had just received? (How?)
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7. Divide the class into groups of 2-4. Ask them to:
			 •	List times in the Bible when God chose people to do the seemingly impossible, and their first response was a question. (Their list
might include, Moses, Paul, Abraham, and Sarah)
			 •	List times in their own lives when God chose them to do the seemingly impossible and their first response was a question.
8. Read Luke 1:7 and Luke 1:35-36. Explain that it had been impossible for
Zacharius and Elizabeth to have a baby, she was barren and now they
were both old. However, in verse 36, Elizabeth is able to tell Mary that
God has once again done the impossible.
9. Read Luke 1:37. “Nothing is impossible with God.” (Give everyone a
copy of the “Teaching Resource Item” entitled, “God Makes All Things
Possible,” for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.) When Mary first
heard the news delivered to her by Gabriel, she was troubled and wondered how it was possible. Challenge your class to take a few minutes
to think about all the things going on in their life and list those on the
handout you gave them. (Some of the lists might include paying for college, concerns for teenage son, a scary report from a doctor.) Now, ask
them to look back over their list and highlight everything on the list
that God cannot take care of. (They don’t really need a highlighter because there’s nothing God can’t take care of!) In wrapping up this activity, remind them of the truth of Luke 1:37. Ask them to fold their lists
and wait to see how God responds.

Encourage Application
10. Read Luke 1:38 and explain that Mary was humbled to be used by God.
She knew God had done the impossible and she prayed that He would
use her as He willed. Ask everyone to look over their list one more time.
As they look, ask them to pray this prayer over each item, “Lord Jesus,
You do the impossible. May Your will be done. May I serve You and honor You always.” After a few minutes, end your time together in prayer.
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DISCUSSION PLAN
Connect With Life
1. Begin your time together by asking the following questions for discussion:
			 • What’s been one of the most fun gifts you’ve ever received?
			 • What’s been one of the most meaningful gifts you’ve received?
			 • What’s been one of the most unexpected gifts you’ve received?

Guide Bible Study
2. Ask, Has there ever been a time in your life when something unbelievable
happened? A time when you knew the only explanation was God? Give everyone a minute to think. Ask people to share. Wrap up the discussion
by saying, We all have stories in our lives when God moved in unbelievable
ways to accomplish what we thought was impossible. However, the greatest
story is found in the Scripture. It’s the story of the conception of our Savior.
3. Lead your class in a time of prayer. Thank God for the times He has done
the impossible in our lives. Thank Him for giving us the gift of the baby
Jesus who would grow to be a man who would sacrifice His earthly life
for our eternal life.
4. Ask someone to read Luke 1:26-29. Say, Can you imagine being a 14-yearold girl and an angel drops by for a visit? A completely unplanned, unexpected moment in history that would never be repeated. How would you have
felt? The Scripture says she was perplexed and kept pondering what was happening. I have a feeling that was an understatement!
5. Let’s see what Gabriel said next. Ask someone to read Luke 1:30. Discuss the following:
			 • What’s the very first thing Gabriel said to Mary in this verse?
			 • Why do you think he said “Do not be afraid?”
			 • What does it mean to find favor with God?
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			 •	When things happen in your life that seem impossible, what’s one
of your first reactions? (fear, anger, unbelief)
			 •	Would knowing you have found favor with God ease the negative
emotions you might be experiencing?
			 •	Is it difficult to trust in God when things appear to be impossible?
(For example, a job loss, a diagnosis of cancer, a worldwide pandemic, death of a loved one)
6. Ask someone to read Luke 1:31-33. Over 2,000 years have passed since
Gabriel’s revelation to Mary. Ask:
			 •	What did Gabriel mean when he said His kingdom will have no
end?
			 •	In what ways have you experienced the kingdom of God in your
life?
			 •	Do you think Mary understood the implications of all Gabriel told
her that day?
7. Read Luke 1:34. Say, Mary begins her response to the angel’s announcement with a simple word, “How.” In your life, have there been times when you
began a conversation with God with the word “How?” How could You do this
to me? How could this happen? How am I supposed to survive this? How did
You choose me for this?”

Encourage Application
8. Ask someone to read Luke 1:35-36. Mary asked a simple question. Mary
received a profound answer, an answer sure to change the course of her
life, and ours. The answer she received is the same answer we receive
when we are earnestly seeking God in impossible situations:
			 Remember:
			 •	The Holy Spirit lives within you and will work within every impossible situation
			 •	The power of the Most High overshadows you; He constantly looks
out for you and loves you like none other
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9. Read Luke 1:37-38. Reread verse 37. Using the Teaching Resource, ask
the class to list times in their lives when God has done seemingly impossible things. (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.) Ask them to
make a list of things currently happening in their lives that only God
can resolve. After everyone has a time to write their responses, remind
them of God’s steadfastness. The God who has answered their prayers
in the past will answer their prayers in the future.
10. Close your time together in prayer.
			 •	Praise God for being the God who turns impossible to possible.
			 •	Ask Him to give us wisdom to trust and follow His will.
			 •	Thank God for the greatest gift of all, Jesus.
			 •	Thank God that we can put our complete trust in Him.
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Prayer for This Study

Jesus Calls Me

“And Jesus said to them, ‘Follow Me, and I will make you fishers of men’” (Mark 1:17).
Father,
I humbly bow before You today with a grateful heart. Thank you that You loved the world
so much You sent Your only beloved Son, veiled in human flesh to dwell among us, to give
His life as a ransom for the forgiveness of my sin, to reconcile me to You, a holy and just
God. Thank You for Your great love and mercy, not wanting any man to perish, but all to
come to a saving knowledge of Jesus our Savior.
Lord, You have called me to step out of the boat and follow You in obedience, to do Your
kingdom work here on earth. You have called me to be a fisher of men, to share the gospel
message to a lost and dying world. Lord, Your word says, “today is the day of salvation.”
Empower me Lord, with boldness to share Your great love, with those who need You.
Lord, You have called me to love my neighbor as myself. O God, burden my heart for what
grieves Your heart. Open my eyes and make me aware of those around me, that I might
reach out in tangible ways to meet their needs and hurts. Give me a willing heart to show
kindness and compassion to others, never acting out of selfish ambition or vain conceit,
but out of humility and love. Jesus, You are my supreme example of loving and serving
others. You were moved by compassion when You reached out and touched the leper to
make him clean, the one rejected and scorned by men. You gave sight to the blind, fed the
hungry, ate with sinners, and healed many, but Your ultimate sacrifice was laying down
Your life for me, a wretched sinner.
Lord, You have called me to be devoted to You in prayer and the Word of God. May I be
faithful in praying and reading Your Word, day after day. Father, just as Jesus spent time in
prayer with You in a secluded place, I want to slip away to meet You in a quiet and intimate
place every day, conversing with You, and listening to You speak to my heart with burning
intensity and love, showing me Your ways and teaching me Your paths. O God, may I daily
take up the Sword of the Spirit, which is Your Holy Word, and hide it in my heart that I
might not sin against You. Open my eyes and help me to recognize Satan’s lies and deceptions before they unfurl in my life. May I stand on the truth of the Word of God, to defeat
Satan’s lies, deceptions, and temptations to sin.
Lord, help me to immediately respond to Your Word in obedience, as You call me to stand
on the solid rock of my salvation. May I pursue holiness with all my being, as I follow You
Lord, setting my mind on things above, as I serve You and serve others.
In the strong name of Jesus,
Amen

DLB
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